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PREFACE 

THE task which is attempted in this book is a restate
ment of the theory of wages in a form which shall be 
reasonably abreast of modern economic knowledge. It 
is thus an undertaking which seems to need little 
apology. Periodical reconsiderations of each of the 
main departments of economic theory are an important 
part of the duty of economists; since, for one thing, OJ!-e 
field is often illuminated by advances which have been 
made in others, and for another, the events of con
temporary history make it necessary to examine 
possibilities, of which earlier writers IIlIIy have been 
aware; .but which they naturally regarded as not 
worthy of special attention. Such a reconsideration of 
wage theory seems long overdue. For the most recent 
comprehensive statements of a positive theory of wages 
in English-of anything more than an elementary 
character-are now thirty or forty years old. We have 
to go back for them to Marshall'sPrinciples and Clark's 
Distribution of Wealth. Since that time important work 
on the subject has indeed been done, but it is nearly 
all special studies; even Professor Pigou's treatment of 
Labour, in the Economics of Welfare, ought probably 
so to be reckoned for our purposes. Of these works 
much use has been made in the following pages: to them 

v 



vi PREFACE 
this book owes a great debt; but "they have not re
moved the need for some undertaking like the present. 

The historical fact which dominates the wage, 
history of the present century-both in Britain and in 
other countries-is the growth of Trade Union power 
and the development of State Regulation of Wages. 
This fact, which is due to a complex of causes, and 
which could not have been wholly foreseen by econO:
mists thirty years ago, alters very considerably the 
range of problems with which we have to deal. It 
might even appear at first sight as if it ought to change 
the whole structure of·our theory-that ~lllLhl,.!"o 
ueat the regulation of..lyages as the normal case, and 
take its consideration first: But this c"Oiirse--does not 

. -prove satisfactory. The same forces which <l~termine1 
: wages in a free market are still present under regula.! 
. tion;..they only work rather differently. It is. therefore 
best for us to begin in the traditional manner with the 
determination of wages under competition; though at 
a later stage we must examine regulation in more detail 
than the traditional theories do. 

By proceeding in this way, we secure the great 
advantage of being able to build directly upon familiar 
doctrines; and we naturally start with a consideration 
of that principle which was fE'garded by the economists' 
of Marshall's generation as the basis of their theory of 
wages-the principle of Marginal Productivity. The 
validity and the importance of this principle we shall 
see no reason to question; but its very importance has 
one awkward consequence. For we shall get into end
less difficulties if we allow any obscurity about EO 
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essential a principle to persist; and it is unfortunately 
the case that its original propounders did lea ve it~r 
at'east its application-in some obscurity. We are 
therefore faced at the start with the hard task of trying 
to make clear something which Marshall and J. B. 
C1a.rk did not make altogether clear; and we cannot 
hope to do this if we shirk difficulties. The reader must 
therefore be asked to follo:W Chapter 1. with attention 
and some patience; but he may be assured that rela
tively smooth waters lie beyond. 

One very important aspect of the theory of wages it 
has unfortunately been necessary to leave undiscussed 
-the relation of wages to general industrial fluctua
tions or trade cycles. In this branch of econQmics 
recent years have certainly seen striking advances; it 
does seem probable that in a few years' time we shall 
possess the main lines of an established theory of 
fluctuations; but that time is not yet. Thus to discuss 
trade fluctuations from any angle is hazardous, since 
nothing useful can be said unless one is prepared to 
take sides on the critical issues. And most of these lie 
altogether outside the theo;y of w~ges, although they 
have a direct bearing upon it. 

Thus I must confine myself here to stating a 
personal opinion. It is my own belief that some parts 
of this book-particularly the last chapters-have 
considerable relevance to the theory of fluctuations,,,; 
although they are not stated with that particular 
reference. But I shall make no attempt to defend 
this view at present. 

I have to acknowledge a great debt of gratitude for 
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the help I have received in the preparation of this 
book. I work in an atmosphere which is very con
ducive to the making of such studies as the present, 
and I know what lowe to it. Professor Lionel Robbins, 
Professor Arnold Plant, and Dr. F. C. Benham, of the 
London School of Economics, and also Professor W. H. 
Hutt of the University of Cape Town, have all read 
the whole, or large parts, of my manuscript, and made 
most valuable suggestions-which I fear I have not 
always accepted. I have also to acknowledge the 
valuable criticisms which, at more than one stage in 
the development of my ideas, I have received from 
Mr. D. H. Robertson; and the generous assistance ot 
Professor F. A. Hayek, in connection with those 
difficult points where the present enquiry b~gins to 
abut on the theory of Capita\. 
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PART I 

THE FREE MARKET 

CHAPTER I 

MARGI~AL PRODUCTIVITY AND THE DEMAND FOR 

LABOUR 

I 
TITE theory of the determination of wages in a free 
market is simply a special case of the general theory 
of value. -Wages are the price of labour; and thus, in 
:the absence of control, they are determined, like all 
prices, by supply and demand:: The need for a special 
theory of wag"s only arises because both the supply of 
labour, and the demand for it, and the way in which 
demand and supply interact on the labour market, 
lmve certjl.in_peculiar properties, which make it im
possible to apply to labour the ordinary theory o{ 
commodity value without some further consideration. 

The demand for labour is only peculiar to this ex
tent: that labour is a factor of production, and is thus 
demanded (as a general rule) not because the work to be 
done is desired for and by itself, but because it is to be 
Ilsed in the production of some other thing which is 
directly desired. p sonn! services are indeed an ('X-. 

ccptioltj;2..!.hi§..n ; uLa.p~.l't fromthis exeept1on,pie. 
0\~nl:\!1d for l>iliout.ia.a QI'rjved denl!wuwnd tEe speci!1 
prop"..rt~cs of derived qcn!.!l.nd ~aL!hus reasonably~ 
c,?.!.,sidmd ~~rt of thJI. geJl£[.aLth.eo!T.of ~'ag~ It is 
true that these properties are important, not only in tht> 

1 



2 THE THEORY OF WAGES . OK. 

theory of wages, but also in other d;partments of 
economics; most of what has to be said about the 
demand for labour applies equally to the demand for 
other factors of production. Yet the matter is so im
portant for an understanding of wages that it has to 
be given serious attention here. 

The supply of labour raises issues of an altogether 
ditrerent character.CMost of the special ~culties of 
,labour supply arise from the fact that "labour" is a 
two-dimensional quantity) depending both on the 
~1!!!!l;Iet. of labourers available, and upon their ':effi;. 
c"iell.c~the amount of labour each is able and willing 
to provide) ~ is the task_()f manipulating these two 
dimensions simultaneouslY: whlchnas at iiIDes caused 
some collfuslon. ---- ----
--However, the very nature of this difficulty suggests 
at once the way in which we had best deal with it. In 
the earlier part of our discussions (Chapters I.-IV.) we. 
Ishall assume the amount of work each man is prepared 
Ito do-the individual supply"'ofJ!1l>~ur-to be giv.en. 
It will be found that we can explain most 01 the more 
important phenomena of the labour market without 
reference to the complication introduced by these 
variations. At a later stage (Chapter V.) we shall take 
these variations into account, and see what ditrerence 
they make. 

This assumption does not altogether remove the 
difficulties of t,he supply side, but it very- substantially 
reduces them. I, For the question of the total number of 
labourers available in a communi.1,V is one which 
modern "economists are content to treat as lying out
side the theory of wages (ditrering in this from 
their predecessors of a century ago).)It IDay be re
garded as belonging to the theory of popUlation. For 
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our purposes the total.Eu!ll~rr oU/lp.QUIeru: w.il~.pl~ . 
is given. , ~ .1 •• :';-=[ '.' ~,.; k ,~l cl '>"'-rf 'J ''f f' . 
lethe distribution of this_poptl!a~iou ~etweeIl()cc}l: 
l2.~!ion8 Is a problem cif the_ ~heo!y'of !I'~~ but it is 
/:lne of the easiest problems of the whole theory: We 
shall have something to say about it, 'but not muc.h; 
(or the general tendency for the wages of labourers 
of eq.ual elficiency to become equalised in different 
occupations (allowance being made for o~ advant
ages or disadvantages of employment) has been a' 
commonplace of ~iiOmics since the days of Adam 
Smith, and little needs to be added here. The move-j 
ment of labour from one occupation to another, which 
brings it about, is certainly a slo'W one; but there is 
no need to question its reality. 

One difficulty of the supply side does, however, 
still remain. Unless our theory is to remain very un
real for an unduly large part of the process of its con
struct.ion, we have to take into account the fact that 
'the effi~iencies of different men differ ~ We can continue 
'or s~ time to-;';~gIectdifferen;;es iuthe eflic}ency of 
the snme man uilder different Circumstances, without 
til;;eby ~king it impossible for us to grasp the mor~ 
obviously important phenomena of the labour market. 
But we canllot neglect the differences in the efficiency 
/of different. men under the same circumstances without 

v much more serious trouble. 
However, in the present chapter we shall do even 

this, though the deficiency must be repaired as SOOll all 
possible. Most ourrent theories of the demand for 
labour do work under the simplifying assumption that 
~'all m"n [Ire equal"; and while we are examining the 
demand for labour, ins therefore best to proceed under 
that assumption. But it will be dropped in Chapter II. 
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Th!!.-imeraction of supply and demand on the labour 

market is a problem wIDcn will have to occupy a good 
deal of our attention. All buying and selling has some 
features in common; but nevertheless difierences do 
. exist between the ways in which things are bought and 
sold on difierent markets. Organised produce markets 
differ from wholesale trade of the ordinary type; both 
of these differ from retail trade, and from sale by 
tende~ or by auction. ~~Oqr ]ll8.rket is yet another 
type. It has been the usual practice of economists to 
eonc~ntrate their attention on those features of ex~ 
change which are common to all markets; and to dis
miss the differences between markets with a brief re
minder that markets may be more or less "perfect". 
There is little doubt that in doing so they did seize on 
the really significant thing; the general working of 
supply and demand is a great deal more important 
than the differences between markets. But this course 
meant the 'almost complete neglect of some factors 
which appear at first sight very important indeed; the 
fact that they are really less important than those 
aspects which were discussed was rarely demonstrated 
clearly. 

When an attjlmpt is made to apply to the labour 
market the ordinaPJ principles of price determination 
-without making allowance for the type of markd
,the;~'sult-app~rs;'t first Sight-veiYOdd:'\y'~es, Say 
the text-books, tend to that level where demana and' 
siriiPly are eq;-"al.- if supply exceeds demand, some me~ 
will be unemployed, and in their efforts to regain em
ployment they will reduce the wages they ask to that 
level .which makes it just worth while for employers 
to take them on. If demand exceeds supply, em
ployers will be unable to obtain all the labour they 
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require, and will therefore offer highegages in order 
to attract labour from elsewhere. V' . 

Now this, as I hope to make abundantly clear, is 
quite a good simplified model of the labour, market. 
So far as general tendencies are concerned, wages do 
turn out on the whole very much as if they were deter
mined in this manner' It is therefore not in the least 
surprising if valuable ~sults have been attained by this 
sort of reasoning. But, since it is a simplified model, it 
is extremely likely to be misconstrued by those who 
take it to be an account of how the real labour market 

\

WOrkS, [Dne of the ~ost oEviql]!Ueat1l!e!L!?Ul:te r~l 
laJ:loll! marke0s the fact that at all times tjI.£re i!l !!
certain amount of unemploymJlng Now it is easy to, 
-y=and of course' it has often been said-that this 

means that there is a permanent excess of supply over 
demand; and that in consequenc~a~~sbay:e .1Io.'peJ:" 
m'tne!lt tendency to fall. The answer which is most 
frequently given to -this line of argument is a mere 
appeal to facts. Facts certainly do disp{ove itrl!!l~~ 
!!l()nn~!l:P .. is undoub_tedlL!l<!m.etimes -,!oe:xjstent ,with 
rJsingwage§.J but such an appeal is surely insufficient~ 
If the conclusion to which an argument leads is false, 
th~n it is our business to show just at what point the 
reasoning was fa\lacious. 

It is extremely unlikely that the unemployment: 
which does occur in a free market has no effect on the. 
determination of wages; and this, it is evident, many' 
of the most orthodox economists would have admitted. 
But the traditiona 1 way of allowing {or unemployment, 
as we find it in Marshall and Edgeworth and others of 
their contemporaries, is, to say the least, peculiar! 
In effect. they use alternative models. Sometimes they 

1 ManJu"'l. Pr'"dplu. bk.. vi., chao i. and iv.; q. &lao bk. v., ch. ii, 
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treat the labour market as a purely competitive 
'inarket, wor:Janif un1ler the action of supply and de
vniand_nd then they leave unemployment out of 
account. But elsewhere they jlJew fw; UIl&mp)QJWlent. 
@IX to Wake insuffi~ient allowance for competition. 
Marshall was perfectly well aware that the simple 
apparatus of supply and demand schedules d,pes not 
make sufficient.allowance for unemployment; but his 
further steps are uncertain. His extended theory of 
wages is a mere~ri examination of one special 

~ pase where t!te absel!@ otcompetition may make the 
: wage-bargain indeterminate. This iI! altogether in
\ sufficient. 

(The problems of the nature of the market are almost 
entGelyproble~s .~tchiln~TIiio one was ever dis: 
missed, and if no one ever Md an incentive to change 
his employment, there would be no problem here.' 
And this suggests a way by which we can postpone 
·consideration of these questions-just as we decided 
.above to postpone the problem of labour supply. We 
can begin by Cl)nliuing .our ~ttention to a labour 

,1~rlretin~e'l1!ili~!iE:ID' Let us ~ that a level of: 
I wages is fixed so that demand and supply balance, and 
. thus there is no tendency for wages to rise or to fall. 
'Let us suppose, :ftg!,her, that this balancing of demand 
and supplYlsbrought about, not by compensating 
fluctuations of the demand from particular firms~ but 
by the demand from each firm being stationary, because 
no employer bas any incentive to vary the number of 
men he takes on~ It is necessary for us to adopt this 
abstract and rigorous conception of equilibrium, since 
otherwise we should not .be effectively ruling out the 
difficulties of change, but should still be faced with 
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very much the same kind of problem which confronts 
us in t.h e case of a rise or fall iti wages. 

I W~av!l. thus to examine the conditions of full 
!equilihrium in tlw 13boUi'iIiiIr'ket, assumingihe supply 
~r fahourers given, and their ~fficiencies given and 
,equal. This enables us finally to ~~e JJ~~..lJlll:f:l 
problem of dema,ud. It is true that we only achieve 
tIlls isoh~tion at· the expense of a series of highly arti
'ficial assumptions; but in economics, as in other 
sciences, a~s]r!Wtion uLusua.ltr.t.h.e .. c.ol!d!tion of}Jlear 
thlnkiPg.. The complications created by the things we 
have left out can be reintroduced later.' 

II 
I .. [The ~r!!t of the necessary_ conditions of equilibrium' 

i'1 that every man should receive tPll same wa~ 
subject at any rate to allowances for "other advant
ages" and possibly for costs of movement (but these 
things ilso we neglect at presentJ.,) If wages are not 
equal, then it will clearly be to the advantage of an 
employer who is paying a higher level of wages to dis
miss his present employees, and to replace them by 
othel' men who had been receiving less. If he offers a 
wage somewhere between the two previously existing 
levels, he will both lower his own costs (and conse
quently improve his own situation) and successfully 
attract the new men, since he is offering them a higher 
wage than they received· before (So long as such 
transfers can be made advantageously to both parties 
entering upon the new contract, t.here is no eguili~ium; 
since someone can always disturb it to his own advant
age:· ·~~i1l\l.wagQ~ .ax:.~!LIIeQ.essaa-.QQl!dition of equi-

1 Bee below, oha. ii ... v. - -.~- ~- ---
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libr!l!'!l in a market governed by our presem 3saump-
iion~ - - -.- - ---. 

The second condition is much more critical.a'he 
only wage' at which equilibrium is possible is ~w~!i.e 
~~iglUl.qWihlhe value of Jhe.ID3r~iIJl!.! prod~.oWe 
labour_~.l!!7 At any given wage it will pay employers 
best to take on that number of labourers which makes 
their marginal produc that is to 1lIly ,~e 4iff~rence 
between t e total phy I product whICh is actually 
secured and that which would have been secured from 
the"same quantity of other resources if the number 
ofla'Eiourers had been mcreaseaor diiiiinished by one-= 
~ual in value to the wag~ In this way the denlllld 
for labour of each employer-is determined; and the 
~otal demand of all employers is determined from it 
~y-ru1ditioD!.Since in equilibrium it is necessary that 
the total deiiiand should equal the total supply, the 
wage must be that which just enables the total number 
of labourers available to be employed,u:Jris must equal 
the value of the marginal product of the labourers 
~vailabl~ 

The conventional prpof of the marginal proauctlVlty 
. proposition is simple enough. 'It follows from the most 

" fundamental form of the law o!.~!!,iDJs~inlL~tUIJ)S 
that an increased quantity of labour applied to a fixed 
quantity of other ,resources will yield a diminished 
!llargiI!al product~ThUB if the employer were to take 
on a number of labourers so large that their marginal 
product was not worth the wage which has to be paid, 
he would soon find that the number was excessive'; By 
reducing the number he employed, he would reduce 
his total production, and therefore (under competitive 
conditions) his gross receipts. But at the same time he 
would red.!!~e his expenditure; and since the wage was 
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higher than the marginal product, he would reduce his 
expenditure more than his receipts, and so increarse 
his profitsLsimJI~rly, he ~ould not reduce his employ
~ of labour to such a point as would make the wa~ 
I han the marginal product:lJ for by so doing he 
wo d be reducing his receipts more than his expendi
ture, and so again diminishing his profits.(I'he number 
of l;tbQJU'CI6.whicp. a_n_~m!,loye,r~ill_pr:El.!:r t(), t~ke o~ 
i.d~a~ numj>_er whic~Ill.!~es his profit,s a_ maxlm'.!T, 
.and that number is gIVen by The equality of wages to 
the marginal product of th~Jab0II!..!.-~!o,lEllD , 
I:::.-tnlstIlWicleartllat the wage at which equilibrium 
,is possible will vary in the .2pposite direction to changes 
in the total number of labourers available] If the 
number bf labourers available on the market had been 
larger, the wage must have been lower; since the addi
tional product secured by the employment of one of 
these extra,.labourers would be worth less than the 
previously given wage, and consequently it would not 
pay to employ these men unless the wage-level was 

-reduced: If the number had been less, employers 
would have had an incentive to demand more labourers 
at the given wage than would actually have been avail
able, and their competition would therefore force up 
the level of wages/The ~nJ~age which, is consisten~ 
with equilibrium 18 ~.lle wj,ich ,~qualsj;htl.y.a.hf~ l>ftqc) 
mal'g~n~I product o!lhe available aboUl~ . 
./ [This "Law of Margina ro uctivity" is regarded 
by most modern economists as the most fundamental 
principle of the theory of wage~"J Nothing will be said 
here to contradict that view. Nevertheless, care has 
been taken in framing the above statement of the law 
to bring into clear relief the extremely abstract as
sumptions on which alone it is rigorously true to say 
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that wages equal the marginal product of labour. A 
long road has to be travelled before this abstract pro
-position can be used in the explanation of real events .. 

We shall have to tread that road in future chapters; 
but it must first of all be pointed out that the difficulty 
of applying the law is considerably increased by the 
conventional method of proof. The proof which we 
have just given is theoretically valid, and it has its 
uses; some of the broadest and most far-reaching de
ductions which can be drawn from the theory are 
reached most easily if we look at the proposition in 
something like the above manner.' But other appli
cations come out much more clearly if we adopt 
another way of looking at it (which is quite consistent 
with the fu.st); and these are among the most important 
in the detailed study of reality. /. nrvw HrJ;ic)"-
i [The numb~~ of m~~ emPloyed by a fu'mdeplllld.s 
i!\r~~~.L1!Pon t.wo thin,8s: the .s1!l!!!~itr_ of pr9Quct~ 
desires to turn out, and the method it decides to adQllt 
Ji.iroau~tIQiB Some m;thods use a large amount of 
one factor, some use less of that and relatively more 
of another; and though no entrepreneur in his senses 
would ever use a method which needed a large amount 
of all factors, when a method which_ needed a smaller 
quantity o! each of1;hem was available, a very real 
choice does arise between methods, one of which uses 
relatively more of factor A .and relatively less of 
factor B, while the other uses less of A- and more of B. 
Jr the m~thoAof production is given, then the quantity 
of labour employed varies directIz..~th. thil output; 
the larger the output, the more'men will be employed) 
If the output is given, then a variation in method 

I See below, oh. vi. 
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will still vary the quantity of labour employed to 
some extent, since some methods need more labour 
than others.' 

In equilibrium, ~oth t~scale qf production and the 
method of production must be chosen in such a way 
that ~oppl?rtunity_ reID!linl! gpel! fOL!l.!!!plo,Eers to 
benefit them.selve~.bY_l! chan~Thus if for the 
present we work under the assumption that tbe 
methods of production are, fixed, the amount pro-

. duced in each firm (and consequently the demand for 
labour) is determined by the condition that the price 
of the product should equal its cost' of production
including an allowance for "normal profits". ~hese 
!lor!lml pmfits are genuinely ~!l.eJement in c~<?~ts;}o; 
they are simply the price which has to be paid for .the 
resources-..tEEl.capital and managerial skill-which are 
contributed by the employer himself, in order just to 
induce them to stay in the branch of production in 
questionQf the wages which have to be paid in a 
particular industry were higher, costs of production 
would be .raised relatively to selling prices, and the 
profits of employers would consequently be reduced) 

, These employers would therefore find that the employ
ment of their own resources in the industry in question 
had become less advantageous relatively to the em
ployment of similar resources in other industries, so 
that they would tend to turn their attention to other 
industries~ and produ~0onin.!he firllt_.indust~y w~~~ 
contract~J.nd wlder our present assumptIOns, the . 
contraction of production would lead to a roughly pro
portional cOlltraction of the demand for labour in that 
industry) .' 

Inexactly the same way,]. fall in wages~ptherthings 
remaining equal, would make the industry concerno'\ 
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a relatively profitable one for the investment of otlw.r 
reSOJIT.cel4.Jlew capital would B.~w ~~. new fums -';;ould 
~et up, an~ the de~nd ~~r l~bour would expand) Jfthe. 
pdustty IS to be ill eqU1lib.~lUm, ~~r..e_~ust be no te.!l
dency for an expansion of this kind, Q!jor a contractjp.A; 
tJlecosfDrpiodWitiwun..1Wt-equslt.he Belling price;J 

This particular relation (which, as we shall see, is 
not by any means the only one which we have to take 
into account) received particular attention from 
Marshall at one stage of his development. The wages 
of labour,(Marshall declared, tend, to equal "the ne!1 
product of a ma~~.J.~our" -"the value of th~ 
produce which he takes part in producing after <l~j 
dyctiIJ~ll th~ ot~e!p{pensell. of producing it".' It is 
this which appeared in the first edition of Marshall's 
Principles -as the main part of his theory of the demand 
for labour. although there is appended toitthe cclc.: 
brated ~arning that it is not "anmdep!mdent theory 
of wages, but, only a particular way of stating the 
familiar doctrine tha{the.value of anything tends to 
equal its expenses of production"." •. 

!t is interesting to enquire whether< '))..<t1!..p.IJlduc-

1 Primiplu, lBt ed .• p. 648, It should be obsorved that as it atanda 
thi8 is Dot tho same thing as tho ma.rgin&l produot. 

a Of courae, even in the tint edition. Marshalldid not leave out of account 
the v&l'iation of methods, although be had not yet fully developed bis oharac
teristio way of dea.ling with it. This W88 to oonceive of entrepreneurs !WI 
ohoosing betwoon blocks of resources, each organised in 8. technica.lly given 
ma.nner (a man with 0. spade, to take theaimplest case). Such & blo{'k would 
be taken on only if ite marginal p:tOOoct was worth more than iu. cost; but it 
would not be taken on even then if another block waa available, which 
offered. an equivalent product at smaller 008t. Marginal productivity auf· 

"ficed to determine the total valne of the block. but in order to diecover thIJ 
,price whic~wouJd be paid for one only of ita component.!. the prices ()f the 
other components must be 8ubtracted. Thua we have the. Umarginllol net 
product". 

The fe&u1t8 of thi8 approach do not aeem to be appreciably different 
from thoRe of the anaJysiein the text-though that i8 ba8eden W~ ratbf!r 
than M&nhall. But it may perhaps be claimed that the preee.nt' version 
Il(lhicvea a greater BimpJicity. and iB n.ot much Jess .realistic 
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.tiYity!' is simply a determinant of the equilibrium 
level of wages in a particular trade, or whether it is 
also a suflicient determinant of the level of wages in 
generaV At first sight it would appear that if wages 
were raised throughout aU industries to a uniform 
extent, there could be no tendency to a contraction of 
the demang Jo;TaboUr from this cause:' (l'he With
drawal of capital (or land) from a partjcular mdustry is 
due to the fact that other investments have become 
more profitable; i~~ofits are s!IJI..Y)J;aneol!s.!I_reQ"\l..!led .. 
elsewhere, this mcentiveseemsto be removed. But this . 
lsDottIie c3iie).SiO:ce diffeienCmdustrie~ are making 
differcnt products, it is almost certain that the pro
portions in.'Vhi9h labom: lind capit~la!"ecom.binedwill 
be~_ffe!:ellt !!t_ difiertlnt indu.st!:ies;~ thu~_u~iye_n 
rise m wages will diminis4. profits more in some in
dust.ries than in others)..,Q>t;"ere will thus sHU be an in- . 
cpnti,-e :ror th-;-o-th~-fa~tors to move, capital, for in
stance, moving out of the trades which use relatively 
much labour and little capital, into those in which the 
proportitlns are reversed,) In the less ~~IistiC .in
dustries there _will be unemployment the-.-mQre 
capitalisticindustries there WIll be arise in the demllnd 
for labour. But sihce intllose- industries which use a 
high proportion Iof capital the amount of labour 
required to use a given amount of capital is relatively 
small, the transferred capital in its new employment 
will absorb less labour than had been thrown out by 
it~ withdrawal.t(hQIe is PI,t l1ncmp~yment.) • 

JSH1llIarly, a fall in the general level of »,ages will 
lea'1i to a transference of other factors in the opposite 
direetion, and so to a rise in the demand for labour.J 

" thus, even if we suppose the technical methods of 
produ('tion in every industry to be fixed, it is still true 
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that there is a determinate rate of wages which will 
make demand equal to a given supply:> If wages are 
higher, the supply will exceed the demand; if wages are 

:!Qwer idemand will exceed supply.' 
~~e difference between the marginal productivity 
theory and this "net productivity" doctrine lies 

fshnply in a difference of assUmptions. UN et P~OdU.c
I~ivity" assumes the methods of production to b~ 
I fixed; marginal productivity assumes tliem---to--b 
;.Vai~~l~?:. In -fact, there can be very little doub 
/that tgey nearly always a~-:Vl!riable to 8.0~e extent; 
: and-£onsequently the margmal productiVIty theory 
:has a deeper significance than the other. ~ut .tlliSdof;J! 
~o:>.t}!!ll!!.n that j;kp~~i«ula!_!~lation which is distin
~~hed _~ th.!' _n~t"pr!l9,1!<2tiYit~ctrine hlsesitsiIu: 
p.~rtanc~ Even if the methods of production are· 
variable, it is still true that in equilibrium "the valuE' 
of anything equals its expenses of production". Thus, 
the demand for labour will react to changes in wages 
through the consequent change in the relative profit
ability of investment in different industries-even if 
it reacts in other ways as well. 

When an entrepreneur has to choose between two 
1 This extenJion of the "net productivity" doctrine to cover aU indUltriea 

together is due to W ...... (8_ d'l"""""ie poliliqu<"..... particularly 
~D8 20 ""d 21). 

The eaect on the demand for labour which &risea from the redistribution 
of other reaouroel bet~n iDdustriei ought to be distinguished from another 
oloaely similar etfecl. not diacU88ed. in this chapt.er. It is not im prubableo 
that tbe reduced (or increased) price which is paid fOf other factors uf pro
duction (even after they have been transferred). 88 compared with their 
situation before .. change in wages took place, may but" lome effect on their 
totalsupply. If. as the result of a rise in wages and conaequent fall in pro6ta. 
the supply of capital lalla off, then the demand for l&bour will contract "till 
further. And vice vena if wagel fui. 

But tbi. effect on tbe total supply 01 otherfacton invoJvea quite dUJerent 
oonaideratioD8 tha.n the effect through clmngea in the app1ication of • fixed 
.upply of the other facton. Here. t.berefore. we concentrate on thill la-tier 
etleot. But the question of consequential obangell in the lupply 01 other 
factor. will havo to concern us later in tbi.8 book (see Chapters VI.lWld IX.). 
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difierent methods of producing a given output, he may 
be expected to choose that which costs least, For, at 
any rate in the first place, anything which reduces his 
costs will raise his profits[1f employers are not using 
the cheapest method of production available to them, 
they have an incentive to change; and so there is no 
e.~uilibrium.J 
t It is this condition of minimum cost 9JI 
er uni .: .. ,!C leads us directly to the law 

~!I'argi .. nalPr~cl!!!?tj~ Foiifwe sriPliose the prices 
of all the factors of production to be given[the "least 
cost" combination of factors will be given by the, 
condition t~at the ma:gina~ p~~ucts of the factors. 
are proportional to their prlces'lf the ... , ( 

marginal produat af footor A ia tor than margin&I prod,,-at of B 
prioe of A - price of B ' 

then this means that it will be to the advantage of the 
entrepreneur to use a method of production which uses 

.J a little more of A and a little less of B, since in that way 
he will get a hlrger product for the same expenditure, 
or (what,comes to-the -same thing) he will gelim ... l!.<ll1!l.!.. 
product at a lo~~r _~ostJ 
CYJl1is"condition of the proportionality of marginal!l 
products is simply another means of expressing the. 
necessity that the method employed in a. position of 
equilibrium should be the cheapest method of reaching 
the,desired result;) No Jle~.principlewhate.ver.is mtr.9-
ducej; so that in ir~ctical applications we can work 
With the condition of minimum cost, or with the con
dition of the proportiOnality of marginal products
whiohever seems more siguificantin the particula.r case,' 

1 The proportionality of marginal products is simply the ma.thema.ticaJ 
(londition for min.imum coat of production--or maximum production from 
a giVt'lD expendature. It is t.hUl euy to aee wby it takes the same form .. f 
the law of oqui.ma.rginal utilit.iee-the OOIldition for maximisation of eDtia. 
faot.iona. C ~\ , . t-h,,, 1\, ~_,\ .. '''' Q c;f-- ~ ·i.' ~ ... -J 

~w7!,~c'v 
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It must, however, be observed that the above con
dition only states thaifihe lAAf.,g!a!l1 E!:oducts are pro-

I
Portioniliot]lti>!i~.es ()f t~e)a_c!2rs-Xt4oes'not say _ 
that tl:!~prices __ eqY4~_..t.he. values aLthe margin!,l 
~duct.QSo far as the choice of methods of production 
is concerned, it appears that the prices of the factors 
might all exceed, or all fall short of, the values of the 
marginal products-so long as they do it ill the same 
proportion. But if this were to l1e thll.,ilase, it would be 
possible for the entrepreneur to increase his profits by 
expanding or contracting production with~ut changing 
his methods. \Phe condition of equality between price 

"and cost of production would not be satisfied.' 
When we allow for the variability of methods of 

production, there is thus another way in which changes 
in wages may affect the demand for labour" rise in· 
wages will make labour expensive relatively to other 
factors of pr9duction, and will thus encourage entre
preneurs to use methods which emJ>~oy less labour and 
more of these other factors. And this evidently applies 
in exactly the same way to industry as a whole, as it 
does to particular industries. <J:1fle more extensive the 
lise in wages, the more substitution will take place. Eor 
exactly the same reason, a fall in wages will lead to 
substitution in the reverse direction. 
C. The law of m!\rgin.al.l'!~,!~ctivity, in its usual forlY}, 

. f~.JIjmply.A..QQ!!.Y.~ni.e.~t!!lealls)Vher~by the stateme!)t 
of the tw_o_t~l!gen_ci~JY.e..haye.J~eeQ. discussing can ~e 
~ombin~d. On the one hand, th~m.YrnB to other re
sou~ than labQlIT te.n<!to ~quality in their differ~~~ 
8.~tlo!!i (the tendency which alone is taken account 
()f in the formulation of "net productivity"); on the 
()ther hand, ~mplqJ.e!&!:all.tIlOd,ify the methods. whie)! 

1 For a. further discussion of this point, see Appcmdix. sect.. 1. 
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tJt~y.-.emploYin_ theiL ~usi~es~~s, and the relative, 
profitability of different methods depends on the 
relative prices of the factors of productio!9 For some 
purposes it is convenient to use the conventional 
formulation, which brings together the two tendencies, 
and enables us to manipulate them together; but for a 
good many other purposes it is convenient to treat 
them separately.' 

1 Some 
of 

• 
be. inserted bere a.bout the oonception 

";':~~ we find it in the work of Prof6880r 
"" p. 214 if.). Thio oonception i. 

produotivity" and "marginal produotivity", 
de6ned ; just as they aro consistent with each other, lIi008 

they deacrlbe tho same phenomenon under alill:btly different &88umptions, 80 
"discounted ma.rginal produotivity" ill oonaiat.ent with them. 

One of tho faoto1'8 of produotion whioh is required. to co..op.!.,!&te with Ia.bour 
in almost any employment is oirculating capital; tho &mount of circulating 
capital needed foJ' the employment of labour being oquaYto .tbe ,,:~e8 paid.,. \ 
multipliElCl by the length of timo eiapJiDg between tho payment oE labour 
a.nd file UhUlf.J.ha...pr.udu.ct. If now we suppose that thia length of time
the period of production. in the fruniliar English leDie-is given &nd coD8tant, 
but tha.I; the proport.ions of la.bour to other facton of production o:s::copl; 
circula.ting ca.pital a.re independently va.ria.ble. tben, a.lthougb the amount 
of thoae other factor. of produotion maJt be suppoBed. oonstant when the 
&.Ulount of labour employed. sUghtly inCreaat'l8. o,imulaetng.. ~pital cannot 
bo kept..oonal4ntJ wo have to allow for &lma.U increase in circula.ting capital 
parallcl with the JMCl't\aaed employment of labour. In order to maintain the I 
condition of equality of selliing price and coat of production, the coat of this 
additional circula.ting oapital must be deduoted from tbe !n&ra:i.nal product .• 
i.e. th.- marginal product (estima.ted iD tbia ma.nner) must be ··diaooUD~. ,\ 

However, there u no re&aon why. in general, we should not. 888ume that 
the period of production is va.na.ble; and onoe we do thil, we get a. true ma. .... 
ginal product of the kind described in the ton. The omployment of more 
l .. bour with the 8a.mo amount. of circulat,ing capital will generally involve a 
ehortening of tho period of produotion; but tbe additional produot created 
by the additioual labour under theae ojrcumatancea is • true mo.l'linal 

.Frodllot •.. Vo·hich in equilibrium ml18t equa.l the wage. without ..nyrusoounting. 
- Prof0&8or Titoussig'a pmferenoe for this perfectly valid wa.y of stating the 

theory sprinp uo doubt from· his conviction (ao properly ahown in aU hie 
t work) of tht\ extremo impOl:taAce of drcul@ting capital and of a right UDder.: 
Ilt.anding of ita fU(lot,junt!. A full understanding of this important aapoot\ I 
of the detonninlltlon of w&gC8 oao, bowever. probably only be I60Ured if 
we make tl8e of lown kind of modDnueed "elB8tio" wage.fund theory, luch 
IL8 b ... boon6luboratod in the works of Btllim·B1~work. Wickaell.lUld Prof698or 
T6Ul1Big hUlUil.Jlf (808 his K'0fN G1Ul Capital). Sucb. modernised wa.ge.fUDd{ "" 
i. pen\wll)' ('oIlBlst.ent with margm61 produotivity; a.nd I bave often been \ 
ft'Ulllk>d. to 086 it on a conaiderab1o scale in this book. But I haVfJ concluded 
t.bllt t.he ud\'IA,u~g~ of lI.ul·h a trea.tJuout. would not oowpenaa.te for the 

\ ~ t ... ·n·t~-: It l,"-(,:).,\.-, "" 'N~!'-l 

" (' .. __ .';I,· ....... ' .... f f",. ... ·.f ,'- .. ",.:,r.·.\' 
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III 
C There can be no full equilibrium wlless the wages 

of labour equal its marginal product; since, if this 
equality is not attained, it means that someone has 
open to him an opportunity of gain which he is not 
taking.Q!:ither employers will be able to find an 
advantage in varying the methods of pr~duction they 
use, or investors and other owners of property will be ' 
able to benefit theDlBelves by transferring the resources 
under t~e~ontrol from one branch of production to 
another~ut we cannot go -on from this to conclude 
that this equality of wages and marginal products will 
actuall,y be found in practice; for the real labour 

rket is scarcely ever in equilibrium in the sense con
" idered her~ In actual practice changes in methods 

are continually going on; and resources are contmually 
being transferred from one industry to another, ~'~ 

_ re~es being putat the disposal of industry, which are 
,]I not uniformly ftistributed among the various branches 

of prodilctio:t( This ceaseless change is paitly a con-
sequence of changes in the ultimate Jleterminants ~ 
economic activity those things which we have to take 
as the final data of economic enquiry~hanges ~
tastes, changes in knowledge, changes in the natural 
environment, and in the supp~n: efficiency of the 
factors of production generally. the'!.e _things chan;;e~ 
so the marginal product I!tIaboYr ,c anges with thellj; 
and -tliese changes in marginal productivity exert 

obotaoleo i~ would probably place in \he ... y of _ brough~ up OD the 
Engliab tradition. 

On thia question of the relation of oinmla.ting capital to mlt-~nal pro
duotivity.1ee &rone, "Studi 8U11& di.ltribuZlon8" (GiorMle dt;J,J11 ecortomid; 
I!ill6J. 
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pressure, in one direction or the other, upon the level 
ofwageQ} 
~oes noj;follo!" however, that because theC 

margmslproduet of labour has changed, therefore 
!he·l~,:el ~f~ge~_wiILc~ng~ !ntp.e same direction at 
?nc!}. There are several processes which have to be 

. gone through first; and most of these are by no means 
instantaneou~ Some of these processes (those which 
concern the reaction on the wage of an already effective 
change in the demand for labour) will have to be con
sidered in detail in future chapters; for the preseJ?t, it 

, is only necessary to point out that a rise in the marginal 
, productivity of labour with constant wages (or a fall 
. in the wage with constant marginal productivity) does 
not !!!l.cessacily lead employers to expand their deman.d 

, for lab'01lLll.t o~ Similarly, the fact that the em
ployment of certain men has become less advantageous 
does not always lead to an immediate contraction in· 
the demand for labour. -
l L!rhe principal reason for this "lag" is to be found 
\~ the facL that. onu>£. th~ ilQ:9IL~rating factoril-= 
,c'2~t~l-:i!!L.at !lnYPllorticul~Qm~n..t, largel! .incot
pom ted In goods. ofa .cettaW.-degree ai dura.bili!t;J It 
Illay Ii'ave'become more advantageous to use other 
methods, or to invest capital in'other directions, than 
those which are cJrrently practised; but if the capitar-, 
is at present invested in durable goods, the change in Ii 
conduct which follows from, the change in relative 
profitability cannot immediately be realised. A~ the 
moment, only a small portion of the total supply of 
capital is "free" _VIIilable for investment in new 
fonns-fmd although this portion will be reinvested 
in ways more appropriate to the new situation, that 
in itself may make very little difference to the demand 
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for labour. But, as time goes on, more and more plant 
will wear out and havll to be renewed; more and more 
half-finished goods will come to fruition, and the money 
they bring in become available for reinvestment in 
other ways ~ larger and larger will therefore beco'me 
Ithe pOBsibiliV!es of adjustment.(In the short period 
'therefore, it is reasonable 'to expect that the deman 
!~ ..!!I.~....ro.u1!!l~<in,ela§ti~ince th;-possibility 
of adjusting the organisation of in~stry 'to a cl18ng,ed 
,1~v:el.~~ ",agss. is relatively Bmal!~ut if time is allowed 
:the elasticity grows very considerabliJ 

CSince the whole conception of marginal productivity 
depends upon the varisbilitl' of industrial metbods, 
little advantage seems 'to be gained from the attempt 
which is sometimes nlBde to define a ".§!!..<>.!Ll!!!!iod 
marginal product)-the additional production due to 
a small increase in the quantity of labour, when not 
only the quantity, but also the form, of the co
operating capital is supposed unchanged." It is very 

1 The fact that the existing plant is now no longer the plant which beet 
anits the existing situation willof 001ll'8e ha.ve itl effect aD the time of replace
ment. Suppose an entrepreneur to po88e68 • machine A, while, owing to 
a chango in conditions. a machine B which haa thf;' same original DOat baa 
become more productive. If hi. capital were free. he would thUB inveat 
in B rather thau A. If, however. he baa already acquired A, whioh i. nor. 
mally due for repla.cemo·nt after a certain Dumber of years, then bis replace
ment fund only amounts to a sum corresponding to the number of yean 
A haa already been in UIe; it is short 01 the total coat (of A or B) by a 
sum corresponding to the reat of A', normal life. Thus a decision to scrap 
.A and replaoe it by B now invo]v6I the uae of new capital-borrowed. or 
:d.rawn from some other pari of the buaines&-to aD, amount equal to this 
'defioienoy in the repla.cement fund. Now if the difference in the net produc
!tivitiea of B and A exceed.e: the intereat on thi, extra capital. it will pay to 
'Iorap A; not in the contrary 0&88. The older A il. the 1&88 iI the extra 
r capital requ.ired; and therefore at lOme point in the life of A. which ill earlier 
than the norm.l time of replacement, the ohe.nge will take plaoe. 

The lower the ra.te of intereat, the toODer ... ill a change in the funda.mentaJ 
conditiona of equilibrium lead to an actual change in the structure of produc
tion • 

• Tbe ambiguity of thil conception comel out cleady when we reali96 
that the difference to total production made by the addition of a single 
man with form and quantity of co-operating capital supposed uncbe.nged 
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doubtful if this conception can be given any precise 
meaning which is capable of usef~ application. 

It seems much best to restrict the term "marginal 
product" to the sense in which we have used it in de
fining the conditions of full equilibrium. rr we accept 
this view, then it is not true to say that a man's wage 
must always (or even normally) equal his margina!' 
product. The changes in employment which go on 
every day in the most settled industries are themselves 
due to variations in the marginal productivity of the 
lahour in question, and are set up by divergences bll
tween ~he marginal product and the wage-level!:. If, 
wages are below the marginal product of labour, 
entrepreneurs have an incentive to expand production, 
and expand it in a way which uses more labour rela
tively to other factors than the methods which they 
have been using. If wages are above the marginal pro
ductivity of labour, entrepreneurs have an incentive 
to contract employment; they will contract their out
put, and contract in such a way as to use less labour 
proportionally to other factors than they have 
previously been doing. This may not be feasible at 
onre; it may have to wait until machinery cO!lles io be 
!cplacelt however, an incentive to the dismissanlf 
labour exists\ ¥ld the employment of a certain number 
of labourers ~ so far precariou'!J 

The normal condition of the labour market is one in 
which there is a. tendency to an expansion or a con
traction of the demand for labour; this tendency is the 
way in which the forces described in the marginal pro 

V 
will be:- much 1N.8 tblUl the truro marginal product (form auppoeed variable); 
whilt' th~ lubtractillD of a ainp:le man wben the forms of CApital ban been 
adjul'ltrd to t·hfl Pl'f'Vi0118 8upply of labour will give a diJleftlnoe tD total 
production much greater \.han the marginal product. 
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ductivity theory exercise their pressure upon the level 
of wagesf 

1 For & critic&J. discusaion of some current theories bearing on the au bjec\
matter of this chapter. see my article. "Marginal Productivity and the Prin. 
ciple of Variation" (Ec.oMmico, February, 1932). See alao Valk, "The 
Principles of Wages ~bertaon. co Wa:ge. Grumblea 11 (in .. Economic 
Fragments n)-: Schult&. "~na:t Pi'Oductivity and the Pricing Process" 
(J",,"" oJ PoIi"""! E-,,"y, October, 1929); Schult&, "Marginal Produc
tivityand the Lausanne School" (E'GOROmica. Augan. 1932); and my reply 
to Profeaeor Sohultz iB the same number of EcOtlOftSit:a. 



CHAPTER II 

CONTINUITY AND INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCE 

WHEN the marginal productivity theory is stated in 
the form which has been adopted in the preceding 
chapter, it seems to be free from most of the objections 
which have been brought against it by its critics. 

r~aken ,\\8..a condition otfull eq!lilibri1,llll in the labour, 
market;, It is immune from the criticism so often made 
~!!J!ls}jJ-that -theeXiste-;;~ ~f fix~d pl~t~kes the 
free variation of the proportions in which facton of 
production are employed impossible~nce we realiee 
that fixed £Iant has to be replac,ed, and that if the 
relative prices olthe factors have changed, it is likely 
to be replaced in a different form, this objection col
I~es~ leaving behind it, however, the-Important cont 
elusion that the full effects of a change in wages on th 
demand for labour must not be expected to reves 
themselves at once~ 

Nor can we take very much more seriously the pos- . 
sible objection that(,a small change in the rel8.tiv~' 
prices of the factors will not be enough to lead to a 
change in methods) Naturally the most spectacularl 
changes in method proceed fI-0Ill~lll.tjve!LJ~e 
c.hanges in the prices of the factors; small changes are 
little noticed except by those whom they immediately 
cOllcerl1~ After all, the maJ..-ing of small changes in 
method-well within the present meaning of the term 
--is olle of the chief functions of the entrepreneur; and 
businesses do not only require management during 
Industrial Revo\ut,ions. 

28 
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I 
There is, however, still one further criticism-in. 

itself of still less importance-which is not so directly 
met by the formulation we have offered. It is indeed 
no objection against the marginal productivity theory 
in general; at the mOst all it claims is that the@eter-

~
Ill!n~tion of wages by marginal producti!!!y. is _ SOlne-

. . what rougn;so that there is in facta. ~rtain '!ange of 
inileterminatenessJ, within which' wages can change 
without there being any reaction in the demand for 
Ilabo~No one would seriously suggest that the range 
is a very wide one) so that the practical significance 
of this contention/, even if it is accepted, is ~all. But 
since one of the principal o~jects of this book is to 
attempt a precise definition of the possibilities and 
}lrobable conseq~e.!lces of in~ereI!.ce ",it!L.the c~ 

Ipetitive cQ\lIse~ w~~,-we must not allow any open
ing for completely harmless interference, even a small 

';':on~· to appear available, if it does not really exist. 
.• s the number of men em PlO~bY a firm increas~ 
'>the' marginal product diminishes. The marginal pro

duct oi15 men (the difference bet een the total product 
of 15 men and the total product of 14) exceeds the 
marginal product of 16 (the difference between the 
produots of 16 and cif I5). These two quantities give 
the limits between which the wages of a single man 
must lie, in order that 15 men, no more and no less, 
should be the most profitable number to employ. The 
wage cannot rise above the first figure, since otherwise 
it would not be profitable to employ as many as 15; 
it cannot fall below the second, ~. ce otherwise it 
would be profitable to employ mor ::Jfhese two mar
ginal products-:-the internaL.and. ex~I'Jl,!!, we 

! < "< • 1 -, . 1'
: ".' 
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may call them-set limits to the wage which is con
sistpnt with equilibrium) Now it seems possible that 
the internal and externa1' marginal products may differ 
by an amount which is not negligible; and if that is I 
so, we are only possessed of upper and lower limits 
withiJ> .,'hieh the wage must lie-limits which may noy N close enough for us to beable'to use the marginal 0 
productivity law as an exact determinant of the equi 
libl~ level of wages. . ' .' , 

Q'he smaller the units in which a'factor of produc-J,,]rr 
,4;ion can be measured, the nearer together its internal: c: 
and external marginal prodiiaS are likely to b£) If we 
were to plot the marginal products of varying quanti
,ties on a diagram, then the successive ordinates, in the 
case of a factor which C!Ln only be measured in large 
units, would differ quite appreciably, and we should 
ge~ the familiar J!:tep:ed" figure; but the smaller the 
umts can bema e, t e nearer we should approach a 
continuous curve, until ultimately the difference be
tween successive ordinates became altogether neg-, 
Iigible. 

C Thus in the case of c3litl1h_ t~e problem of con-

r
tinuity presents no difficulty. Free capital, at anyJ 

,rate, is iilllijRt indefinitely divisibld And, as we hav4 
scen, it is free capital, not capihJ which has been 
locked up in fixed plant, which matters when we are 
examining the conditions of equilibrium. 

I C-Labour, however, is not indefinitely divisibl~ In a I 
. very large number of cases it is practically impossible 
to engage anything Icss than a wholc man; even if we 
mean by a fraction of a man, a man for less than the 
/whole of the time which is c,onventionally devoted to 

"!wage-earning employment. For, so long as we are 
ooncerned with conditions of equilibrium, we cannot 
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suppose that he remains unemployed for the fest of 
hiB time. He will want to find another employer for 
that; and although it is of course a familiar fact 
that many men (gardeners and window-cleaners, for 
example) do divide their time between a number of em
ployers, this is not a practical proposition over the 
greater part of industry; probably for the very good 
reason that such division is incompatible with any 
high_<!.epee of effiQleucJ-W orgaI)isaJ;ion. 
~ The indeterminateness which could conceivably 
arise from t§~e has perhaps received more atten
tion from Edgeworth than from any other economist. 

I He showea:'(and it is certainly a very beautiful piece 
, of abstract analysis) that the fact that two employers 
cannot easily "share" one workman, while two work
(filen can very easily share one employer, "constitutes 
I a positive advantage to the workpeople in their deal
jngs with entrepreneurs.'" Yet all this means is that, 
80 far as there is a range of indeterminateness, wages. 
are more likely to lie at the higher than~ thH!owerlj 

,end of the range) ~ is ouly if there 18 an appreciable. 
range that Edgeworth's proposition becomes of any 
p~~tical importance.' 
: Qhe possibility of there being an apprecisble range f 
depends to some extent on the elasticity of the demandf 
for labour. And that largely depends on the degree to 
which substitution (or variation of method) is p088ible.' 
The more easily it is possible to substitute other. factorsl 
for labour, the greater the elasticity of demand for 

1 Edgeworth. "The Determioateoessof Eoonomio EquilibriumU(Papu., 
vol. :ii .. p. 318). 

I Edgeworth did Dot bi..rnsellimagine that his propositioD waa veryimpor
t.a.nt in practice. For .. dillCU8I'IioD of t.hi., matter, more p~Jy in t.erme of 
Edgeworth's argument. &fie my article "Edgeworth. Manh.Uand ~e Indeter
minateneas of Wapa" (800II. JOfU' .• JUDe, 1930). 
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l!lbour becomes~d the less probable it is that any 
appreciable indeterminateness will arise from the in
divisibility of the human unit.) 

,/However, it would be unsafe to rely on this very far, 
and it happens that we have other resources, It is only 
reasonable to assume that. the va.tiQ:tlS employers who 
are competing for the services of the workmen in a 
particular trade are differently situated in many 
respects, and are themseives of varying capacities. 
And once we make this assumption, it becomes cl.ear 
that thi(mternal marginal products of the labour em
ployed by different firms are not likely to be exactly 
equa!} If the same wage rules throughout the market, 
that wage must lie between the internal and external 
marginal products of the labour employed by each 
firm; but that is all we can say about the con9itions of 
equilibrium. Now if the wage were slightly raised, it is 
quite possible that the increase might not be sufficient 
to give an incentive to every firm to reduce its demand 
for labour. The new wage might still be lower than the 
internal marginal product in many firms; but the rise 
would have to be very slight indeed to leave the de
mand of every firm unaffected. And similarly for a fall 
in wages[When there are a large number of firm~ 
competing for a particular kind of labour, it is safe to 
say that the ra'llge of indeterminateness due to th 
indivisibility of the workman will be too ~Ilj;9l! 
pc;ceptibJ,e:J -

II 
Thus Edgeworth's "curiosum" disappears beyond 

the limits uf vision; but only to leave behind it a much 
more di.turbing problem. If we are to call to our 
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-.I assistance the individual differences of entrepreneurs, 
we cannot any longer leave out of account, as we have 
tacitly been doing hitherto, the individual differences 

I of labourers. And it is impossible to allow for their 
differences without making conaiderable~Ill.Qdifica
tiona in our statement of the marginsl productivity 
form\lh. 
v v!(thelabourers in a given trade are no~~~ual , "I efficiency, then, st9ctly speaking/they ~ve no ~I.: 
ginal product. u.ve cannot tell what would be the 
differeD.;;;; to the product if one man were removed 
from employment; for it all depends w4ich man is !~ 
~!l. There wouidbe--a'larger differeiiCelf a more 
efficient man ceased to work. I 

The only way in which it is possible to overcome, 
~ I this difficulty is to treat each man u.a,.separate fa.£wr 
o~ His internal marginal product is then 

.; easy enough to identify-it is the diHerence which 
would be made to the total produce of the firm in 
which he is engaged if his labour were to be removed. 
That clearly sets a maximum to'the wage he can-get, 
,and still remain undisturbed in employment. 1£ he 
were to get more than this, his employer would soon be 
seeking to find a way of dispensing with his services . 

.J.,With hOJl\ogeneOJl5 units.' the external marginal, 
,product IS the productivity of a unit of the factor in 
that use which is just excluded, because there is not a 
sufficien. t supply of the factor to satiS~that particular 
unit of demand; or, otherwise stated it is the produc
tivity in that use which just does no ay at the cur-

o rent wage~ With units that are unique, the external 
marginal product is still the productivity in that use 
which just docs not pay. 1£ the wage were slightly 
lower, some other employer would be \\i1ling to take 
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on the man in question. [The highest bid which is not 
satisfied sets the lower limit to the wage-=) 

eIn order that the market should be in equilibrium, 
every man's wage must lie between limits defined in this 
manne.!JBut these limits, set by a literal application 
of the marginal productivity law, are not the only ones 
which must be observed. It is true that if a man's 
wage rises high enough, his employer will prefer to do 
without him, even if it's impossible to replace him in 
any'manner. Yet before this alternative comes to be 
seriously considered, other adjustments may be 
possible. 

First of all, although we ought in strictness to treat 
the work of every individual labourer as a separate I 
factor of productionOhe different labourers in a single 
trade are factors that can be readily substituted for 
one another., They are highly "rivAl" factor!!. It is 
precisely ~his possibility of sullstltution which ensures 
that a more efficient man will always tend to get 
higher wages than one who is less efficient; for if he 
does not, he will always be preferred to the less efficient 
man, and the less efficient matt will find it impossible 
to get employment) 

CThis gives us a second pair of limits within which 
the wages of any particular man must lie i/he cannotl 
be paid more than the man who stands nerl'-to him in 
the order of efficiency, but is just more efficient than 
himself; he cannot be paid less than the man who 
stands next below him;JThese limits are very likely to 
lie nearer together than the first set, and thus they 
are IDore likely to be effective, but they in their 

• turn do not exhaust the lietOn order that the wage 
should be in equilibrium" o~her _conditions must be 
satisfied as well. ,It is possible that a wage could be 
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named at which it would not be profitable to replace a 
man by one who is more efficient, since morEl efficient 
men are very expensive, but at which it would be 
profitable to replace him by a less efficient man at an 
appreciably lower wage. Simila~ly, a man might be i 
receiving a wage at which other employers would find,' 
it profitable to substitute him for men more efficient, 
than himself. Neither of these situations is compatible 
with equilibrill!!OWe have thus & thjrd seto! limits, 
which is perhaps rather less likely to be the effective 
set than the second pair is, because in most cases these 
limits may well lie outside the second pair, so that a 
wage which is capable of provoking the third kind of 
adjustment would have an even stronger tendency to 
provoke the second. But in at least two cases the third 
pair is very likely to be effective; for in the cases of the 
most efficient and the least efficient men in the trade 
one member of the second pair of limits is absent; and 
it must therefore be either the first or the third kind of 
adjustment whillh is responsible for setting a maximum 
to the most efficient man's wages, and a minimum to 
the wages of the man who is least efficient.' 

Suppose the number of men available for employ
ment in a certain trade to increa.se by one; and since 
that extra man must have some definite efficiency, let 
us assume that his efficiency is indistinguishable from 

,that of the man who took the 40mh place on the 
original list when the merl were arranged in descending 
order of efficiency. Now the best job open to the new~ 
man is the job which the original400th man just turned 
down, the job whose existence sets the minimum lintit • 

. ,I 1 'Ill the .pecial oaae to which cOIl8ideration of the marginal produe. 

~ 
tivity law ia guneraJly limited. where the 1!!li!:I am bQwugcm'oU8 Bud in~ 

, d~. the80 three lets of limits aIJ"merge togt'ther and &Come 
I indi"tinguilihable. 
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to that 400th man's wage. But the new man can only 
get that job if he accepts something less than this 
minimum limit; a fortiori, something less than the 
400th man had been getting. Now if he accepts that 
job, as he must do if he wishes to get the best possible 
employment open to him,...!he IIliLrket ill.-.atonce in at'. 
p~sition of instability. For ~~e old 400th man's em-
p oyeiWill find that he can get the new man to come 
to him for a wage less than he had been paying to the 
400th man, and since the new man is of the same 
efficiency as the 400th man ... theemployer will clearly I 
benefit .byJ,he exchange. And the old 400th man can 
only regain employme.nt by accepting lower wages 
than he used to get, since the old most favourable em
ployment is now closed to him. (Of' course it is un
necessary to suppose that the change round actually 
takes place. The threat of a change would be quite 
sufficient to compel the 400th man to accept lower 
wages.) And so the wage corresponding to that degree 
of efficiency which was represented b~ the 400th man 
is reduced; but the process is unlikely to stop here. 
H the new wage of the 400th man is less than th~d . 
wage of thit 40lst man (and that is very likely to be 
the case), then it will be profitable for the employer of 
the 40lst man to replace him, either by the 400th man 
or by the new man, at a wage at least as high as the 
401st man had been earning. And if this happens, the 
401st man goes unemployed, being able to r~gain em-

• ployment only at lower wages, which in their turn ha vet 
a tendency t.o reduce the wages of all those below him, 
in effICiency. 
. On the other hand, the fall in wages of the 400th 
man, by increasing the gap between his wages and those 
of the men whose efficiency is greater than his, will start 
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a mQvement towards the JUbstit~tion.of more efficient 
by. less efficient men, .wlllch can go on so long as the 
economy in wages outweighs the loss in efficiency. 

I
CJust as the wages of those who are less efficient than the 
new man will tend to fan., .so will the ~es of those 
who are more efficient) An addition to the supply "of 
labour will undoubtedly reduce the average wage paid 
in a traile, whether it is possible to assume that the 
differences between the efficiencies of workers engaged 
in that trade are negligible .or not. . 

CIt does not follow, however, that it will reduce every 

J 
wage. In the majority of cases it will affect the limits 

. within which a particular wage must lie;) But if the 
limits are not close together, then it is possible that a 
wage which was consistent with the old limits may 
still be consistent with the new. If it still lies between 
the limits set for it, it wlll be unaffected.' 

LWe are thus brought back to the "range of in
determinateness". (if a man's wage rises above a 
certain point, there will be a danger of his employer 
preferring to replace his labour by that of anotherttJ.an, 
or ofa machine, or deciding to do without 'him 
altogether:{H his wage falls below a certain point, 
there will be a danger of another employer tempting 
him away: How far can we assume in fact that these 
points are close togetherD 

We have already seen thaQ the abilities of the 
various men in the trade were equ~], it would be fllir 
~ 

. , ., 

1 Since the limits to the wages of any particttlar man 6re largely di('tatOO 
by the wages aotl1ally reoeived. by meD whose efficienoy does Dot diffeJ' 
very greatly from hill, the immobility of any partioular mao'. wage will help 
to insulato the wages of those round him on the scale of eftioiPDcy. But thia 
ooly leads to the ra.ther obvious oonoluaion that. change in the aupply of 
labour of norm&! ability is somewhat leas likely to affoot the wages of exoop-o 
tionaUy effioient or inefficient men than it i8 to affect the wagel at "average" 
workers. 
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'. to ,l.Rsume that the range was neg\igib~ Differently 
" sit)lated employers would be prepared, some to take 

on more men, some to dismiss men, as a result of very 
slight changes in the level of wages. And this con-

. c1usion proves to be applicable, to a very considerable 
extent, to the circumstances of reality. The abilities 
of the men in a trade may differ, but they are likely to 
diJIer in such a way that the number of "average" 
men is very large. In fact, the abilities of the different 
labourers in a trade are probably distributed according 
to something not far removed from the normal curve 
of error. There will be some who are well above the 
average-and perhaps quite distinctly spaced out 
above it-and there will be some who are distinctly 
below. But the majority probably differ in efficiency 
to no very marked extent. 

Thus, so far as the majority are concerned, our 
earlier conclusion applies. The wage of any "average" 
workman cannot be changed appreciably (while the 
fundamental conditions of the market remain the same) 
without gi Villg opportunities for substitution and dis
plactlment. ! His "range of indeterminateness" is so 
narrow that it is not worth considerin~' .' 
~\,ith the exceptional men (whether they are excep- ' 

tionally good workers or exceptionally bad) things may 
conceivably be different. The difference in efficiency 
between one man and those who are most like him 
may be sufficiently great for his wage to be only 
determinable-so far as the tendencies we are describ
ing are concerned-·within fairly wide limits. The} 
exceptional man is in a position something like that 
of a mOllopo\ist; he has to look out for substitutes, but 
tlll'y give him a certain amount of elbow-room. 

y ~t it is not with the exceptioMl man that the 
6 
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study of wages, for very good reasons, has generally 
been concerned. We need not be disturbed in our 
application of the marginal productivity theory to 
wages in general by our discovery that it does not tell 
us much if we try to use it in the cases of Charlie 
Chaplins and Sir John Simons. We can rest content 
with the knowledge tha("there may possibly be an 
important element of "bargaining technique" in the 
determination of the wages earned by their humbler 
counterparts, the superlative bricJslayer and the' 

!engineer with a gift for his job.Vile wages of the! 
I "average workman" cannot be in equilibrium unless 
I they are equal to his marginal product; and that is 
I what mattenW 

III 
CUp to the present we have assumed that the effi

ciency of a workman is something which depends solely 
on the workman himsel.ti but this is again one of those 

. convenient simplifications which are not tenable on a 
last analysis~ although they do not often lead us into 

I 
serious error. Efficiency is not really the simple one
dimensional magnitude we have hitherto assumed it 

, to be; it i.{! complex of various qualiti~so that to say 
directly, without further precision, that one man is 
more efficient than another may sometimes be im
possible. But it is an objective fact that, under given 
circumstances, a particular employer will prefer to 
take on one man rather than another; although the 
preference may 90t always rest purelyon grounds of 
"productivity". ~f the technical qualities of a work
man are such as to make him specially useful to a 
certain small class of employers, then the mutual 
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competition of those employers will raise .. his wages 
abov, the level paid to other workmen of his grad~ (if 
his "grade" is established by referring to the prefer
ences of employers who do not have this particular 
need). But if, say, the man happens to be a Com
munist, and the particular (lmployers who would other
wise be specially appreciative of his qualities have 
an objection! (however irrational) to CQlllIllunists, he 
cannot expect to obtain the advantage he would other
wise have secured. Unquestionably this sort of thing 
may have a considerable influence on the wages of in
dividuals;. and it is sometimes desirable to interpret 

I "marginal productivity" in a manner wide enough to 
include it. 

The forces whose action has been described are suffi
cient to generate a tendency lor men with particular 
qualities to move towards those employers who can 
make the best use of their qualities. But of course the 
demand of employers for particular qualities of labour 
(like their demand for other things) is satiable; and if 
a particular quality is not highly uncommon, some of 
the possessors of it will find that the demand of the 
employers to whom they are best fitted has been satis-

. fied by the labour of men even better fitted than them
selves; $0 that they, rather than force themselves into 
an employment where they could only be absorbed at 
a considerably lower wage than they could get else
where, will go elsewhere and offer their services on the 
basis of some productive capacity other than their 
special qualification. 

ahe dependence of a man's efficiency on the effi
cil'ncy of his employer has a significance which is not 
confined to the case of specilLl qUlLlificlLtion&J A work
lUan A mlLy be unquestionably more efficient than 
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another W()rkman B, so that, other tlrings being equal, 
every employer in the trade would prefer to take on A 
rather than B. But even in this case differences may 
arise if other things are not equal. Simply because A 
is so unquestionably superior to B, he will ask a higher 
wage than B; and if the wages asked by the two men 
are different, two employers, who both wish to take on 
an extra man, may decide differently between A and B. 

(An employer who is himself lrighly capable is more 
likely to prefer A, because he can make such use of A 
that A will be worth his higher wage; an employer 
who is less efficient himself would be wiser to prefer B, 
to pay lower wages, and to be content with the in
ferior workman whom alone he could get at those 
lower wages_) 

'It is impossible to doubt that a very large part of 
the validity of that "Gospel of High Wages" which 
was preached so vigorously a few years ago springs 
precisely from this source.[,1f an employer is of very\ 
superior ability, it will pay him to offer higher wages 
than his competitors, in order to have the "pick of the 
markeD Such a policy, in his hands, may well be 
abundantly successful. But like so many- economic 
panaceas/it does not bear generalisation! (For an em
ployer of less ability to follow in the footsteps of his 
successful competitors would be to court destructio~ 
He cannot use men to such good purpose; in his hands 
the best workmen are not worth as much as they are 
worth under the direction of his rivals; to pay them 
more than they are worth will- bring not gain but 
loss. 
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IV 
(The fo~!)~ making for equilibrium in the labour 

\...market are for the most part rat.her. slow in their 
\ a.ctio~ and this is as true of those which have been 

the special subject of this chapter as it was found to 
be of those which were described in its predecessor. 
Although there is always a tendency for substitutions 
of the kind we have just been examining to take place 
-although any considerable opportunity for them to 
be carried through ptofitably is likely to be acted on 
sooner or later-it cannot be pretended that they are 
easy, or that we shall not expect an immense number 

. of unused opportunities of this kind to exist in the 
Ilabour market at any moment[.The adjustment oft 
wages to individual efficiency involves each employer, 
in a series of difficult estimate8-appraisals of the 
relative abilities of two men, one of whom he knows, 
but the other of whom he can only know in a much 
more superficial way. At engagement, the knowledge 
on which an exact estimate of a man's efficiency can be 
Jlnade will usually be lacking. This will not prevent a 
rough approximation of wages to efficiency, for some
thing can be told from a man's record, or indeed, on 
occasion, from his mere appearance. But if it is not 
very clear indeed that the change will be advantageous, 
a perfectly rational conservatism will usually forbid it 
to be made. 

Neveltheless,[the adjustment is often made ap
preciably easier by the tendencv of efficiency to cluster r 
n hout. "n IIVPT!!l::e:J Save in" v~rjSiUiilnnlsTiies..;;es,- a 
"8j~ll!lnrd rate" will naturally emerge. The majority 
of the employees are likely to differ so little in efficiency 
tlmt it will not generally be worth while for a sensible 

~ 
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employer to distinguish between them. T~ them thel 
standard rate will be paid, since discrimination would 
involve Ii labour altogether disproportionate to the I 
end in view. It might involve detailed supervision of a 
kind likely to annoy the men supervised, and make 
work under such an employer less attractive to them. 
Finally, it would open up a serious danger of disagree
ment between employer and men as to the basis of 
estimation, and consequent accusations of favouritism. 
On all these grounds it would not be worth while. 

~ (But there will probably be a'small proportion who 
\)0 u-'are obviously ?f s1!EEtri<.>r. ability, an~ it thei~ ll11ility 
-, becomes SUffiCIently well known outsIde the firm for 
_ ~'1 them to have an opportunity of moving advantageously 

emp!()y~rs must pay them bettej;! Since, even in this 
case, there may be room for disagreement about merit, 
such payments will often be made without much 
advertisement.' The same end can also be reached in 
a more straightforward way by promotion into a 
higher wage-grade. Here, too, there may of course be 
disagreements and discontents, but there is the counter
vailing advantage that a firm which is known to have 
a system of promotion will attract the better men, who 
will know that they will get better wages when they 
have proved themselves. It is even possible that some
thing of the Same sort ,is occasi?nally achieved if pro
motion goes only by ,seniority\' The better workmen 

,are less likely to be discharged when trade is bad; they 
;will therefore earn promotion sooner, and charges of 
)favouritism are less likely to be encountered when pro
motion is, at least apparently, automatic. ) 

,:..cf [Men whose capacity is definitely inferIor to the 

1"''''- I The U10mething extra in the pay envelope" which is 80 UpBetting to 
wage Iltati8tica. 
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average will not get employment, save as a form of 
charity, unless they are prepared to accept something 
less than the standard wa~ At aU events, this will 
be the case if their inferiority is an obvious one, result
ing from infirmity or a bad record that cannot be con
cealed. If it is due to some less obvious cause, they 
may get taken on at the standard rate, but they will 
be unable to maintain these favourable terms of em
ployment. Sooner or later they must choose between 
istaying with an employer at lower wages, or the only 
alternative-chronic unemployment. 

(Thus there is no reason to suppose that standard i 
rates are in any waY'a particular product of Trade 
Unionism:lAnd this deduction seems wholly borne out 
by inductive evidence. According to Mr. and Mrs. 
Webb, tthe most autocratic and unfettered employer 
spontaneously adopts standard rates for classes of 
workmen, just as the large shopkeeper fixes his prices, 
not according to the higgling capacity of particular 
customers, but by a definite percentage on cost".' 
However, the standard rates of free competition aref 
not in any sense minima; exceptional cases are alway4 
likely to be paid less~) -

~. cJ;. closer approximation to the "individual wage" of 1 

theory is probably secured by piece-work than IS pos- . 
sible by time-work methods. A s!Qw wQrker gets less; , 
and a fast worker gets more· (so that his employer can 
more easily retain him). And theadjuBtment can be 
carried out with less trouble and with less danger of 
discontent tban would be possible with time-work. 
There is a definite objective measure of efficiency. 

\ But it iR not altogether a good objective measure; 
I In<ltUIriGI~. p.281. 
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and this is natural enoughQor efficiency is a com· 
plicated thing and does not readily lend itself to ob
jective testsJ It is only il:lthose trades where quantity 
of work done matters more t~!1 quality (or where the, 
quality can be looked after satisfactorily in some other 
way) that piece-work is possible at allJ If quality is 
likely to suffer from speeding-up, to pay merely for 
speed of work would be thoroughly bad economy.' 
Further, even where quantity is almost the only thing 
aimed at, a fast worker will gct more out of his tools 
and machines, and will in consequence be worth a 
higher wage in proportion to his output than a slow 
worker is. But even when these things are allowed for, 
there is more to come. 

CDifferent men cause all sorts of varying amounts of 
trouble to their employers; some are very "reliable", 
they are never iII, never want a day off, are always 
content and on good terms with the management. 
Others are always causing expensive temporary ad
justments for such reasons. In all these ways there 
may be variations in efficienct;) of which piece-rates 
take no account, and indeed may make it more diffi
cult to take account, since it is more difficult to pay 
more or less than standard piece-rates than to vary 
from standard time-rates. The more obvious and easily 
accepted excuses are absent. 

In these last pages we have already forsaken tbe 
marginal productivity theory, and the slow moving 
forces determining "normal wages". We have entered 
upon the study of the labour market as it. actually is, 
with the fundamental conditions of equjlibriuHl 89110 4--

I Of oourse, since di8crimination among workmen i8 only one object of 
pieoo~work. the general 8pe6dingoup whi"h would follow from its int~dUl:. 
tion would not pay if the aacrifioe of quality waa aerioUB. and reflected it«>1f 
seriouaJy in selling priooa. 
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• st.~ntly changing,';nd entrepreneurs so busily occupied 
In adjustlnweir businesses to these more important 
changes that they have only a limited amount of time 
to spend on the finer adjustments. They have to con
tent themselves with rough-anq-ready' devices to ensurel" 
that the more delicate relations do not become so con
siderably out of adjustment that the loss to them is 
serious. But the rough-and-ready devices are only 1 
means to an end-the making of those adjustments 
whose theoretical perfection was set out in the earlier 
pages of this chapter. If opportunities offer' for their 
BucecRsful use, new means are always likely to be in
vented. 



CHAPTER III 

UNEMPLOYMENT 

ON the threshold of a more extended study of the com, 
petitive labour market must stand the problem of un, 
employmeut[What is the effect of unemployment on 
wagic!>l)How is it possible to reconcile the fact of un
emp oyment with the simultaneous existence of rising 
wageiD These are not the only new questions raised by 
the fact,!hat~he labour market of actuality is not in a 
state of equilibrium.] but theY' are the most obvious 
questions, and we may conveniently begin by examin
ingthem. 

It is now al1:ommonplace that unemployment has 
many cause~; /the claBBification into seasonal, cyclical, 
casuati and so on, has become familiar. But it is 
precisely in this commonplace that the clue· to the 
paradox of wages and unemployment is found to rest. 
Some kinds of unemployment do tend to pull down 
wages; others do not. When wages are rising, it is an 
indication that the first kind. of unemployment is not 
present, but ·the second may be present all the same, 
and account for a considerable percentage of unem
ployed; 

I 
One kind of unemployment we have already had 

cause to mention in our discussion of individual differ
ences. We have seen that the adjustment of wages to 
efficiency is unlikely, under any conceivable circum-

42 
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stances, to be perfect. (rhe readiest means of partial 
adjustment is the adoption of standard rates, which 
are suitable to the average workman, but exceed the 
value of the least competen11 There must always be 
some men in every trade Who cannot earn the standard 
rates paid even by the least efficient and least well
.situated employers within their reach) and although 
they may be able to get regular employment by accept
ing less than standard rates, there is no certainty either 
that they will readily consent to do this, or that em
ployers can be found who are prepared to take the 
trouble involved in finding a wage which suits them. 

When we remember that the things which drag 
down a man's efficiency below the ordinary level are 
particularly likely to be things not easily estimated
that they are less likely to be low direct productivity 
than carelessness or unreliability or bad temper-then 
it is very easy to see how unemployment of this kin~ 
may well be of no inconsiderable importance. It is no 
that the man's direct productivity is low, but that hi 
net product is low-allowance being made in assessin 
his net product for the imlirect costs involved in em
ploying him. In such a case, his net product is likely 
to prove lower after he has been working with an em
ployer for some time than it appeared at first; and so 
on experience his employer will either dismiss him or 
offer him lower wages. But for several reasons the first 
is rather likely to be the alternative taken; if lower I 
wages are offered and accepted, the man may very I 
well feel that he has a grievance, and as a result may 
prove to be worth even less than he was before; and 
again, from his own point of view, it may be adviaable 
for him to go elsewhere, since he may find an employer 
who attaches less weight to his particular disabilities, 
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or at the worst, he may find one from whom he can 
conceal his disabilities for a time. Even if lower wages 
are offered, quite probably they will not be accepted; 
and employers are th~~by less likely to offer them. 
e Men whose effipiency is subnormal are thus pecu~ 

Iiarl~ liable to find ~~~ disqualifications resulting in ex. 
ceptlOnally long pehons of unemployment rather tha 
in exceptionally low wages. The most inefficient of all, 
the indirect cost of whose employment is extremely 
high, may find that there is no employment at all in 
the market where they Can continue to receive a wage 
high enough to support life unassisted. So far as these 
men do get jobs, they will retain them only for short 
periods, and for the greater part of their existences 
they m\lSt depend on the support of relations;' or on 
poor relief, or on c~arit.JW 

C.These are the-"unemployables"; their net ProdUct} 
falls below the level of subsistence.J Although in any 
community there probably are a. certain number of 
these unfortunate people, it is generally recognised that 
they do not form a seriously important part, numer
ically, of the general unemployment problem.c. What' 
has to be recognised is that there is a much larger class 
of those whose efficiency is high enough for them to be 
able to earn-somewhere-a wage sufficient to support 
life unassisted, but who are exceptionally difficult to 
fit into the industrial system, so that they are likely 
to suffer from unemployment to a special degre~ 

Cfms is one kind of "normal unemployment;; it aC-l 
counts for part, perhaps the most important part, of 
that unemployment which persists even when a trade 
is neither expanding nor contracting, even when the 
demand and supply of labour are constanti Most of, 

1 Beveridge. U1U1IJploymelli. p. 138. 
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these "normal unemployed" are likely to be of sub
normal ability, unemployed because of the difficulty of 
fitting them ~ But probably they will not all be sub
normal: :FDr although the industry as a whole is sta
tionary, some firms in it will be closing down or con
tracting their sphere of operations, others will be 
arising or expanding to taKe their place. Some firms, 
then, will be dismissing, others taking on labour; and 
when they are not situated close together, so that 
knowledge of opportunities is imperfect, and trans
ference is attended by all the difficulties of finding 
housing accommodation, and the uprooting and trans
planting of social ties, it is not surprising that ~n in
terval of time elapses between dismissal and re-engage

,ment;during which the workman is unemploye<t7 
[Between them, these two causea account for most of 

,"normal unemployment" as it is fo~d in the majority 
of industries-the unemployment which is consistent 
with constant supply and demand for labour. But for 
completeness, we should add a third kind-which is 
unemployment, although it is voluntary, and raises no 
social problem; the unemployment of the ma~ who 
gives up his job in order to look for a 'bettef] He may 
believe that he could get higher wages elsewhere, or he 

,may merely desire to work in some other place for 
private reasons. 
elf the supply and demand for labour are constant, 

any attempt by an employer to take advantage of the 
existence of unemployment by cutting wages must 
ultimately prove futile. lf he lowers the standard rate 
he pays, some of his men will soon be looking for jobs 
ehlewhere; and though he can replace them, for the 
most part it will be with j!lferior men. It is conceivable 
that by careful selection, anu u good deal of luck, he 
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might succeed in getting men of as good quality as 
those he 'lopt; but even so, these in their turn are 
likely to drift away. By reducing wages, he has re~ 
duced his c\lance of getting good workmen; and sooner 

lor later he will find that he sutIers.J 
Sooner or later~~se to pretend that in 

this, any mQre than in other proceeses of the labour 
market, the forces IllIloking for equilibrium are par
ticularly rapid in their action.crhere is a temptation 
for unwise ilDployers to snatch temporary gains by 
making wage-cuts that do not correspond with the 
fundamentll~conditions of the market. As long as they.
can retain at the lower wages men who came to the~ 
because they were offering higher wages, they can gain 
what is really a monopoly profit at the expense of thei~ 
employees. But when those men go and are replaced by : 
less efficient men, the employer's profits are likely to' 
be smaller than they were at fi.rsg He has, in fact, de
graded himself to a lower and less well paid class of 
entrepreneur. The retribution is definite enough; but 
it may not always be sufficient to prevent the action. 
v' But usually it will be difficult for employ~rs to cut 

wages without being able to offer some excuse; and 
so unjustified wage-cuts are most probable, not in a 
stationary condition of trade, but when there is a real 
change in demand or supply. It is possible that the' 
existence of normal unemployment may result in the I, 

changes in wages which would', Wider such circum
stances, be made in the most perfect market, being less 
favourable to the workmen than they would be other
wise. Of course, at the most, such an effect could be 
only temporary; and it remains to be seen whether it i. 
not likely to be neutralised in another way. 
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II 
Before passing on to the consideration of changes in 

demand and supply, we must turn aside to examine 
what may be reckoned as yet another kind of "normal 
unemployment';-,-althougIi it differs in degree rather 
than kind from those already mentioned. c:There are: 
certain industries in which the shifting of the demand, 
for labour between firms is not the result of the slow', 
rise and decline of those firms, but is due to chance day
to-day Huctuations in their activity.)All firms, of 
course, undergo continual variations in activity, but it 
is only in certain industries that the smallest variations 
express themselves directly as Huctuations in employ
ment. In most cases it is possible to find Bome less 
urgent work that can be dop.e on slack days, so that, 
although employment may vary from year to year, or 
from month to month, it will not vary from day to day. 

C.But where all the work which comes must be done atf 
once, or where technical reasons do not provide any 
appreciable incentive to keep together a permanen~ 
labour force, the number of men employed by Ii 
particular firm may undergo daily Huctuation~ Thp 
most marked cases of this are the docking, building, 
and contracting industries-the industries of casual 
labour. 

£ When the amount of employment given by particu
lar firms Huctuates daily, a large surplus of unemployed 
labour is inevitahl~ By the tirpe a man has discovered 
that the firm he worked for yesterday does not want 
him, it may be too late for him to get employment else
wpere today. The time which it takes to find a job 
becomes closely comparable with the time a job lasts 
when it is found. Even ifthe total amount of work to 
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be done remains unchanged, the place where it has to 
be done is continually changing. The total number of 
men "occupied" in the industry is divided into those 
who are working and those who are looking for work. 
Every month, and usually every week, nearly all the 
men attached to these industries get some work, but 
their' work is not continuous. 

The conditions of employment in these trades are 
such that one cannot help asking the question: Why 
are men drawn to them? Today they are for the most 
part relatively high-wage trades; and there is little 
question that high wages have a more powerful in\ 
fiuence in attracting labour than a high chance of un 
employment has in repelling it. But they were not ill 
ways high-wage trades; and still they got their labour. 
It is true that a certain number of men do manage to 
make their abilities clear to their employers; they get 
regular employment and their earnings are good. But 
the majority? To a large extent the lower grades of 
casual employment must have attracted those who hadl 
failed elsewhere; they offer johs where little skill is ref 
Quired and little reliability-for a man is unlikely, on 
1his system, to stay long enough with one employer for 
his deficiencies to be found out. Partly they attract the 
lazy; the prospect of being able to take a day off when 
you choose outweighs for some people the chance of 
not being able to get work when you choose that. But 
the advantage is dearly bought. 

[.How will these variations in employment affect 
wages? So long as the total demand for labour in the 
area remains steady, they are very unlikely to affect 
wages at aU;; It would be senseless for a finn to raise 
wages on days when its business was good and to 
lower them when its business was bad. The high wages 
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would not be effective in attracting labonr nntil the 
exceptional demand was past. And to lower wages 
would indeed have a repellent effect on the supply of 
labour to that firm-yet not on the day when business 
was bad, but subsequently, when it might be expected 
to have improved. 

A firm which maintained wages steady would have a 1 
definite advantage over one which was always changing 
the wages it offered. To go for a job which was offered 
at 12s. yesterday and find that today only 8s. was 
being paid would be an experience enough to dis
courage applications in that quarter for a long time. 
It would by no means be set off by occasional windfalls 
in the opposite direction~So long as the activity of the 
trade is unchanged, casual unemployment is most un-I 
likely to give an opportunity for lowering wageaJ 

III 
.1' When unemployment is due to a fall in the demand 
fo;""Jabour, or to an increase in the supply, then, of 
course, it is far.~~likelyto..Jlff~ctw~~ than in any of 
the cases we have considered up to the present. But 
even here it is necessary to distinguish. 

C.Take, first of all, the case of ~easonal fluctuations;! 
A considerable number of trades vary largely in their 
activity aceording to the season of the year:, Some of 
the"e fluctuations are due directly to the meteoro
logical differences betwepn summer and winter; agri
culture and trades connected with it are most active 
about harvest time, building operations are most easily 
carripd out in the summer, the demand for coal is 
grl'at"st in winter. Others depend more direetly on 

t Bllt sec below. fl. 68. 
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social causes, such as the Christmas activity in the 
distributive and clothing trades, and the mysterious 
and complicated rhythm of printing. 

CNow the significant fact about these fluctuations is 
that they can be foreseen, and are foreseen, by em
ployer and workman alike. T~ makes their effect on 
wages purely a matter of policy.· It is perfectly possible 
to maintain wages at a fixed level throughout the year 
-a level which is sufficient to attract the right kind of 
labour in sufficient amounts, even when the probability 
of a certain amount of unemployment is reckoned @ 
Extra labour (of a sort) can generally be obtained in 
rush periods, simply because it is widely known that 
temporary employment is available in these trades at 
these times. ,There is no need to raise wages in order 
to get labour, at any rate to get ."general" labour; it 
would be too much to expect that even a distinctly high 
rate would attract labour which was specially well 
suited to the occupation, since it is known that the en
gagement is most unlikely to last. 

[On the other hand, there may be certain advantages 
in varying the ra.tes. This was generally done in the 
building trades before the war, in order to reduce the 
costs of building in the Winter, and make it rather less 
disadvantageous to undertake building operations 
then.' If a firm varies its rates, that means that the 
terms it offers to permanent employees are, on a long 
view, rather less attractive; and it may find that as a 
consequence it gets less good workmen ihan it would 
get if it paid the same average rate regularly through
out the year1 ~But if the difference in summer and· 
winter rates appreciably reduces the extra cost of 

l Sinoe the war, All a.resuit of Trade UoionactioD. hounha.ve been varied 
instead of wagea. 
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working in the winter, it will be profitable to take on 
more business in the winter than it would otherwise 
have beew When a small variation in rates can be I 
effective in transferring demand to an appreciable 
extent, it may easily outweigh the deterrent effects of 
variation on the supply of labour.Cl'he employer will 
vary rates, because it increases his profits! and it is 
certaiuly desirable that he should do so, because, by 
reducing the fluctuation of trade, it diminishes un
employment,) 

c..There is indeed nothing to prevent the two systems 
existing together for a considerable time. Some firms 
may adopt one, some the other. So long as the wage' 
paid by the "steady-wage" firms lies between the 
"slack" and "busy" wages paid by the rest, in such 11 

way as to make the terms offered for a long period of 
employment about equally attractive, men will not 
readily move from one to the other in order to snatch 
a gain that they know to be fleeting!) In the long run, 
it is true, one system is likely to prove better fitted to 
the industry than the other, and it will slowly push the 
other out. The victorious system will then appear as a 
"custom of the industry". 

c.The more the extent and duration of a fluctuation in 
trade can be foreseen, the more are its effects on wages 

~a matter of policYJ Seasonal fluctuations can be very 
clearly foreseen, but there Rre other kinds where some 
foresight is possible, though it is much less definite an~ 
reliable. In these cases the element of conscious policy 
will be less important; more play is given to "natural" 
economic forces. 

An exam pIe can be taken from those little temporary 
slumps to which many industries (but particularly ex-
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port industries) are subject, as the result of harvest 
variations or political disturbances. Suppose an in
dustry finds one of its markets closed by a revolution. 
The firms particularly specialised to that market will 
find themselves faced with two alternatives (once the 
possibility of making for stock has been exhausted)
either they must close down, or they must cut pricefl! 
and try and force their way into the markets of other 
firms. This second alternative will take time, and iHhe 
disturbance is expected to be brief, it mIl not be worth 
while. It is no use to go to the-trouble of bUilding up -a 
newconnection when your own market will soon be open 
and you will then be exposed to retaliation by com
petitors. Thus 80 long as a rapid end to the disturbance 
is expected, the strieken firms will probably refrain 
from cutting into the markets of their more prosperous 
rivals. 

Now the (:prosperous firms.) although not directly 
suffering from the disturbance, will ba:in a position to 
take advantage of it by lowering wageg;, But it does v,ot 
necessarily loIlow that they will do so. For the moment) 
they could get sufficient labour at a lower rate of wages; 
but only for the moment. Once trade recovered they 
would have to raise wages ags!!!l(Employers in these 
firms ;re therefore confronted with a £!!gice:[ either 
reduce wages and snatch this temporary advantage, 
but Wl!h:thecompenSating disadvantage of worsened 
relations and a possible exodus of good workmen, 
determined to seek better remuneration and security 
even though they know circumstances to be unfavour
able. Or on the other hand maintain wages, sacrifice a 
temporary profit, but a void these more lasting dangers_ 
The dllcision between these courses wiIl depend in large 
measure on the expected duration of the depressio~ 
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The longer it is likely to last, the more advantageous 
reduction becomes.' 

The transition between this case and the next is 
gradual.CWhen trade undergoes a permanent or pro, 
longed decline, owing to a change in the character of 
demand, or to credit or currency deBatioq;) the firs~ 
instinct of employers is, as usual, to take the line o~ 
least resistance and assume the decline to be temporary) 
Wages may thus be maintained after unemployment 
has set in. But with a continued. depression, wagJ 
cannot be maintained indefinitely. Sooner or later 
some employers will come round to a more pessimistic 
view, and to the action which is prompted by pessi
mism. Either some of those who have closed down will 
reopen at aQower rate of wage~ or some of those whJ 
have remained open will see an advantage to be gained; 
on balance, by cntting rates. Once this has happened, 
the rest may delay for a time, but cannot avoid coming· 
into line in the end. For if they maintain wages, they \ 
must either maintain· prices and so lose trade, or cut I 
prices and 80 incur direct losses. Contmued optimism 
may lead them to do this for a while, but they cannot 
go on indefinitely with limited resources. 

(The wage policy !Jf entrepreneurs in a period ot 
depression is very largely a question of circulating 
capital. Selling prices will fall steeply if production is 
maintained; and therefore to continue to employ the 
same number of men at the old wage-rates would in
volve them in direct losses. If, instead of using their 

1 It i. to the da.ys before the growth of Trade Unionism to which we have 
to go for an inductive 'rerifioat.ion of tbeee concluaioDB. It i. thUB intel"8ating 
to n-ad in Thorntoo", celebrated. euay on " Paper Oredit" (1802): uA faU 
(in prioo) &l'isin~ from t&nlporary diatrea8 wiU be attended. probably with DO 
cOl'mllponde.nt fall in the ... t. of wagea: for the f&lI in prioe. and tbe cUlitresa. 
wiU 00 undentood to bEt temporary. -.nd the rate of wagea, we Imow. i. Dotao 
variab1(1 as tbe prioe of gooda" (lat ed., p. 82). 
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capital to pay wages, th~yput it in a bank, it will yield 
a positive profit, however small, and not a loss; con
sequently, if wages are~intained,~here is an obvious 
incentive to reduce the number of men "employed,) But 
(if a man is dismissed, it may not be possible to re
cover him again when he is wanted in the future) and 
thus,Qi the employer looks to the future, he may well 
think it worth while to retain some of his men (those 
whose services are specially useful to him) even if their 
present employment involves him in lo~ And it 
may be technically necessary to keep on some of the 
others so that the men who are still employed should be 
able to do some useful work; so that the losses of con
tinued employment should be as small as possible. 
Further(1f he can afford to keep on those men whom 
he does retain without cutting their wages, he has a 
stronger claim on them in future; and the same reason 
which prompts him to keep them employed, prompts 
him to refrain from cutting their wages. But since his 
total net returns on his capital (when fixed charges have 
been met) are probably negative, he cannot maintain 
this policy indefinitely . .AB tiine goes on;prestmt losSes 
"pile up, and future profits become more and more 
problema.tical. The advantages of maintaining wages I 
grow steadily less, and finally he cannot a void a re
ductio!!,.";) 

But since even at this stage the future advantages 
of maintaining wages will not altogether have dis
appeared, there will still be a check to the reduction 
which is likely to be made. H employers looked 
merely to the moment, they might cut wages to "sub
sistence level"; bu~ it is fairly clear that the reductions 
made, even when employers are unhampered by Union 
opposition, are generally far less drastic than this. 
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In part, their moderation is simply the result of a 
desire to maintain good relations; but when large cuts; 
are being made-have to be made-this cannot count 
for very much. There is also the possibility that some 
workmen may possess reserveS, or chances of taking 
themselves off to other trades; so that[];he supply of 
efficient labour may be contracted if wages are cut too 
far] But these are surely not the main consideration. 
If an employer cuts wages too far in a period of de
pression, he will probably still get a sufficient supply of. 
labour then; but the time may' come when he is short 
of labour, and then he will be shunned. He will get the 
reputation of standing out for the last penny when he' 
gets the chance; and so, when he wants labour, he will 
be unable to get it, because, (although he offers good 
wages for a time, he does not offer security) 

CThis is a potent check on the cutting of wages, but! 
it cannot prevent a fall of wages altogether, if the de
pression is seriouLl At the very latest, a time must 
come when particular firms are faced with a choice 
between cutting wages and closing down altogether; 
and then, so long as it is possible for them to get labour 
at lower wages at that moment, they must choose that 
alternative. As soon as some firms have cut wages. 
they beoome thereby more serious competitors to the 
rest; an~ they hurry forward the date when the rest 
must cut wages toO', however much they desire to gain 
the advantages which would follow from keeping wages 
st.eady.' 

It is impossible to resist the conclusion that we have 
• here a good deal of the explanation of that distinction 
between "good" and "bad" employers which figures so 
largely in labour history.C'Bad" employers, it appears 
to the workman, are people who seize every cbance of 
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cutting rates; "good" employers have not this bad 
habit, and consequently maintain better relation~ 
But if the foregoing analysis is correct, the distinction 
is not merely a question of character. If it was, it 
would be a far less important matter than it is, for bad 
employers would be much less of a danger to their 
work-people. Their action would always tend to lead 
to their own destruction. The distinction is to a very 
large extent one of financial resources, and of judg
ment; since naturally the pessimist will cut rates before 
the optimist does so. And pessimists do not abolish 
themselves by the foolishness of their I\ctions; not in-
frequently they are right. . 

If a labour market could be found which was 
genuinely in equilibrium, 80 that every employer could 
go on employing the same men, and every IIlslLC<Q.u!d 
go on-working for the same employer, witllOu1L!lit.her 
party having any incentive to make a change; (and if 
then the employers' opportunities of profitably em
ploying labour were suddenly reduced, or the number 
of labourers available suddenly increased, unemploy-\ 
ment would result) If the new conditions remained, 
unchanged indefinitely, then, under competitive con
ditions, this unemployment must lead to a faU in wages, 
going on until the excess of labour was absorbed. But 
these artificial conditions, although they may serve as 
a convenient model for analysis, are not a descrip
tion of what really happens. Even in a stationary 
trade, when there is no appreciable change in the 
general activity of bnsiness or in the supply of labour, 
the position is not sufficiently near to theoretical 
equilibrium for unemployment to disappear. Men 
grow older, and their efficiency changes. Luck (or 
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what is very nearly luck) brings about continual 
changes in the activity of different firms. But the 
reserve of labour produced by these minor changes can 
stay practically unchanged without its having any 
tendency to depress wages. At the worst it offers 
opportunities for foolish employers to snatch transitory 
gains at the expense of ultimate loss---':it induces an 
element of instability. , 

Against this factor of instability to the detriment of 

\

the labourer must be set an element of rigidity due to 
the desire of employers to maintain good relations and 
safeguard the future. If the presence of normal un
employment has some tendency to make the labourer's 

• position less secure than it would appear to be on the 
basis of pure equilibrium theory, his wages are likely 
to suffer less from the presence of abnormal unemploy
ment than a hasty application of pure theory woJ1ld 
lead us to expect. A sensible employer will not reduce 
wages until he is convinced that men at least as 
efficient as those he is employing will come, and will 
continue to come for an appreciable time, at lower 
rates. And it is likely to take a considerable amount of 
unemployment before he can be sure of this. 

Whether this rigidity atones for the first instkbility, 
or whether it is another evil superimposed on the first, 
is a matter on which the reader will be able to form an 
opinion from his study of later chapters. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE WORKING OF COMPETmON 

I 
[IT has become clear that the effect of unemployment 

on wages can only be explained if we allow very fully 
for two general circumstances which do not receive 
much attention in. equilibrium theory-(:the time. and 
trouble required in making econOIuic adjustments, and 
the fact. of f011l8igh)) Even in equilibrium theory the 
importance of these things is not quite negligible; hut 
thaiJ(significance is immensely)nhanced ~hen we come 
to 'deal with "ec,onomic dynamicSj-the theory of 
change; It is by considering them that dynamic 
analysis can best begin, to whatever part of the 
economie field tha~ dynamic analysis is to be applied. 
Naturally they are t~e most convenient means of 
approach to the dynamic enquiry which is necessary to 
comple~enj; an e9uilibrium theory of wages. 

crt ill true tha1\in equilibrium theory)he im porlance 
of the f~ct.~ th!lt~orkmen cannot move from one em
ployment to another without cost and trouble, and that 
similar costs are imposed.on entrep~eneurs when they 
change their methods of organisation, is not altogether 
negligible.) Such (costs of transference influence the 

r conditions of equilibrium-.J for .an entrepreneur, or.in
deed any individual, may sometimes be satisfied with a 
particular system of production or particular contracts, 

'even if there is another system which he would prefer 
if he could move to that other system without costs. 

58 
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But if the advantage ill "income" which he would gain 
on that other system is less (when capitalised at the 
current rate of interest) than the cost of getting to that 
new posit.ion, he will not move there. 

However, in the majority of those cases with which 

~
e are .concerned, costs of transference are not great 

enough for the interest on them to be a quantity of out
tanding importance in. determining the cC!nditions of 
quilibrium. (And sometimes, as we have seen in the 

case of technical change by entrepreneurs, these costs 
can be reduced very appreciably by selecting a favour
able momen~ for thEl change:)::..So long as the cost can 
be spread over an indefinite period;it very frequently 
becomes negligible;] 

, ~en a market is not in equl1ibrium, costs of trans
ference cannot be spread over. an' indefinite' period. 
'Even if it is certain that the change will be a change wr 
the better, it is not certain (and indeed it is highly im
probable) that the new position will long continue to 
be the best attainabl~ It would be highly imprudent 
to change unless the cost of changing would be covered 
by the gain within quite a brief periode Costs of change, 
therefore, hecome a vastly more important influence on 
action that they would be under conditions of station
ary equilibrium.) 

The increased importance of foresight is more 
,obvious;) Elementary economic analysis, which cul
minates in the determination of the conditions of 
equilibrium, assumes, when it does deal with change, 
that the change has not been foreseen, but that, when 
it takes place, everyone can count on the new con
ditions being maintained. Such an assumption natur- . 
ally leads to paradoxes. In fact, everyone does foresee 
c lIanges to some extent, and the effects of a change 
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differ, according as it is -expected to continue or not. 
Suppose an entrepreneur receives a sudden increase in 
orders: This may mean anyone of four things: (1) It 
may mean merely that ordjnary orders have been 
brought forward, so that the 'exceptionally great de
mand of today will be matched by an exceptionally 
low demand at some future date; (2) it may be a special 
demand for some special non-recurring purpose, so that 
after it has been met demand will return to normal; 
(3) it may be an indication that demand will hence
forth settle down to a new and higher level; (4) it may 
be the beginning of an e;pa~on, so that demand will 
not only maintain the new level, but rise above it. It 
may mean anyone of these four things, and it will be 
met in a profoundly different manner according as it is 
interpreted to mean one or another of them. 

Further, the effects of today's actions are not ended 
today; and action is always liable to be influenced by 
the remoter consequence~ which are expected to flow 
from it. But the importance attached to these remoter 
consequences depends on what the situation is expected 
to be in which they materialise; and thus any action 
depends on all the consequences which are expected to 
How from it, and also on general expectations of the 
relevant future. Neither can be foreseen perfectly; but 
both can be foreseen to some extent, and both must be 
allowed for. 

II 
When the economists of the late nineteenth century 

wished to concentrate their attention on the imper
fections of the labour market caused by costs of move-r 
ment, they usually. contented themselves with the 
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analysis of one special case, where costs of movement 

larc sufficient to shut out competition over a consider
able range.' In normal circnmstances, wages are de
termined by competition on both sides; if labourers 
compete for jobs, employers at the same time compete 
lior labourers_ But where there is only one employer 
\whom a particular labourer can work for, save at great 

o bcrifice and expense of transference, and where there 
~is only one man, or one set of men, whom that employer 

lean secure to work for him, it is perfectly evident that 
~here is a possibility of great indeterminateness in tbe 
wages pai<t:J The lowest wage which can be paid is the 
wage which will just not induce the labourer to go 
elsewhere; the highest is the wage which will just not 
induce the employer to do without him. Where costs 

I
Of movement are considerable, the differen. ce between 
this maximum and minimum may be large; an<{since it 
may be thought that employers are likely to be the 
better bargainers (that is to say, employers are more 
likely to be able to guess the workman's minimum than 
workmen to guess the employer's maximum), the wage 

I actually paid is more likely to be near the lower end of 
the "range of indeterminateness" than near the highe~ 

This is all very well; but as an argument to be us~d 
in serious analysis of the labour ,market it is presented 
far too much in vacuo. What are the circumstances to 
whic.h it is meant to be appliedl If to stationary 

1 "'or,, disl'!tWion of the history of thie argument. this particular kind 
of" indot~rruin"Lent\&8". S06 W. K. Hut.t. TIM Theory 0/ Co/It-clive Bargaining. 
ProfO&lor Hutt i8 sometimes rather bard on the .uthora he eritidHee. 

I St.llotoo in this way. the argument d068 not noOO a.ny ((,""a.t tbfloretical 
refint'ment. It only becom811 in~re8ting as an earci,s6 in pure theory 
when e.coount i. tabo of variatiON in the amount. of 'work the labourer . 
mAy be willing to do at diff"rent lewis of wa.gos. But a.lthougb the intrioaey 
nf "he ar,rumunt ma.yeasily be inol'\lMoo. ill this way, its signifioance ia not 
l\pprnt'il,bly dHl.llged.. 
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. equilibrium, it is formally valid; but if we are dealing' 
with stationary equilibrium, the costs of movement 
can be spread over so long a period of time that, in the 
majority of cases, the "range of indeterminateness" 
becomes very narrow. If we are not dealing with 
stationary equilibrium (and it is hard to believe that 
the importance attached to costs of movement by many 
of those who have used this argument does not arise 
from an appreciation of the much greater importance 
of these costs in a changing world), then we must allow, 
not simply for the costs themselves, but for the fact of 
change, and for the anticipation of change. When we 
make this allowance, the picture changes appreciably. 

It is true that there do take place a certain number 
of labour contracts (generally contracts of personal 
service) where a particular job o( a practically unique 
character has to be done. The particular job will not 
recur again, or, if it does recur again, it will only do so 
after a considerable interval of time, and perhaps at 
a very different place. It is impossible to get labour 
which is specialised to such work as this, and the man 
who desires to become an employer must take such 
labour as is available, often from a very narrow circle. 
The difference between the lowest terms on which 
some available labourer will do the work and the high
est terms which the employer will constlnt to pay may 
often be very considerable. Unquestionably there is 
here a "range of indeterminateness". But no one would 
expect any important conclusions about such cases 
from a theory of wages. 1 

I Of DOane it ia impoa.~ible to base • defence of Wage control OD the 90rt 
of indeterminatoneae which llI'iBea here. Where neitberempioyer nor employee ' 
is apooialised.. there ill no reuon why "bargaining advantage" 8hould be 
on one lide rathor than on the other. Further. where jobs are not generally 
repeated. control. which mWlt nlate to future oootra.cta, ia evidently im· 
pouible. .. 
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(Where contracts are not repeated, no foresight on 
the part of either party can have any influence on the 
terms of the contracg Indeterminateness is rife; but 
the case, from our point of view, is supremely un
interesting and unimportant:::It is only when a trade 
is continuous, when bargains of the same kind are 
being continually struck, that the major problems of 
wage determination i1.risED It is only at this point that 
economic analysis can really get to grips with the 
matter.\And it is at this point that foresight begins to 
be importantJ 
vThe repeated contracts of a continuous labour 

market can conveniently be divided into two classes: 
'(1) Those in which a labourer normally expects to be . 

re-engaged by the same employer when his first contract 
has expired; (2) those in which he does not. The second 
class is evidently that of casual labour in the widest 
sense. In both of these foresight is important, thougb 
it is more important in the first class-"regular" em
ployment. 
~ If we could conceive a "casual" market in which 

employers were generally specialised to a particular 
trade or branch of production, but their labourers were 
altogether unspecialised, in the sense that, having 
completed their service with one of these employers, 
they passed on out of the trade altogether; and if, at 
the same time, those who had passed through held 
little or no communication with those who were to 
follow after; then these employers would not have to 
look to the future at all, and provided it was not easy 
for men to go about hawking their services to different 
employers, costs of movement and the time taken being 
too great, each employer could beat down each man to 
the very lowest level that man would take. QVages 
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would be fixed at "subsistence level" because of the 
"bargaining power" of the employe~.,The traditional 
"indeterminateness" analysis would fit perfectly! But 
there is no need to enlarge upon the absurdity aud 
improbability of these conditions. (It is practically im
possible to conceive of employers beginning to ex~rt 
a fairly regular and continuous demand for labour, 
without some labourers very 'soon becoming specialised 
to some extent to the performance of the service re-
quired.I ' 

IThe opposite case to this is a much more real one. 
There are certain services (those of porters, for in
stance)' for which there is a fairly regular demand, but 
a demand which does not come continuously from the 
same people. The demand is regular enough for it to be 
worth wbile for people to become specialised to that 
occupation, but nevertheless they work for a particnlar 
employer for a very short space of time; they can never 
count on seeing him again, and he never has to reckon 
on seeiug a particular workman, or an associate of that 
particular workman again. 

CThe conditions under which such labour is sold are I 
very similar to those of retail trade. In an undeveloped 
community, where opportunities for the profitable em
ployment of time are strictly limited, it may be worth 
while for a seller (of labour or of goods) to spend some 
time "higgling and bargaining" to get as good a price 
as he can. If this procedure is followed, the terms are 
almost as indeterminate as with the isolated bargain. 
But as economic activity increases. haggling over small : 
sums becomes a more and more uneconomic way of,' 
spending time. Both in the retail market and in the' 
'abour market its use diminishes-:i It becomes more 

1 Some profe.saiona.18crri~ do not depart very fa.r from tbi~ type. 
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con venient for the seller to fix a definite rate and to 
stand by it. 

The labour market has developed in this direction 
I to a much less extent than the retail commodity mar-
o keto The reason for this backwardness is probably to be 
found in the fact that the continual change of em
ployers makes it impossible for each man to be con
tinuously at work. The retail shopkeeper often has 
a second customer waiting to be served, when his 
business with the first is finished; but the retail seller 
of labour expects to spend an interval, of minutes or of 

/ hours, between his jobs; and he will often be willing to 
spend part of his time trying to better the terms he gets. 
J The influence of "bargaining advantages" in this 

r market is all on the side of the wage-earners. They can, 
, and undoubtedly do, demand higher wages from em· 
. ployers who appear to be more wealthy; to this extent 
they act as discriminating monopolists. Their mono
poly arises because they know the market better than 
their employers do; because their employers generally 
cannot spare the time to seek another source of supply; 
and because direct undercutting, by other workmen 
offering themselves at lower terms, is hindered by its 
probably unpleasant personal consequenceS) 

But although this market is one of the liiost imper
fect with which we have to deal, demand and supply 
do influence wages even here, in however halting and 
irregular a fashion. IAn increase in demand will raise 
wages; for the workmen, finding that their more 
ambitious suggestions are accepted with greater alac
rity than before, are likely to advance their claims.~ 
diminution in supply has the same effect, for it will be 
felt as an increase in demand by eacb individual work
man .. Wages, however, will fall less easily than they 

6 
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rise. An abnormal surplus of supply over demand will 
be felt as an increase in nnemployment. Each man gets I 
fewer jobs; and earnings fall, while wages per job may 
be less easily affected. Nevertheless, some effect on 
wages per job there will probably be; some potentia~ 
employers are being excluded by the high rates de~ 
manded; those wage-earners who are more moderate in: 
their claims find that they get more employment; 
slowly, very slowly perhaps, the news will spread 
that moderation is a more paying policy; and com
petition does its work. 

No one will pretend that the working of such a 
market is a pleasing spectacle from any point of view, 
social or economic; yet it is significant that in this 
market, the most imperfect with which we have to 
deal, the danger (once it is given that men will come to 
this sort of work) is not that they will be exploited by I . 

low wages, but that by refusing to reduce the wages . 
they will accept, when a reduction is called for, they 
will cause themselves to suffer unnecessary nnemploy
ment. 

III 

c. We pass now to the case of the casual market proper, 
which is distinguished from these last by the fact that 
both employers and employed are continuously at
tached to the trade. But though the demand of these 
employers is continuous, in the sense that practically 
every day each employer has some men working for 
him, it is not regular, since the number of men he em
ploys fluctuates incessant~ A large proportion of the 

/ labourers, therefore, cannot connt with any assurance 
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at all on being taken on again by the same employer 
when their period of contract has expired.' 

We have already seen that the unemployment, 
which is inevitably a serious matter in such a market

l may be a "normal" unemployment, perfectly consis 
tent with stationary wag~ For although each firm' 
demand for labour fluctuates continually, a change in 
wage-rates would affect, not the present, but the 
future supply of labou,Q So long as each firm expects 
to want labour, on the average, as much in the future 
as it has done in the immediate past, it would be 
obvious folly to change the rates it pays . 
.J By its very nature, a casual labour market is aj 
highly competitive market. Since men do habitually: 
move from one establishment to another, the costs of 
movement can be no obstacle to mobility. 

This intense competitiveness, combined with the de
ferred action of wage-changes on the supply of labour, 
must make for stability in wage-rate§;) Wages cannot 
be affected by the day-to-day variations of the market; 
and they are I ikely to resist even more serious fluctu
ations to some extent.c.For if the activity of trade in
creases, and a firm finds it difficult to get labour, it may 
well postpone raising wages as long as possible:J It 
knows that the higher wages cannot in any case exert 
their full effect in attracting labour to it for a little 
while, and by that time the end of the pressure may be 

1 Tho prociae boundary-line ootW('l('ln "casua'" and "~gullU" tradea is 
of Counte impossible to define 8trictly. In every trade a certain number Of! 
mun lea.ve tht'ir employers at the end of every contract period (day, wook, 
month. ('to.). Tho "clW!ua.l t'OOffident" of .. trade could be dl..fiued as the 
proportion whh.-b tht' average number of men leaving empll)yera at the end 
of .. week bNi.1"It to thl1 ~taJ numboremployed in the trade during that week. 
Ie. ia impo8llible to !W.y btlw these ooetticienta would be distributed among 
ditf",..,nt tl'adNli tllN'O Dlay be • rogula.r progree.siOD from tbe most cuu" 
to tho lll08t rt,wdi\r. Slit it ia only neoossuy to 8X&lDme the extreme 0&$$1. 

The J'('l\d~r "'ill hne lit,tle difficulty in doo~i.l1g the working of thou between. 
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in sight. It knows, too, that its action is likely to com
pel similar action on the part of its competitors, and 
that this will follow so quickly that the efficacy of the 
rise in drawing labour from them will be seriously 
diminished. \The principal hope is to draw labour from. 
outside the industry, or from another area, but then 
much of what can be hoped from t~is quarter may very 

. well be secured simply by the prospect of mote assured 
employment (which follows in any case from the ac
tivity of trade) without a rise in wages~t may be only 
when this source dries up that firms will be forced to 
raise wages, with the object, at bottom, of compelling 
their weaker competitors to relax their demands on the 
labour market..} 
[A similar (though possibly less prolonged) lag is 

probable when demand falls off. A firm will not lower 
wages until it feels sure that it can get at a lower rate 
all the labour it expects to require for a considerable 
period in the future',l This rmplies, not only that the 
firm in question expects a period of quiet trade, but 
that it can rely on its competitors' demands also being 
lower than they have been in the past. If it lowers wages 
before this, it will have to reckon on the likelihood 
of its low-wage policy picking out the least efficient 
men in the market, who will know that they have a 
better chance of employment with the low-wage firm 
than with its competitors. So long as any attention is 
paid to the quality of labour (and even in the lowest 
grade of casual market some rudimentary selection is 
usually practised') this ilia risk which will not easily be 
invited. . 

LBut although wage-rates, even in casual trades, are 
capable of resisting for a little while an abnormal ex-

1 Beveridge. Uft""pIoyme." pp. 83. 86. 
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cess of supply over demand, they probably do fall 
more easily than they rise. This is mainly due to the 
familiar fact that while it is very easy to become a 
casual labourer, .it is much more difficult to stop being 
one!) The gate into casual employment stands wide 
open, and can always be entered by the unemployed of 
other trades. The way out is much harder.[.The casual 
labourer has often acquired habits which diminish his 
usefulness to the employer of regular labour; he is 
usually unlikely to have acquired savings which enable 
him to move into localities of developing industry. 
Thus, although a considerably increased demand for 
casual labour must raise wages, the effect may well be 
belated, and possibly smal!:) 

IV 
ERegular" trades-t1~ose in which a man does not 

frequ~ntly change his employer_re regular because 
for them there is an economy in regularity. This 
economy must be found in the fact that experience in 
working for a particular employer makes a man more 
useful to that employer; he gets to understand the 
particular sort of work his employer needs, and also 
the personal idiosyncrasies of his employer (or, in a 
large works, the manager or foreman under whom he 
works directly). Simply because a man has worked 
for a time with a particular employer, he becomes 

... U otbfll' industrilN shaft! &0 • lI'ideo extell' in the actinty of lbfo ouoaJ 
ill hutty. t.ho dt'llay may he mUl"h ft'duoed.. Geon~ral unemployment ia 10 .. ; 
\.b('l ~n"N wbicb ('.All be draWD. into ib8 industry are Dluch harder WI indo 
f""en .n (,l.llliUli out of ,be indUlltry ~ Dot imposaible. aiut.'l!l in limN tlf boom 
~mp")~?hI"'l", .,..rticn:lar whom Utf'Y employ. and the eJ:-euuall.boa.ft'r 
may lind it ~ poaai~ to get. footing elN!'wbcre-.. So~ delay in rawng 
~ tb('ftl may be aull: but it- will not be more ma.rbd. Ulan \be delay in 
ft'idllcing ngt'II wben t.ndo f&lla oft. 
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more useful to that employer than another man would 
be, even a man whose initial qualifications were just 
as good, so that, if neither had been engaged before, 
it would be indifierent to the employer which he took) 
This special advantage of maintaining the same men 
in the same business is, of course, most marked in.J 
the higher. more responsible, and more skilled grades 
of labour; but it is not altogether negligible even in 
lower grades. 

If "regularity" is associated with, and is largely 
due to, an advantage which accrues to employers if 
they can maintain the same men in their employment, 
it also brings about a similar advantage to workmen 
if they can continue to work for the same employer::! 
If a workman is to continue long in the same employ
ment, he will find it convenient to live near his work, " 
and once he has come to live in a place specially chosen 
so as to be near some particular employer, he is likely 
to incur quite significant costs if he moves. (On both 
sides, therefore, there is an economy in maintaining 
the mutual relationship; and this economy appears 
to reintroduce into the most regular and settled trades 
those elements which we saw to make for indeter
minateness in the isolated bargain.;; 

::.But this "indeterminateness", instead of making 
the determination of wages haphazard, has precisely 
the opposite effect. It greatly enhances the stability, 
or "rigidity", of wage-rates=:;If an employer's need for 
a particular labourer falls, he is the more chary of 
reducing his wages, because he would be unable to 
carry out a threat of replacing this man by another 
without considerable inconvenience . .{f a workman 
hears that he could get better wages elsewhere, he is 
the less likely to use this opportunity as a lever to 
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• demand higher wages from his employer, because he 

knows that he cannot take action to back his claim 
without considerable trouble and expense.cOnce, 
therefore, a wage is established, it is likely to stand up 
to minor fluctuations of demand and supply; it is only 
when the pressure passes a certain point that wages 
will be altere<!:l 

[ It is convenient to analyse the working of a regular 
labour market by liaking the case of a rise in the 
demand for a particular class of labour, and examining 
in detail its probable effect on wages. (The contrary 
case of a fall has already been discussed in the pre
vious chapter, and so needs less attention here.) 
Suppose the demand for the product of that labour 
·to increase; the new demand is likely to be con
centrated at first on a limited number of firms, who 
find more orders coming in. Now the action of these 
firms will depend on their expectations, whether they 
expect the change to be te,,!!!Eorary or£ermanent. If 
an entrepreneur interprets an increase in orders to 
mean that ordinary orders have been anticipated, he 
will make no serious attempt to speed up production 
to meet the new demand. A short oscillation may thWl 
have no effect on the demand for labour. If he inter
prets it as an additional demand, but an addition 
which he does not expect to last long, he will probably 
work overtime, or, if this is not enough, he will pasS' on 
some {)f the orders to other firms, either directly, or 
indirect.ly, by raising prices. In some cases, of course, 
he will take on extra labour, but since he requires it 
only tempomrily, he will not trouble much about its 
qualit.y, but will take any unemployed man who will 
come, and who is more or less fitted for the work.:) 
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It is probably the case that any increase in demanq 
will be met at first in one or more of these ways. 'U 
assume that a change is temporary involves less ad
justment than to assume that it is permanent. These 
are the lines of least resistance.cBut if the increase 
continues, these methods will usually be abandoned. 
Overtime is expensive; no one likes to lose trade which 
could have been secured; to use labour of inferior 
quality is often expensive too, Once an employer looks 
for a continuance of good times, he will normally 
reorganise his works, and expand his demand for 
labour of normal quality, which is what matters. 

This reorganisation itself may take time. If the 
firm has been working at full capacity"an expansion 
may involve building operations or the installation 
of new machinery. We have to reckon with a probable 
delay between an employer's decision to expand his 
works, and the increase in labour force which follows 
from it. 

Now whether this increase in labour force involves 
a rise in wages depends, not on the circumstances of the 
particular fum, but on those of the whole industry, or 
at least so much of the industry as is within fairly easy 
reach of the expanding firm . .,/particular firms may 
expand even when the whole industry is in a stationary 
condition, but their expansion need not force up wages 
if they merely absorb those men who have been 
thrown out by others. Probably the normal process 
is for an expanding firm to seek labour through the 
usual channels, telling foremen to tell their friends, 
and snch haphazard methods, by advertisement, or 
(nowadays) through Labour Exchanges. At first it 
will not be difficult to get men of reasonably good 
quality,(but after a time the supply at the old rates 
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will dry up. At this point the expanding firm may 
take the initiative in offering higher rates, but more 
probably applicants for work, realising the. IpILrket 
is now getting tight, will demand higher rate~ 'fl\deed, 
the applicants may very well prove to be men who 
already have a job, ~ut are willing to move if it is made 
worth their while."ln one or other of these ways the 
wages paid by an expanding firm must ultimately rise. 
e The next stage is for the rise to be diffused through

out the industrt) The attraction of high rates will 
set in motion a gradual flow of labour from less active 
to more active centres of trade.: But before a man moves 
to seek work on the better terms offered elsewhere, it 
is reasonable for him to try and get better terms with
out moving. (His first step will be to demand a rise 
in wages from his present employer.\ 

i If that present employer is also doing well, the rise 
is very likely to be conceded.' A time of active trade is 
the last moment when he wants to lose good workmen. 
But once the adventurous, who have really considered 
moving, have been given the increase, it must generally 
be extended to other workers in their grade."For al
thongh an employer may guess that Borne of his men 
are not in a position to carry out a threat of moving, he 
will hardly be able to examine their cases in detail and 
distinguish between them. ~urther, such discrimin
ation would lead to extremely bad feeling. The "un
fairness" would almost certainly diminish the efficiency 
of those men who were left out. 

Thus, once one or two firms have found it necessary 
to raise wages, the rest of those who are in a prosperous 
conditioll must follow.tEut what of those firms who 
have not shared in the general prosperity1They will 

. presumably refuse to raise wages, or will try to make 
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the rise as small as possible).This involves losing some 
of their men, who can only be replaced, if at all, by 
others less efficient: Here there will be a real movee 
ment of labour, due; of course, to a real shifting of de
mand from one set of firms to the otheQ4d.'he less 
prosperous firms will be faced with smaller profits if 
they raise wages-with lesS efficient labour, and so 
again smaller prop-ts, if they do not raise wages. In any 
I:ase their position becomes progressively unfavourable. 

V 
Since the general rise in wages depends upon .the 

action of workmen, on their moving from one employer 
to another, or on their consideration of the possibility 
of such movement, ~it is easy to see that the tralls
mission of an increase must be a slow proces/Q Indeed, 
it is so slow that it is not by any means confined to 
periods of spectacular development of the demand for 
labour in particular trades or areas, but is going on all 
the timeCThere can be little question that this slow
ness is largely responsible for those local difierences ill 
wages which presents. picture of such bewildering com
plexity in many trade!Q 

" ~Even. in a position of equilibrium, some local difler-
ences indeed would probably persist:l Some are due to 
differences in the cost of livirl'g, some to the indirect 
attractions of living in certain localities, some are 
simply due to difierences in effici~cy. The conditions 
of equilibrium postulate no more than that the 'met 
advantages" of employment in difierent places must 
be equal for labour of equal efficiency. 

It is extraordinarily difficult, when examining 
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actual statistics of wage-rates, "to disentangle the 
effects of differences in "other advantages" from the 
effects of immobility. Yet sometimes it can be done. 
The way in which agricultural labourers' wages used to 
be "zoned" round a developing manufacturing centre 
in the early days of the Industrial Revolution has been 
worked out by Dr. Redford. This is exactly what we 
should expect under conditions of incomplete mobility. 
"In Lancashire it had been observed, so early as 1794, 
that the rate of agricultural wages was in inverse 
proportion to the distance from the manufacturing 
centres. At Chorley a Common labourer got 3s. a day 
with,ale; at Euxton 2s. or 2s~ 6d.; at Eccleston Is. 6d. 
or 28.; whilst at Mawdsley and Bispham labourers 
could be got, even in harvest time, for Is. 2d. or 
Is. 4d".' 

Tae same tendency can be traced, though rather 
less clearly, in the apparently bewildering confusion 

. of varying local rates which marked the building trades 
before the war.' London rates were higher than the 
rates anywhere else in England, and although this is 
partly accounted for by the high cost of living, that is 
certainly not the whole explanation. For the regular 
influx of building-trade workers into London is a well
known phenomenon. It is an anrient custom of the 
London builders to train relatively few apprentices, and 
to rely on the influx to keep up their supplies of skilled 
labour," 

Throughout the country there was to be notieed a 
high degree of correlation between the number of men 

1 Redford. Labo.r Migralin'rt EPIfIlaml. p. 59. 
I Of course tb08('l were Tmde Union rates, 110 that the elements of Trade 

Union et ..... n,z:t.h and Trade Uuion poli('lY cannot be Dt"glN'ted.. 
:t Duarte, U,..tNploytM'" •• ,Ite Low-to,., B.ild • .., 7'radu (1908). p. 104. 
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employed in a district and the level of wage-rates there. 
Where much building was going on, many workmen 
were required, and wages were high. 

These two examples will suffice to illustrate a very 
obvious and simple thingL1'he movement of labour J 
from place to place is insufficient to iron out local 
differences in wages. But the movement does occur, 
and recent researches are indicating more and more 
clearly that differences in net economic advantages, 
chiefly differences in wages, are the main causes of 
migration. The labour market is not a perfect market; 
the equalising forces do not act quickly and easily, but 
nevertheless they do act] 

t}ust as wages within a single trade are subject to 
the equalising force of movement in search of betterJ 
ment, 80 are wages throughout a nation. Even within 
a trade, the equalisation is not completely effective; 
between trades it is much less effectiv]} For between 
trades the obstacles to movement are much greater; 
and also the probability that differences in wages 
correspond to differences in ability is much more 
serioustWages may rise very high in one occupation 
because of large demand for the kind of service there 
given; and they may remain high indefinitely, because 
the number of people with natural aptitudes for that 
kind of work is limitec!:J The earnings of doctors are 
higher than those of postmen, largely because of the 
long training which is required of doctors and which 
comparatively few people can afford; but probably 
also because comparatively few postmen would make 
good doctors even if the costs of training were removed. 

And so we cannot expect that the movement of 
labour between trades will be very effective in equal
ising wages, or even in equalising the net advantages of 
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different occupations.LEven if movement was easy, it 
would not iron out all the differences. As it is, move
ment is far from easy] 

l The supply of labour can adjust itself to exceptional 
differences in wages between trades in two ways: by an 

Jactual transfer of adult workers, or by a deflection of 
the supply of juv'enile~ Every year a certain number 
of the people working m each industry pass out of em
ployment on account of old age and death; and in a 
normal industry their places are. taken by juveniles 
fresh from school. ./.rhe least wasteful way to meet a 
shift in demand from one industry to another is to cut 
off the supply of juveniles to the first industry and 
direct it to the second.(j\.ny other way involves a 
sacrifice of acquired skill and experienc~ . 
[But although this is the least wasteful way, it does 

not follow that it will naturally be adopted· unless 
special encouragement is given to iDYoung people 
"mtering industry are probably less influenced by wage
rates than adults are. A kind of work which is attrac

Itive and easily accessible from their homes may easily 
get recruits even if the wages it offers are relatively low. 
Even t~e question of wages itself does not always pre

. sent itself to them in a form which corresponds closely 
with the true demand. A trade may require labour 
badly and so promise high rates-ultimately; but if it 
is a skilled trade, it will not offer them at once. A boy 

.. may easily prefer a less skilled "blind-alley" occupation 
which promises relatively high rates in early years 
although the ultimate prospects are far inferior. 
~ Actually, although in normal times the deflection 

of juveniles is probably the principal way of adjust. 
ment, there can be little doubt that the supply of 
labour to different trades is adjusted to a very con-
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siderable extent by a transfer of adult workers. In the 
case of the less skilled trades, where the period required 

.for a new man to work up to full efficiency is short, such 
transference is fairly easy. And these are, after all, the 
great majority. 

[Again, some of the more skilled trades fall into 
groups. Within such a group the trades are distinct, 
but the kinds of skill they require have much in com
mon. If a man moves from one to another of these 
trades, he forfeits some elements of his special acquired 
skill, but other elements he can still put to useful pur
pos~ He is in a favourable position to learn the new 
trade more quickly than other men would do. If a 
considerable divergence between the wages paid in 
different trades, which are allied in this way, were to 
develop, movement would undoubtedly take place to 
some extent. Thirdly, transference from a skilled to 
a less skilled trade is always possible. In one sense, 
indeed, this sort of transference is always happening, 
and is a regular, if unfortunate, characteristic of the 
labour market. A certain proportion of the men who 
have been trained for a skilled trade usually prove un
suited for it. They find it difficult to earn standard 
rates, and drift into intermittent unemployment. 
Sooner or later they see that they would do better by 
flying lower, and they go over to some less skilled 
occupation, where they have a better chance of regular 
employment. 

But this sifting-down of the failures has little re- .. 
lation to the forces de¥lrmining standard rates. How
ever, when a skilled trade undergoes a permanent or 
long-continued decline, the road does stand open for 
men of normal efficiency to move into less skilled, bllt 
more urgently needed, occupations. 
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C.In all these ways, then, there is in a free marketf 
some considerable degree of mobility between trad~1 
And since there is mobility, we shall expect to find (to 
a lesser degree, no doubt) the same sort of relation be
tween rates as we found within an industry.Qf wages 
rise in one industry, the possibili~y of movement to
wards it will usually exist; .And this possibility, hardly 
realised, perhaps, but vaguely present, will set on foot 
demands for a rise in wages elsewhere. If other indus
tries are sharing in the prosperity of the first, they will 
concede the rise. If not, they will refuse ih and there
fore tacitly assent to a beginning of the transference of 
laboua) 

.Activity in one trade often leads to activity in 
others. All industries share to some extent in times of 
good trade, and all alike suffer from bad. Thus while 
wages may rise in one trade from causes peculiar to it 
alone, this is not often the case; and similarly for a fall. 
If the possibility of movement sets on foot demands 
for a rise in wages, the fact of simultaneous activity 
often makes it possible for the demands to be granted. 
If the fact of simultaneous depression sets on foot 
demands for reduction, the possibility of movement 
towards that trade makes it more necessary that the 
demands should be conceded. 

c:Potential mobility is the ultimate SIInction for the. 
interrelation of wage-rates. But it is a sanction that 
need not be continually used. I If, when movement is 
possible, wages do not move together, the sanction will, 
slowly and ponderously indeed, begin to operatg But 
it is improbable that the sanction is always in the minds 
of those who are actually concerned with changing 
rat,es. That certain rates move tugether-or, at least, 
th" t the change of one gives a prima fa~ie c"se 
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for a change in the other-becomes a matter of 
custom. 

"Before the war the economic changes to which 
wages had to be adjusted were gradual. Rates of 
wages, therefore, had a high degree of stability, and 
the relations between wages in allied or neighbouring 
occupations were equally stable.) Wages, it may fairly 
be said, constituted a system, since there were well
understood. rates for most occupations; the relations 
between these were stable and generally accepted, 
and a change in anyone rate would prompt demands 
for a change in other rates.'" This is just what we 
should expect. 

The "system" was not by any means simply a 
product of Trade Unionism. Even in a perfectlyJree 
market wages must work in something like this way. 

C (Pemands for a rise in wages come, in the first place. 
because a rise appears to be "fair". And the principal 
motive in an employer's mind when he concedes 
such a rise may be a desire that his wage-policy should 
not appear to be an "unfair" o~ The same argument 
which is used by the workmen to support their claims I 
for a rise is used by employers to justify a reduction. 

But although this appears to be the motive for 
a very large proportion of wage-changes, it is not 
their real reason.r..These rules of fairness and justice 
are simply rough-and-ready guides whereby the 
. working of supply and demand is anticipated. Irhat 
they are not perfect guides is shown by the fact that 
they_ are so often broken-1 If an employer is not doing 
well, his men may illdeea demonstrate to him that a 
rise would be "fair", but he will nevertheless refuse 
it, and compel them to have recourse to their further 

• Cla.y. Problem oJ IfldtUlrial Rt.lGlicnt4. p. 7 •. 
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sanctioTh-to leave him.tfif an employer wishes to 
expand his business, he will have to pay higher wages 
in the end, however much he may grumble that the 
rise is "unfair"( It is only in an equilibrium market, 
or in a market so nearly in equilibrium, that its 
changes can leave wages unaffected, that perfect 
"fairness" of wages can always be preserved. AJJ.y 
change, even those most desirable changes of a pro
gressive community, ~ust always create a certain 
amount of "unfairnes9;' 

VI 
1f an employer refuses a demand for a rise in wages 

made on the ground of fairness, because he does not 
consider that it would be profitable to go on employing 
the workman in question at the higher wage, then, 
although his conduct may be grumbled at, it is not 
susceptible of valid economic criticism.' It is perfectly 
open to the workman to leave him; (f he does not 
do so, the presumption is that costs of movement 
(which may be quite personal to the workman himself) 
prevent transference to the place of expanding employ
ment. Thus if employers are in any way compelled 
to give way to claims of this kind, the result must be, 
Rt the best, that the man dismissed can only regain 
em ployment at a net sacrifice." But although this 

1 We .balllt'18 later on that much of Trade Union policy i.e limply an 
,att(llupt to carry thMe principlea of "(airneu" further than they will go in 
an ullnogulated. muket. 

I (,/. Pill"u. g""""" ... 0/ Welf .... 2nd ad •• pp. 622·5.27. h. term "fair 
W&(tN" t. U8ed. aboYD in a much looaer aenae th&n Profeasor Pigou' •. Hi, 
pl't'Cleo ~6nition is dovillOd. with the object of defining an "optimum" di •• 
tribntion of labour. but ainoe this i. not our preMtnt concern, it seem, better 
to pft.!lW'rvo the wid"r connotation given to the term in actu.l practioe-.' 

Pn)ftWIor Pigou's approval of ''tnterferenoe to raise Wlfair wagea'" when 
the unfo.irut\88 iM duo to ignorance, i, irJ"t'llevant to our bypotbesiB. 

8 
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means that a certain amount of "unfairness" is a 
necessary concomitant of economic change, this is 
not to say that it is impossible for "unfairness" to 
arise which has less excuse. It is conceivable that an 
employer, faced with claims for a rise on the ground 
of fairness, might refuse, not because he could not 
grant the rise without dismissals, but because he 
believed that he could retain a considerable number 
of men without raising wages, and the gain to him 
from the low wages paid to tljese men would exceed 
the loss he would incur from the contraction in employ
ment.( In fact, he might prefer to act as a monopolist. 
with respect to the labour he employs, and "exploit" 
that labour."! 

This is a real possibility which we cannot afford 
to neglect. But in estimating its importance there are 
two things which must be borne in mind. 

l( Exploitation is just as probable, if not more .J 

probable, in better-paid as in worse-paid trad~ It 
is, in fact, extremely improbable that exploitation hall 
much to do with the grosser scandals of the labour 
market. The extreme cases of poverty and low earnings 
have usuaUy arisen, not in regular trade's, where the 
peril of exploitation is admittedly present, but in those 
trades which we have classified as casual, in the widest 
sense. But in casual trades, competition is generally 
quite sufficiently intense to prevent any possibility of 
exploitation'cCasual labour. is often badly paid, not} 
because it gets less than it is worth, but because it i::J 
worth so appallingly litt@ 

2. D'he los§. of labour, which an exploiter must face. 
will not usually be a single disaster, over and done 
with as soon as the first loss is ov':'] That first 1",8 

1 P;gou. ll_k. oj WelJ ..... 2nd.ed .. pp. 52.·531. 
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may indeed be quite small, so that his initial position 
may be distinctly favourable. "But the loss will go on. 
The circumstances in which men live are continually 
changing, and everyone finds it easier to move at 
some times than others. Opportunities for movement 
~n come to others of his men, and slowly his original 

Mabour force will contract. The places of these men 
can only be filled, if at all, by others less efficient, for, 
unless he is very lucky, these are all he will get at 
the wages he is offering. Besides this direct movement, 
there is the normal wastage of labour. Men grow old 
or leave him for other reasons than the wages offered. 
These again he will be unable to replace. 

[A point must come when the decline in the effi
ciency of his business outweighs the advantages gained 
from lxploitation. And "'hen this time arrives, it 
may be too late to save the situation by a change in 

.policil 
Anticipation of this course of events must usually 

be sufficient to deter employers from any considerable 
use of the power to exploit which undoubtedly lies 
in their hands on occasion. It may sometimes even be 
sufficient to deter them from a quite temporary ex
ploitation, which they expect to abandon after a short 
while. For[Svhen a man thinks of changing his empluy
ment, he looks, not only at the wages he is to receive 
at the moment, but at his prospect:B And he judges 
his pro~pects on what has happened m the past. 
e The possibility of exploitation thus depends on 

~
wo thinb's:ion the ease with which men can move., and 
n the extent to which they and their employers con
ider the future, or look only to the moment." The 

more difficult men fiud it to change their employment, 
and the less experience they possess on which to fore-
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~ast the future, the more opportunity for exploitation 
- here wi)l btiJ Thus in earlier ages, when communica-

tion was bad, and when repressive enactments re
strained the mobility of labour ... the possibilities of 
exploitation were considerable; and the same is doubt
less true of some of the more ~ckward countries of 
the modern world. But communications have gener
ally improved with the rise of industrialism; and direct 
legal impediments to mobifity are 80 obvious a hin
drance to the growth of wealth that they have gener
ally disappeared-within national areas. In the first 
stages of industrialisation, improved mobility may 
conceivably have been offset by lack of experience I 
of the conditions ot an unfamiliar employment; but : 
at the most this can have been only a passing phase. 
It is very hard to b~lieve that the exploitation of) 
labour, in the strict sense considered here, is likely to \ 
be a serious social evil in advanced industrial states. 

There is, however, one kind of exploitation whose 
feasibility appears at first sight to have been increased, 
rather than diminished, by economic progress. Al
though (apart from institutional obstacles, of the kind 
we shall consider in our second part) the difficulties 

. ~ movement from place to place have been diminished, . 
Jhe[mcreased specialisation of labour has had some 

tendenc to increase the difficul. of movement from 
trade to tra f!] (Of recent years this has to some 
extent been offset by the increased specialisation of 
machinery, which has reduced the need for highly 
specialised skilled labour.) At the same time, the in
creasing advantages of large-scale production have 
made it more possible than before for a single firm to 
monopolise a whole industry. If cases can be found 
where a particular skilled trade is specialised to the 
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performance of labour required only by one firm, the 
members of that trade are peculiarly liable to exploita-
tion. . 

GWhere an employer is a monopolist, not only with 
respect to labour, but also with respect to his cus- i 
tomers, the limitation of the supply of labour which 
will follow from an attempt to pay specially low wages 
is particularly likely to pay him. Yet simultaneous 
exploitation of customers and employees is a peculiarly 
dangerous policp So long as the monopolist is exposed 
to any sort of potential competition (as what private 
monopolist is not!) exploitation of skilled employees 
is so likely to drive them away, when they may offer 
themselves as a most convenient basis for the ex
pansion of a rival, that it will be worth his while to 
go some distance to avoid this danger. In fact, it 
is much more likely that a private monopolist will feel 
it prudent to offer his skilled employees a share in his 
monopoly gains than that he will ask them to con
tribute. 

When the monopoly is not a private "economic. 
monopoly", maintaining itself by Buperior efficiency. 
and the economies of large-scale production, but a 
1%1\1 mongpoly, protected by the State, there is much 
10$s reason for such prudence. But when we come to 
State employment, or semi-State employment of this 
kind, criticism is baflled. The higher the wages paid, 
the better (on the whole and in the long run) will be 
the service rendered; and vice versa. Yet there is no 
direct means of telling whether the better service to 
the oommunity is worth the extra cost. Since the 
benefits are obvious, and the costs are indirect and for 
a long while much less obvious, democratic States are 
peculiarly liable to indulge in long periods of eitrava-
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gance, and then, when the bill comes in, in fits oft 
indiscriminate and often misdirected parsimony. 

VII 
The results of this chapter havzreinwrced and 

fortified the conclll8ion of our first E~_ay-t:here is no 
necessity whad;wever for the wage a man receives at a 
particular moment to equal his marginal ~duct. In 
so far as that term "marginal~wduct" can be given 
any sense at all in a changing community, it can only 
mean the wage a man would ultimately receive if the 
fundamental conditions of equilibrium-the number of 
people in the market, their tastes, their ability to 
labour, and the property they possess-were made 
eternal as they exist at tlie moment, and the process of 

. settling do\Vll followed to its furthestlimits(rhis mar-
'It Ihinal product is a regulator of wages, but it does not 

\petermine their precise magnitude. For the marginal 
product of a man's labour, defined in this way, changes 
incessantly, and wages db not incessantly change~ 
Sometimes the wage must fall below the marginal 
product, sometimes exceed it. But any such difierence, 
if it is maintained for long, slowly bends wages to meet 
the neW" situation. The forces elucidated by equili
brium analysis are the forces which, in nearly every 
case, cause wages to change. 

[Like Professor Clay, we must conceive the wages of 
lahour (at least over a very .large part of the labour 
market) as a C:system," a system with considerable 

'If internal stresses of its ownJ As economic conditiod 
vary, they bring about changes in the system, but ex
ternal changes have to reach a certain magnitude and 
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ternal resistan ome of these variations in economic 
a certain dura~io before they can break down the in-

conditions are at seem fortuitous; changes in tatte, 
for inst.ance, are often fortuitous from the point of view 
of the economist, since their origins lie outside his field 
of vision. Some, however, are not fortuitous in this 
way, but arise from the fact that a particular wage
system has effects peculiar to itself on the slow-moving 
ground-swell of the economic world-that it influences 
the distribution of labour, and stimulates or discour
ages the accumulation of capital, in a way of its own. 

lAny change in the wage-system must influence these 
,slow-moving tendencies, and they in their turn react 
on the wage-system. In the freest of markets such 

\

ctions and reactions go on; they are what we call 
conomic Ero.gress. But to some extent it is possible 

• 0 deflect the wage-system from this regular course, 
and make it follow a path, which is not the resultant of 
millions of separate dcsires,"1:;ut the fruit of conscious 
poliepJThe working of such control will be our con
cern III later stages ohhis enquiry. 

Before we can pass on to that subject, there are 
still some respects in which our study of the com
petitive labour market needs to be exte"ded. First, we . 
must drop the assumption with which we have gener
ally worked up to the present, that the amount of work 
a man does in return for his wages can be treated as 
given. It has not indeed always been possible to hold 
rigidly to this assumption, since we have been obliged 
(for reasons of convenience) to take into account the 
way in which personal relations between employer and 
~mployed (the content or discontent of workmen) may 
'influence the efficiency of a business, and therefore the 
wage-policy of employers. But this is only one of the 
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ways in which variations in the individual's supply of 
labour may affect the determination of wages. The 
other ways must be oUr concern in the next chapter. 

Secondly, it is convenient to insert at this point an 
examination of the way in which we may expect the 
general forces of. economic progress to affect the a ver
age level of wages. This is one of the most imp9rtant 
.sets of deductions which we can draw from the general 
marginal productivity theory; and in addition to the 
considerableintriJtsic importance of the lIubject, it will 
be found a c,!nvenient background against which to 
place our later study of the effects of wage-regulation . 

• 



CHAPTER V 

INDIVIDUAL SUPPLY OF LABOUR 

I 
WHEN an employer hires a workman, he buys work. 
The wage he is prepared to pay-the price he is pre-i 
pared to give-depends on the amount of work-th~ 
amount of the commodity bought-he expects to re
Cieive in return. Other things being . equal, a more 
efficient workman offers more "work" than a less 
efficient; and he receives higher wages in consequence .. 
In our earlier discussions, we hll ve assumed these I 
other things to be equal, so that the amQunt of work I 

offered by each man is something fixed, depending on . 
the nature of that man, but not on the conditions on 
which he is employed. It" is' now time to drop this con
venient simplification. C'rhe amount of work a man does" 
is partly a matter of ahoice, and the amount he chooses 
to do depends on what he gets for it; if he works: 
under superintendence, the conditions of this super- t 

intendcnce' also affect the amount of work he does; 
and further, hiB ability to work may be affected by the 
wages he has been in the habit of receiving in the past. 
A change in the amount of work offered, arising from 
any of these causes, will affect wage§) but it is not only 
for their effe6ts on wages that we must examine these 
reactions through the amount of work performed['rhe 
amount of work a man does, and the conditions under 
which he does it, are themselves matters of independent 

89 
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interest. They are part of his wage-contract with his 
employer; they determine, simultaneously with his 
actual wage, the degree of benefit he derives from his 
employmeng The improvement of the conditions of 
labour is as much a desideratum of social progress as 
the simple raising of wages. 

But before we can go on to examine these reactions, 
there is one preliminary question which must be 
settled. What exactly do we mean by a variation in I 
the amount of "work" or "labour" a man performs? 
How is it to be measured? A change in the effort a man 
puts into his work will affect the disagreeableness (or 
agreeableness) of that work to him; and it will also 
affect the value to his employer of the work he does. 
But it is by no means certain that it will affect these 
two things in the same direction; it is even less likely 
that it will affeot them to the same extent.' Along 
which of these lines are we to seek for a measure of the 
quantity of labour supplied? There can be no question 
that it must be the second. The benefit derived by an 
employer' from a particular man's work is a benefit 
·capable of transference, since the work might have 
been done for another employer: ft is the actual ser
vice performed by the labourer which is bought and 
sold, not the sacrifice he endures in order to perform 
that service, or the effort he expends in doing it: . 

.. Now the direct services performed by a single 
labourer are often very .heterogeneous, and when he 
works "more," it is often not by doing more of a 
particular service, which could be added arithmetically 
to the collection, but by reassorting the services he has 
been doing in a complicated fashion, which, however, 

I So fM 88 t.be degroo (&8 oppoeOO to the direction) of a change in 8ubjec~ 
tivo cost is mcaaurable &t all. 
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results in a collection preferred by his employer. Even 
in the ease of those men who are engaged on repetitive 
operations, with whom an increase in their supply of 
labour does seem to reflect itself directly in jl.n increase 
in output, there is no guarantee that the increase in 
labour supply can be considered to be proportional to 
the increase in output; for, on the one hand, at,. in
crease in quantity may bSt accompanied by a fall in. 
quality, and, on the other, the increase in output is al
most certainly due in part to the co-operation of other 
factors of production. 

This difficulty cannot be overcome without making 
reference to the general 'System of prices; and since we 
must make this reference, the validity of the solution is 
inevitably narrow, and only to be made use of with 
great care. The only way is to use the account given in 
Chapter II of the determination of wageb in equili
brium, when allowance is made· for differences in 
capacity among labourers. ;We assumed there that the 
efficiency of each labourer (the amount of "work" he is 
prepared to do) was given, and then showed how in 
equilibrium a scale of wages would be constructed, so 
that a man of higher efficiency would always get higher 
wages. If we suppose a labour market to be in equili
brium, and consequently a scale of this sort to· be 
established; if now we suppose the ability of one 
labourer to change (or the effort he expends upon his 
work to change); then in the new position of equili
brium which results from this change, the position of 
this labourer on the scale will be altered.t\Ve can best 

. define an increase in an individual's supply of labour 
by its results; if he supplies more labour, while other 
thin!:s (the remaining fundamental conditions of 
.equilibrium) remain the same, his equilibrium wage 
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will rise; if he supplies less, his equilibrium wage will 
falD 

So long as we are dealing with a strictly competitive 
system, so that the change in one man's conduct is in
sufficient to have an appreciable effect on the wages of 
other men, or on the prices of commodities, we can 
assert, without any danger of awkward consequences, 

I that the change in that man's supply of lahour is pro
portional to the change in his equilibrium wage. This, 
as an exact definition, does give us practical results of 
the same kind as the looser conceptions commonly in 
use. If a man's abilities increase, if he works harder 
(successfully works harder), 0$ he works longer hours 
which have no detrimental effect upon his efficiency, 
his equilibrium wage will rise, and in all these cases it 
is perfectly natural to assert that the quantity of labour 
he supplies has increase~) 

'.' But of course this is not to say that if a large num
ber of men simultaneously increase their supply of 
labour, then their equilibrium wages must rise. It is 
perfectly possible that separate individual action of a 
certain kind might increase a man's wages .(at the ex
pense, if we like, of an infinitesimally small reduction 
spread over the wages of many others), yet, if a large 
number simultaneously acted in this fashion, the loss 
w~ld outweigh the gain:) 
-./ In the case of repetitive work (provided that we can 
leave out of account the possibility of substitution, or 
change of method), the change in a man's supply of 
labour becomes proportional to his net output~ This 
again is perfectly consistent with common usage. 

If we remember these limitations,' it is perfectly 
possible to treat "labour" as a commodity consisting 
of discrete homogeneous units, for which therefore 
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there are welL-defined curves of supply and demand. 
It is decidedly convenient to do this when treating 
some special problems; but it is a method with very 
considerable dangers, which can only be avoided if we 
think back our arguments into a more cumbrous but 
more realistic form as frequently as possible.' 

II 

c.changes in the individual's supply of labour may 
arise from any of three kinds of economic cause: 
(1) they may result from a change in the conditions 
of labour fixed by the employer or agreed upon be-" 
tween him and the labourer (of these the most impor
tant is a change in hours); (2) they may be the man's v 

conscious reaction to a change in the wage offered 
(such as a change in piece-rates); (3) they may be thee 
unconscious result of his whole situation, including 
the wages he has received and the work he has done in 
the recent past. In modern industrial employment the 
fi~t type is very probably the most importanbl When 
once the conditions of employment have been fixed, the 
variations in supply of labour of whicl;t account still 
has to be taken are relatively small. (.Nevertheless, 
that they are not without importance is shown by 

- the advantages frequently derived from the use of 
piecework. Piecework enables such changes to be re
flected directly and rapidly in the wages earned; al
though in theory changes in the amount of work done 

I It. mn.y oollvanitmtJy bo observed hcro thu,t precisely the lI&mo kin.d of 
, dlftioolty ariROll with other factoN of produrtion. IlMtioula.rly oapital. And 

tho 11&1118 801utittn. for aJ..l ita limitod VltJidity, is the ouly solution possible. 
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will affect wages under time-work, there can be no 
question that the adjustment there is extremely slow 
and imperfect.\ There are considerable theoretical 
advantages to be gained if we begin by ruling out these 
difficulties; if we suppose that there are no conditions 
of employment other than wages to be settled between 
a man and his employer ($at is to say, we are in fact 
dealing with something like the "domestic system") ~ 
and further if we assume (what almost follows as a 
con.-.equence of this) that wages are paid br the piece. 
(the amount of work a man does is determined, then, 

I 
partly by his ability, and partly by his .relative 
demands for income and leisure. Both of these may 
be affected by his wages:') 

To take ability firstrtIigher. wages may react 
favourably on a man's effi$iency in several ways) 
They enable him to be better fed, and consequently 
stronger; they open up to him new opportunities for 
recreation and self-improvement; and, further, they 
olIer i~ectly many of those advantages of increased 
leisure with which we shall subsequently be more 
immediately concern~ Higher wages make a man's 
hours of leisure more genuinely hours of leisure, since 
many of the fatigning things a poor man must do for 
himself/a better-paid man can have done for him by 
other people: A poor man's wife and family are often 
compelled to become wage-earners themselves. But 
a rise in wages sets more of their time free for household 
work. .' 

(The influence of this reaction npon wages (and the 
sanie of course applies to 'he other reactions which we 
shall have to examine la.ter) depends on the elasticity 
of demand for labour. (!f for any reason wages are 
falling, this will reduce the efficiency of labour to 
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some extent, perhaps not at once, but at any rate 
after a time. If the demand for labour is inelastic, 
the reduced supply will actually check the fall in 
wages per head; if the demand is elastic (the elasticity 

·greater than unity) redllced supply will accelerate 
the fall ilt wages.'> 

The case of falling wages to which attention has 
generally been directed in connection with this reac
tion is the case of a "declining trade", declining be
cause it has to meet some new kind of competition. 
A new method of production, more highly mechanised, 
or using a different 80rt of skill; the growth of industry 
in other districts, or other cOl1ntries, whose compara
,tive advantages are greater-these are the kind of 

~ things from which such a prolonged decline in wages 
may arise. Now under these circumstances, just because 
the decline is due to competition, we may be nearly 
certain that the demand for labour will be elastic. 

(If the old trade can maintain its efficiency, it will fight 
ita battle better; if its efficiency is impaired, defeat 
will come all the sooner. 

Thus in this important case, the reaction of low 
wages on efficiency will accelerate declin!l) But .it 
will not only accelerate decline; it will make movement 
from the declining trade more difficult. Thus it is 
undoubtedly a cause aggravating the difficulty of those 

I redistributions of labour which are inevitable ill a 
progressive community, but which too often result 
in a prolonged exclusion of considerable sections of the 
community from the benefits of progress. 
C But although the reaction of wages on efficiency 

complicates adjustments, it must not be forgotten 
that its general effect in a progressive community 
is highly fllvourable. Once the first step out of sta-
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tionary conditions has been taken, ~ising wages pro
mote rising efficiency, and these again rising wag~\ 
In this way, as in others, progress stimulates progress. 
Wealth facilitates further accumulation. 

CIt should not be inferred, however, that such a 
cumulative process may go on indefinitely. (The wealth 
of a community is determined not only by the effi
ciency of labour, but .also by its capital equipment 
and technical knowledge.\:With given supplies of 
capital, and given technical knowledge, there is a 
definite limit to the possible rise in wages, and conse
quently a limit to the possible degree of efficiency of 
labourJ If capital increases, or technical knowledge 
improves, the direct benefits of this improvement 
will be increased by an indirect effect through the 
efficiency of labour. But probably' that is all. 

Further,ilvhen wages are low, a rise in wages may 
improve efficiency very greatly ; but, there is in this 
matter a law of diminishing returni' The difference 
between a very low level of wages and one slightly 
higher will inevitably be spent to a very considerable 
extent on "nllQ~~ities" -in the sense of things which 
are necessary to keep a man in a fully fit condition. 
'At .first, indeed, while he is becoming accustomed to 
a new standard of living, much of the increase may be 
"wasted", spent upon commodities with a merely 
meretricious attraction, much greater to people who 
have not been able to try them than to people 
who have; tBut if his standard of living has been so 
low that his physical condition has seriously sufiered 
from privation, the greater part of an increase in wages 

1 & long as W~ are concerned with wages in general throughout a progres· 
live community, there is no Deed to fear inelastic d£'mand (see below. pp. 132, 
2~6; .1"" Pigou. E""""",ja of Well .... 2nd ed .. p. 62~I. 
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is likely to be spent (possibly after an experimental 
period) on those things most needed to restore fitness.) 

'A large proportion of a low wage is inevitably spent 
on things which have an immediately favourable 
reaction on efficiency. 

But aIL ",agclt rise, this proportion !!lust decline. 
It is true that, even when a man has as much food as 
he can eat, he can still spend money in ways that do 
increase efficiency., But he can also spend it in many 
ways that do not. It is a good thing that expenditure 
should increase the pleasure of existence, but pleasure 
and efficiency do not always go togethen After wages 
have reached a certain level, only a few men' will 
spend any further rise upon things which promote 
their efficiency as workers:, ~f the wages of a large 
group of men are increased, there will nearly always be 
some favourable reaction on efficiency; but the higher 
the wage, the smaller is that reaction likely to be. ' 

III 

I.j'The other way in which wage-changes may react 
upon the productivity of labour is by affecting, not 
the workman's ability, but his willingness to worJ{j) In 
Mar~hall's terminology,\1fI man will work up to the 
point where the marg~l utility of the income' he 
derives from his work equals the marginal disutility 
he incurs in the effort to acquire it:\ If wages are 
changed, the marginal utility of incoDle will be 
changed, and so the amount of work done must be 
changed also in order to restore equilibrium. 

It has sometimes been thought that a change in 
7 
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wages will always change the willingness to work in 
an opposite direction; but there is no logical justifica
tion fop this view.~ If piece-rates fall, it does not inevit
ably follow that men will be willing to work harder. 
They may be inolined to work less hard. But it is 
possible to distinguish to some extent the cases in' 
which w~ sh!LlI expect 'to find the one reaction or the 
other. 

, The expenditure ,of income is largely a matter of 
habit; and since there is a considerable amount of 
mttl-relatjon among differeut expenses, the adjust
ment to a lower standard of living (apart from the 
direct loss of satisfactions) is not ,an easy matter to 
arrang6. Some el!:penses, indeed, like housing accom
modation, are arranged !or over long periods, and a 
change often Cannot be made her~ without consider
'able trouble and expense in the adjustment. The use 
.of leisure time, however, once that time has passed a 
certain minimum, is much less a 'matter of habit. 

, If leisure is to be used to advantage, it must yield a 
good deal of variety. (Thus about the use of leisure 
there are fewer cotnlnitments, and if the work done 
becomes less remunerative, it is easier to sacrifice 
leisure than to sacrifice income:: 

But in applying this argument, there are two things 
which must be noted. First, ~lthough it suggests a 
probability that a fall in piece-rates will be followed 
immediately by an expansion of output, it is uncertain 

1 See Robbins, "Note on the Elasticity of remand for Income in -Terms 
of Mort" (EC01IOtnita, June. 1930). In this article it i, shown {by turning 
round the iodividualsupply curve of labour 80 &8 to e-xbibit it &I a demaud 
curve lor income in terma of laboUl'} that the only natural deduction from 

. the law of diminishing marginal utility is, not that the 8U ppJy curve of 
labour must slope do~wanls. but that this demand curve for income must 
elope downwarda. The eiaatiruty of demand for income in terma of labour 
must be positive; but this meanl that t.be el8ltioity of individualsupp!y of 
Ia.bour must be either positive or lie betweeo o and -I. 
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if this expansion will be maintained) cAs time goes on, 
it becomes more possible to adjust expenditure to the 
lower standard, and the attractions of iI)creased 
leisure are doubtless more deeply felj). Secondly, 

(although the argument applies to some extent to people 
with all sizes of income, it applies most strongly 
to those with low incomes. Larger incomes are less 
stereotyped in expenditure; and a considerable part 
of most large incomes is saved.i;avin'gs can )lsually be 
rAduced without any immediately awkward reactiolls 
on the rest of expenditure; and other economies can 
often be made without anY'very great sacrific~ Thus 
although the reduction of a poor man's wages may 
generally make him willing to work harder (at least 
for the time being) this is less certain in the case of, 
a rich maJ. 'Very remunerative work offers such prizes 
as .to encoura.ge a great' expenditure of elIort en it 
(it appeals to the imagination as well as to lllore . 

'commonplace passions); if work becomes less remu-' 
nerative, it is not inconceiv;ablethat such men may 
become less, and not more, willing to exerj; themselves 
to any except.ional extent~ .. 

So long as a change in piece-rates affects the supply 
of labour in the same direction, no new problems 
arise. The case is precisely the same as that we have 
already studied when dealing with ability, and this 
reaction can only intensify the other. If demand is 
elastic, the change in wages will be accelerated yet 
further; if inelastic, it will be checked. But if, as 
seems very possible in the case of manual labour, 
the supply of labour is changed in the opposite direc
tion, we do have a new situation. A fall in the demand 
for labour increases the supply, and piece-rates must 
therefore fall more than they would have to do if we 
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could leave this reaction out of account. CEut whether, 
total wages will fall more than they would have done 
if the willingness to work had been unaffected, depend&' 
upon the elasticity of demand for labour. If demand 
is elastic, piece~rates indeed are lower, but income per 
head is not lower. If demand is inelastic, income per 
head will be further reduced by the inc:reased output. 

Although increased efl'ort will reduce income when 
~emand is inelastic, it does not follow that the in
creased efl'ort will not be made. (For, at the piece-rates 
in existence at the moment, income will be increased by 
extra efl'ort; it is only when it has proved impossible to 
absorb the increased supply of labour without reducing 
rates, that there is any danger of a reduction,:) 

As we have seerl, the most important case of falling 
wages with an elastic demand for labour is that which 
arises when a trade is being contracted by the force of 
some new kind of competition'lUnder these circum
stances, (the afl'ected workpeopTIl can maintain their 
weekly wages to some extent by working harder. But, 
this is not the end of the stolj) ,:The increased efl'ort, 
as well as the lower wages, are likely, after a time, to 

I Tbia appeal'll to raise & disquieting possibility. With such a dOWIIWard 
eloping supply ourve, ill stable equilibrium poMible at allt 

II equilibrium is to be stable. the sum of the elaaticities of demand and 
IUPply." the point of interaectioD of the two curves must be positive. Thaa. 
if the elaaticity of supply is negative, the elaaticity of dema.nd mnet be greater 
Itban tbe elaaticity of supply with it. sign chn.nged. All the elaaticiti('S of 
8upply with which we are concerned muat lie between 0 and -1; 80 that 
.tabitity i8 certain 80 long as the elaaticity of demand is greater th&n 1. It 
it only if the demand for labour is inel&ltio that a difficulty arisea, and 
probably then only in oaaee of enreme inelaaticity. 

U time iagiven for:readjuatmen~tbe..., can be noq1l88tion that the demand 
for la-bour in general ia genemlly elastio. There ill therefore nothing in the 
downward slope inoonaiatent with genen:U equilibrium. The posaibJe iOBta.· 
bility i. Dot a queetion 01 the general equilibrium. of tbe economic syBtem; 
It i. eeaontia.Uy a queation of short-period adjuatment. when, owing to the 
la.ga in the ndiatribution of labour between trades, and owing to the ot.t&clet 
to ra.pid reorpniaation of buaiDe88eR. int'la.atio demanda for labour are cere 
Iainly _iWe. 
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haye unfavourable effect>; upon efficiency)"rhe final 
level of weekly wages may therefore be rather lower 
than that which initially resulted from the change} 

The most important case of falling wages in which 
we have good reason to expect that the demand for 
lu bour will be fairly inelastic is that which arises from 
temporary depressions in trade. If, in this case, falling 
piece·rates are met by increased output, the result will 
be to depress weekly wages still further. It is quite pos
sible that if this tendency could continue indefinitely, 
there would be no limit to the extent to which wages 
could fall:,But it must be remembered that a prolonged 
and sharp fall of this kind will almost certainly drive 
some workmen out of the trade; and even if this is 
ruled out, the fall will ultimately be checked (in a 
sufficiently miserable manner, it is true) by the reaction 
of the low wages on efficiency. 

But of course there is not the slightest reason to 
suppose that this deplorable drama will ~ played out 
on allY but very exceptional occasions. \The adjust
ment of piece-rates to changes in the economic situ
ation is itself not particular!y rapid; and, although 
theoretically a similar adjustment should take place 
with time-rates, it will certainly be even slower .. But 
it is precisely in the very short run (while such adjust
mpnts are being made) that an ext.remely inelastic 
demand is mOb-t probable.) The depression must last 
long enough for considerable changes in rates (prob
ably more than one change in rates) to be possible; 
aud yet, the longer it last:.;, the more likely it is that it 
will be profitable to make adjustment.~ in the organis
ation of industry to meet it; and the more adjustments 
which clln be made, the less is the probability of 
inelastic demand. 
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:Further, it is not at all unlikely that the expansion 
.of output will be checked by a suspicion on the part 

. 'of the workpeople that demand is inelastic-the super
~tition of the "work fund" may in this instance serve 
a useful social purpose.' Finally, we have seen how in 
times of depression '(good" employers are likely to try 
to maintain wage-rates; and weuow see an additional 
advantage which they may gain from doing so (whether 
or not it has anything to do with their motivesJi!By 
maintaining the efficiency of their workmen, while 
competitors are'uhdermining the efficiency of theirs by 
lower wages, they make up to some extent for the extra 
cost imposed by their higher wages, and put them
selves in a' good position to reap further advantages 
when trade recovers. Then their competitors will be 
forced to raise wages again, but increased wages do not 
at once lead to increased efficiency, and in the mean
while the "good" employers are producing under a 
definite advantage. ~ . 

It would be possible to go on for some time working 
out special cases in which reactions through the,indi
vidual's supply-curve of labour complicate wage
problems. But there seems little to be gained from 
doing this, since their practical importance does not 
appear to be very great." In the great .majority of 

1 Both this reaction and the next. are only gt"nuineJy advantageooa if a 
recovery can be expeoted from external oouaoa, witboy.t any adjustment of II 
labour costa being nece8S8.ry. How far general trade depresaiona' are of this, 
type i. 8 bitterly argaed question, whioh cannot be examined here. But per- r 
80nally I inoline to believe that they are Dot . 

• The effeots through willingnesa to work of a riaing demand for labour 
can he- worked out in a. aimilar manner. But it should be remembered in this 
connection that, while an inelaetic demand may remain ineJaatic til) thel 
price falla downward to zero, tbe elasticity must ultimately incl'OaB8 if the 
price rVe.a far enough. 

'One auoh reaction ought perbapa to be mentioned for a personal feaaon.\ 
Juata!l paRt wagea may affect the ability to work, a.nd present wagNl the desire 
to work. ao it is conceivable that put wages may affe-ct the dOllire to work. 
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cases, the magnitude of these reactions is probably 
small; in those cases where they do matter, they tend 
usually to intensify those precise effects which we had 
already detected by simpler lines of reasoning. Some
times, indeed, they may increase the evil effects of 
fluctuations to a marked and important extent. Where 
that occurs, it only points the familiar moral of the 
need for mobility and adaptability if smooth working 
of the economic system is to be ensured. But on the 
whole, these reactions affect the shading, rathar than 
the outline, of our picture. We should need far more 
accurate quantitative knowledge than we possess, or 
are very likely to possess, before we could derive much 
advantage from a. more prolonged study of them. 

IV 
When a man works under supervision, it is stilI 

possihle for him to vary to some extent the amount of 
work he does according to his own choice. To that 
extent the tendencies which have been described in the 
preceding pages will sti II operate. But there can be no 
question that his freedom is much more circumscribed 
than it would be under a "d~tic system." The 
most important conditions determining changes in the 
individual's supply of labour are those which are laid 
down by the employer, or settled deliberately between 
----- ~-----------------

if any of thoafl ptult. WAgM are carried oyer or saved. to act as a reserve in') 
the preaent period. Thill particul ... re&c'tion I hold to be 8upremely unimpor , 
taut; but.inoo I Wl\9 01\('1.' led to exprese aome Vit'W8 about it in the Et:OfIMnM; 
JOMmaI (in ordt"r t .... WN"t cert.a.in o.rgumt'nts of Mr. !II. H. Dobb) it may be' 
well to np\nin what i8 ita p16l.'C in n!'lation to the pl"'e8f'nt diacU88ion (eee 
Boon.. Juur., June, 1030. pp. 227.228). 
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the employer and workman; of these again the mos~ 
important iB the length of the working day.' 

A change in wages does not always influence the 
supply of labour in the same manner; and the same is \ 
true of a change in hours. It is indeed true that the 
immediate efiect of an increase in hours must always 
be to increase the supply of labour, and the immediate 
effect of a reduction in hours must always be to reduce 
it. But here again iinmediate and ultimate efiects are 
not always the same. Even 'if the hours worked have \ 
been excessively long, their reduction will reduce the· 
supply of labour for the moment; but after a while it is 
reasonable to expect that there will be favourable re
actions on the ability to work which will ofiset the. 
first decline. Increased leiBure means increased facili
ties for re~t and recreation; rest and recreation im
prove physical strength and increase alertness; these 
in their turn react upon efficiency. In almost every 
case a reduction in hours will be followed. by some 
favourable deferred action of this kind; and in certain 
cases the improvement may be great enough to restore 
in the end the former output, or even cause it to be 
exceeded. 

If, for the present, we leave out of account these 
transitional eflects of changes in the length of the 
working day, and fix our eyes only on the supply of 
labour which will be reached when a given length of 
day has been in force for some time, we inevitably 
reach the conception of an "optimum." A man who is 
accustomed to working six hours will nearly always 

1 The CI888ical sta.tem<'nt of the theory of "hours" in & free market is to 
be found in Sir Sydney Chapman's article. I'Honno! Labour" (EC01I. Jour .• 
September, 19(9). Hia arguments h&ve boon I'eAtakid by ProfeBBOr Pigou 
(Bconomiel 0/ WeJj(Jf'4, hk. iii., oh. vii.). There is very little that needa to be 
added to the conclusions ot these a.uthoritiea. 
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produce a greater daily output than he would do if he 
were accustomed to working fom:; but on the other 
hand it is very likely that he would produce more at an 

: accustomed ten hours than at an accustomed twelve . 
• ' There will be some length of working day which, if it 
• were maintained, would yield a greater supply of 
labour than any other, whether less or greater; and 
this we may describe as the "optimum" length of 
working day-from the output point of view. 

The position of this optimum will, in all probability, 
vary very greatly in different cases( it will vary with 
the individual, with the kind of w6rk, with the cir
cumstances of work (with such things as climate, for 
example).'iBut a group of men working in a factory 
will have an optimum;1just as a single man will have. 
Some men might turn out more if the hours were 
longer, Borne men more if they were shorter; but if the 
total output is maximised at a given length of day, that 
le~th is the optimum. 

The length <if day at which output is maximised 
wi I be the length of day for which employers will be 
prepared to offer the highest wages (assuming, as 
before, that the effects of any change on the generlll 
price system can be neglected))(But although thi8 
"optiml).m" working day will yield the highest wages, 
it does not follow that this output optimum is the true 
equilibrium length, If the wage o,~ered, although the 
greatest which could be secured by varying hours, were 
still very low, then it is hardly doubtful that workmen 
would look to that wage, and would be moved very 
little by any other consideration( But if the wage were 
not very low, then it is at Ica8t possible that a large 
number of people would prefer shorter hours and 
100\-er (weekly) wages to longer hours and higher wages, 
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and since the regular and settled output would prob
ably not be very greatly reduced by an appreciable re
duction of hours below the o~tput optimum, such 
terms could usually be found) (JJ;mployers might find 
it easier to attract labour by offering shorter hours 
than by offering higher wages, so that the hours ulti
mately established might be below the output opti
mum\ Of all the conditions within reach, these 
might' best satisfy the wants both of employers and 
employed. 

Now, although this arrangement would, in the long 
run, be the most satisfactory to all parties{ it does not 
follow tha(it would easily be realised in practice: 'As 
industry develops, the strain to which workpeople are 

: exposed probably increase!!; rest and recreation be
I come more necessary; and thus the output optimum 
\ length of day probal?ly falls.)~f output is to be main
\, tained at the maximum possible, hours ought to be 
\reduced. On the other hand, the development of in
dustry brings ~}h it higher wages and a raised stan
dard of living.)(rhe desire for leisure and the willing
ness to sacrifice income for leisure almost certainly in
crease too; for without leisure the advantsges which 
can be derived from a higher income are very limited. 
If the equilibrium len~h of working day is to b~ 
found, hours ought to be reduced below the output 
optimum.\ 

History gives us no ground for supposing that the 
reduction takes place at all easily. The long hours 
worked in the early days of the Industrial Revolution 
are notorious; they were reduced, it is well known, 
mainly by State regulation and Trade Union action. 
It was found, after they had been reduced, that "the 
output of eleven hours' work might be greater than 
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that of twelve".' Employers had been working at 
more than the output optimum, without realising 
it. 

Probably it had never entered the heads of most 
employers that it was at all conceivable that hour~ 
could be shortened and output maintained. But it is 
clear that there were a few who had realised it.' Why 
did they not reduce hoUrS by their competicion, 
just as enterprising firms force up wages by their 
competition! . 

One reason, and perhaps not the least important, 
lies in the technical considerations which usually make 
it necessary for a change in hours to apply to a whole 
establishment at once. lIt must, therefore, spring from 
the employer's initiacive. \'A.s we have seen, this is not 
the case with a rise in wages. That comes mainly from 
the initiative of workpeople, anq may begin in a small 
way, with one workman finding an employer who is in 
great need of labQur and from whom he can thus ex
tract higher wages. It need not come into the light 
of day until it has gone too far to be stopped.) 

(But a man seeking work in this way under such 
favourable conditions cannot ask for reduced hours. 
H he did, the employer would be likely to take it as an 
attempt to dictate how his works should be run, and 

'his estimate of the man's nei pro' duct would undergo a 
very rapid depreciation.) . 

( A reduction in hours must therefore come from the 
initiative of employers (if it is not imposed from out
side)." And there is a good reason why they should be 
rather slow to take it. (['he immediate effect of reduced 
hours must be to reduce output and increase costs, 

1 Hutchitll and Harriaon. FarJorr u,ialatima. p. 122 . 
• Robert 0,",0, for in.t6Doe; c/. op. eN., p.22. 
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unless the reduced hours are accompanied by reduced 
wages, and not only by reduced time-rates, but reduced 
piece-rates, since fixed costs will, for the present, have 
to be spread over a smaller output:fBut a reduction of 
wages in the period. of adjustment has to meet all the 
objections against temporary wage-reducti9ns which 
have been discussed in previous chapters:) It has also 
to meet the further objection that the reduced wages 
will militate against an improvement in efficiency, the 
very thing to which the employer was looking for a 
large part of his gain from the reduction in hours~',.At 
the best, wage-reductions will lengthen the period of 
transition; at the worst, they will prevent the im
provement in efficiency altogether. ,~ employer who 
was sufficiently enlightened to undertake the change 
at all would be very unlikely to want to push the costs 
of the change on to the shoulders of his employees.) 

rBut if he does not reduce wages, he has to bear the 
cost of the transitional period himself. His losses 
during this period are a form of investment, from w liich 
he hopes to gain later.lBut they are a very risk-y in
vestment, since it must always be extremely uncertain 
whether additional leisure really will improve output 
in the end, and if so to what extenb. It is not sur
prising that the number of employers who are willing 
to undertake investments of this kind is limited: They 
can only be undertaken by those who are possessed of 
adequate capital (no one could raise a loan for such 
purposes) and they are at least only likely to be pegun 
by people of a certain kind of temperamen,," Though 
doubtless when these have pointed the way, others will 
slowly follow. . 

There is, in addition to this, a further difficulty. 
(When the transitional period is over, an employer has 
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of them well worth it; and it is also probable that there 
are occasions, rarer indeed, but quite real, when no 
sacrifice in wages has to be called for. But, as we shan 
have cause to see in greater detail at a future 
stage of this enquiry, this iscertaihly not always 
the case. 

Much of what has been said about hours applies in a 
similar way/but with less force, to other "conditions 
of labour.~' In many ways the work of a factory can be 
varied, and devices introduced, which themselves add 
to costs, but ultimately react favourably upon the 
productivity of labour. "Breaks" in working time, 
washing and recreation facilities, adjustments in work 
so that it can be done sitting instead of standing, all 
these things which are now considere4 to be the special 
domain of the Industrial Psychologist, react ultimately 
upon the efficiency of labour, and at the same time 
make employment in a factory where they are used 
more attractivej With them again there is usually 
some gap before they improve efficiency, and the un
certainty of retaining men whose efficiency has been 
improved by them. So that there will probably be the 
same delay in their application which is likely with the 
reduction of hours. 

But in one way these changes are easier than a 
change in hours, for they can be carried out more 
gradually. Experiments can be made on a smaller 
scale, and thus the risk involved is less. . . 

Protection against dangerous work, a matter which, 
has pulked so large in Factory Legislation, stands of 
course on a different footing. Competition is here less 
effective than is desirable, but for a rather different 
reason. Until a man has had experience of a certain 
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kind of work, he is unlikely to know that it is danger
ous, and then the damage is often done. And even 
when the danger is known, most people are too in
clined to suppose that they can escape dangers which 
overcome others: 



CHAPTER VI 

DISTRIBUTION AND ECONO}UC PROGRESS 

I 
THE subject of this chapter is one of the most venerable 
of economic problems. The effect of progress upon 
distribution was a question inevitably raised by the 
Ricardian theory of rent, and naturally it often en
gaged the attention of the classical economists. But 
we do not now need to go back to the classical econo
mists; for we possess today, in the marginal pro
ductivity Jheory, a much superior line of approach 

,.. to it. (The marginal productivity theory is simply an 
extension of the Ricardian law of rent j)md it suggests 
the problem as infallibly as its predecessor did. 

Nevertheless, none of the modern treatments of 
the problem seem wholly satisfactory. The best 
account in English is undoubtedly that of Professor 
Pigou, in the Ecorwmics of Welfare.' Almo;;t every4 
thing which is there said seems to be beyond criticism; 
but it must be remembered that his account does not 
profess to give a complete examination of the problem. 
He is simply concerned with one special question
whether anything which is to the advantage of the 
National Dividend as a whole is likely at the same 
time to be to the disadvantage of the poorer members 
of society. He concludes-rightly, it appears-' that 
while it is possible for economic progress sometimes 

12nded .. bk.iv"chs.ii.andiii. 
112 
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to make the poor poorer, while it makes the rich 
richer, this is highly unlikely:. . 

So far as this goes, it is satisfactory; but this is 
not the only question to which a theory of distribution 
and progress ought to provide an answert For example, 
there is the question of relative shares which was raised 
by Professor CannanJ Is economic progress likely to 
raise or lower the proportion of the National Dividend 
which goes to labour!(A complete theory ought .to 
answer this question too.") . 

Before setting out a positive solution, it is necessary 
to make clear two assumptions on which the following 
argument rests. For one thing, although we are really 
dealing with a community in constant change, and com
paring two stages of that change, .we are obliged to 
assume that in each case the system is in equilibrium. 
The usc of the marginal productivity method implies 
this.~, :(3ut although this assumption is a grave weak
ness, it need not deprive our results of all usefuIness~) 
For some purposes, it is the equilibrium position which 
we want to know about; and for the rest, although 
we should have to introduce large qualifications if 
we sought to apply our results to the distribution of 
the National Dividend in two years quite close to
gether, the error from this source will generally be 
quite small if we are comparing two fairly long periods 
separated by a considerable span of time. 

The other assumption is more recondite, and at 

1 "The Division of Inoome" in TM ECOtIOfnlO Ot&tloo.i, p.215. 
1 Professor Cannan '8 avenion from the more abdtract and rigorotll 

m(lthodB of tlOOnomic allillyaie probably prevented him from giving. final 
IIOlutilln. An &twmpt at alolution on mOf6 .betroot linN ia, howover, to be 

I found in Dalton, 7'.\«1 IMqUalily o/Incomu. pp.165-220. If it werl} possible to 
a.ocept Dr. Dalton'lI &lltUment. much of the discussion in thia cbaptftr wollid 

, be unnecessary. Blit it appeal'S to oontain a. Oo.w • 
• S6e above. p. 21. 

8 
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lhe same time its significance is much more doubtful. 
"We have to ignore the possibility of increasing returns, 
using that ambiguous expression in the sense of ecoi1O
mies of mere size, arising from an increase in the 
quantity of resources in general at the disposal of 
the community, independently of any variation in 
the proportions between the quantities of different 
kinds of resources available.)Clearly the possibility of 
such economies has an enormous importance in the 

. theory of Production and Economic Progress. It. is 
not impossible that they have a bearing on distribution. 
This could conceivably be allowed for to some extent, 
but ouly at the cost of wrecking completely any sim-

, plicity which it has been possible to import into the 
following argumentS. And it could probably .be shown 
that the conclusions would be substantially unaffected.' 

II 

The kinds of "progress" which have to be dealt 
with in economic theory are four in number; 

.t. Increase in population. 
2. Increase in the ability or willingness to work of 

a constant population. 
3. Increase in capital. 
4. Inventions .and improvements. 

To these there should perbaps be added cbanges in 
'the tastes of consumers~ as a fundamental cause of 
secular economic change, very similar, as we shall see, 
to invention, as far as their effects on distribution 

L 

I See Appendix, section (ii). 
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are concerned; but they cannot, by any stretch of the 
imagination, be classified as "progress." 

From a purely analytical point of view, 1, 2, and 3 
are the same problem. The consequences of a change 
in the quantity of labourers, of labour, or of capital, 
can all be treated as special cases of the general ques
tion of the effect on distribution of a change in the 
supply of .one factor of production. . 

The answer to· this question can be stated in the 
form of three rules, of which one is scarcely more than 
a definition, but is put in for completeness; the second 
is a generally accepted, but less obvious, proposition; 
the third appears to be new. Muqh the most satisfac
tory way of proving the validity of the second and 
third rules is to use the mathematical method set 
but in the Appendix to this book;' but an attempt 
at non-mathematical proof can be made, and will 
be set out here. 

The three propositions are: 
1. An increase in tile supply of any factor of prQ

duction will increase tlte absolute share (i.e., tile real 
income) accrning to that factor if tile elasticity of demand 
for tliat factor is greater than unity. i 

2.' An increase in tile supply of anyfactor wiU always 
increase .the absolute share of aU other factors to.!ren 
togetller. (If the inc;:reasc in the varia hie factor is small, 
then the return .to the additional units will approxi
mately equal the addition which they have made to 

• the whole product. But since the marginal product of 
the variable factor is now reduced, the units previously 
present will get a smaller return than they got before, 
80 that the old total product will be divided between 
these units and the other mctors in a ratio more 

• See Appendix. 800ti0D8 (iii.) ud (iv.) 
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favourable to the latter. The return to the other 
factors will therefore be increased.!') 

! It is possible, however, that the increased return 
to the other factors may affect their supply) But in 
whatever way their supply is aHeeted, whether 
it increases or diminishes,! it is inconceivable that it 
should diminish to such an 'extent as to leave the total 
return to them smaller than it was before: the most 
extreme case conceivable is that in which the pro
viders of these other factors have a completely inelastic 
demand for income in terms of the factor they supply; 
in this case the return to these other factors will of 
course be unchanged.» 

Although the absolute share of all other factors 
taken together cannot diminish, this is not necessarily 
true of any particular other factor: For example, if 
the demand for bakers' services is inelastic, but bakers 
are easily transmuted .into confectioners, then an 
increase in the supply of bakers will probably not in
crease the real income of confectioners. But we need 
nO.t trouble ourselves with this difficulty so long as we 
are talking about groups which are reasonably distinct. 
In nearly any application which we are likely to want· 
to make~ it will be true that an increase in the supply 
of any factor will increase the real income of any other 
factor." 

1 Thill is .een at ouoe if we use the rent diagNm. continua.lly uaed by 
Clark in Pile Di.!Iribution 01 WeaW. (e.g. on p. 366). 

t See above. p. 98, note. 
I Some of the conolusions which follow from thia &l'e very far·reaohing and 

i1lumina.ting. It is alway. to the interest of a particular man that other people 
in the same trade as bimBelf should not work too hard; for if he works with 
the aa.me intelllity as before. and they work harder, his wagee will tend to 
f.lI. 'But it is neverthelea: to bi. intereat tha.t people in other trades (II.t any 
rate in those which do not oom~te very directly with his own) mould work 
&8 hard as poaaible, for by doing .0 they raise hi. real wagea. Similarly, 
it is nea,rlyalwaY' to hia interest that aa much .. po88iblo of the nation.1 
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3. (An increase in the supply of any factnr will 
increase its relative share (i.e., its proportion of the 
K ational Dividend) If its "elasticity of substitution" is 
greater than unity.: ',rhis is the new rule, involving 
a new definition. (rhe "elasticity of substitution" 
is a measure of the ease with wbich the varying factor 
can be substituted for others.) If the same quantity of 
the factor is required to give a unit of the product, 
in any circumstances whatever, then its elasticity of 
substitution is zero.' If all the factors employed are 
for practical purposes identical, so that the varying 
factor can be substituted for any co-operating factor 
without any trouble at all, then the elasticity of sub
stitution is infinite.' The case where the elasticity 
of substitution is unity can only be defined in words 
by saying that in this case (initially, before any conse
quential changes in the supply of other factors takes 
place) the increase in one factor will raise the marginal 
product of all other factors taken together in the same 
proportion as the total product is raised. ' 

Tl~e proposition can thus be expressed in another 
way. 'In so far as the direction of change in the relative 
sharing of the National Dividend is concerned, secon-

income ahould be saved.. In tbe ahort run, part.icml&r men ma.y be displaced 
by an in~reaae in 8&ving; but in tbe long run, the aooumul.tioD of capital 
is a.lw"YH favourable to tho intef'ellta of labour.) 

'l'h" following apeeil\l ca.se is partioularly worth noting. Although it may 
well be to the intereet of working men to work for ahorter hours as their 
economio position improV't18 (own if this involVN .. I6(Irifice in "agee), it 
is definitely agaiMt the interost of the employing and oapitaliat ol&88el tha.t 
thtlY ehould do 80', Aud, lookiJl!(' a.t the same thing the other wa.y roWld: if 
we IIf'M'Ok for .. twooonUo policy design&d to aerve the long-run interest.! of 
tho working (llfIoaII, it ought to b6 one ,,"Weh di8courages the rich from taking 
nut t,b~ir privilt!gOO eoouomic pusition in oonsumptioD and in leillW"e. but 
eneoura.geM them to work and to aa.ve, One cannot help feeling tho.t the ob
'Vioue (lbo.ngo iu this l"(\8pe<lt betWet'D the nineteenth a.nd twentieth centuriee 
i. a 8~ comment on the tlUC'0088 of progreeaive policy. 

1 10 the terminology of Walrn.s, this is tbe caee where the "cooOioieo.t of 
pruduct.iou" of the varying factor is COlllta.nt. 
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dary and consequential changes in the supply of the 
other factors do not matter. '(If the conditions of tech
nique and consumers' demand (which determine the 
elasticity of substitution) are such that an increase 
in the supply of a particular factor would increase its 
relative share with constant supplies of the other fac
tors, its relative share will still be increased in what
ever way the providers of the other factors react to 
the change in their fortunes) ~t is not too difficult to 
show this-at least with some degree of plausibility. 
If the elasticity of substitution is greater than unity, 
the initial effect of an increase in the supply of one 
factor will be to increase that factor's relative share. 
But at the same time the real return to the other factors 
will be increased, so that the supply of the other factors 
is likely to change to some extent, upwards or down-

\ wards. \ 1£ the supply of the other factors faHs, the rela-' 
tive supply of the first factor is greater than ever, and 
thus its relative share (under the present assumption) 
is likely to rise still further. There is thus no danger 
of our proposition breaking down in this case. The 
dangerous case is the other one, where the supply of 
the other factors increases. In order to prove that this 
does not disturb the rule, it is best to take the most 
extreme case. Suppose the elasticity of supply of 
the other factors to be infinite, so that their supply 
increases, as a result of their now more favourable 
position, to such a point that their real return per 
unit is unchanged. It cannot increase so far as to lower 
their real return per unit, since otherwise the first 
situation would not have been one of equilibrium. 
If the real return per unit to the other factors (or 
their marginal product) is unchanged, this must mean 
that the relation between the supplies of the factors' 
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is the same as before; for we are ruling out the possi
bility of increasing returns to aU the factors taken 
altogether, and diminishing returns to all the factors 
taken together is obviously impossible.(1f the propor
tion between the supplies of the factors is the same as 
before, and their marginal products the same as before 
(which evidently follows), the relative shares of the 
factors in the distribution of the National Dividend 
must also be the same. i 

Thus in the most extreme case conceivable, the 
increase in the supply of the other factors can only 
just cancel out the effect of the primary change., In 
any less extreme case, the, direction of the change in 
relative shares must be the same as if there were no 
secondary effect through the supply of the factors. 
And this could be proved in a similar fashion for an 
elasticity of substitution less than unity. 

Another important COIll!equence of our third pro
position is that the condition for an increase in supply 
increasing a factor's relative share is symmetrical. 
If we classify all our factors of production into two 
groups-whether we label them "work" and "property" 
with Dr. Dalton, or "labour" and "capital" "supposing 
that land can be neglecwd'Twith Professor Pigou, 
the elasticity of substitution of labour for capital 
is the same IJ,S the elasticity of substitution of capital 
for labour. (If the conditions of technique and con
sumers' demand are such that an increase in the supply 
of capital will increase capital's relative share, then 
an increase in the supply of labour will increase 
labour's relative share., And vice VlJTsa.1 

1 The startling conclUllion put fOl'W'&m by Dr. Dalton (Inequality oj J,.,. 
oom8l. p. 2(4). tha.t ·'the rela.tive share of property will UH'I'6a8e. &8 \.he result 
of inl'rl'llBl'8 in the supply of work a.nd p1"Opt"rty. or in tho amount of either 
.I.mo", i. tht'lr"foforo unt<lna.ble. Some remal'kB on the detail of Dr. Dalton'. 
argum6Jlt will be found below (see Appondix, p. 247). 

'. 
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We may now proceed to examine more closely 
the things upon which the elasticity of substitution 
depends. Substitution., in the sense in which we are 
using it, may take any of three forms: 

1. The change i:a the relative prices of the factors 
may lead simply to a shift over hom the production 
of things requiring. little of the increasing factor to 
things requiring more. If capital increases, the com
modities in whose production capital had already 
been used to an extent above the average will become 
cheaper relatively to others, and presumably, there
fore, more of them will be made. 

2. Methods of production already known, but 
which 4Il.id not pay previously, may come into use. 
This form will include, possibly as its most important 
case, the mere extension of the use of instrumen ts 
and methods of production hom firms where they 
were previously employed to firms which could not 
previously afford them. 

3. The changed relative prices will stimulate the 
search for new methods of production which will use 
more of the now cheaper factor and less of the expen
sive one. 

Partly, therefore, substitution takes place by a 
change in the proportions in which productive re
sources are distributed among existing types of produc
tion. But partly it takes place by affording a stimulus 
to the invention of new types. We cannot really 
separate, in consequence, our analysis of the effects 
of· changes in the supply of capital and labour hom 
our analysis of the effects of invention. To the theory 
of invention we must now turn. 
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III 
/ 

~ Under the assumption of c.ompetition, it inevitably 
follows that an invention can only be profitably 
adopted if its ultimate effect is to increase the National 
Dividcn~ For if it is to raise the profits of the entre
preneur who adopts it, it must lower his costs of pro
duction-that is to say, it must enable him to get 
the same product with a smaller amount of resources. 
On balance, therefore, resources are set free by the 
invention; and they can be used, either to increase the 
supply of the commodity in whose production the 
invention is used (if the demand for it is elastic), or 
to increase the supply of other commodities (if the 
demand for the first is inelastic). In either case, the ~ 
total Dividend must be increased, as soon as the liber
ated resources can be effectively transferred to new 
uses.' \ 

'But although an invention must increase the tot.ali 
Dividend, it is unlikely at the same time to increase I 
the marginal products of all factors of production in I J 
the same ratio,)In most cases, it will select particular 
factors and increase the demand for those factors to a 
special extent. If we concentrate on two groups of 
factors, "labour" and "capital," and suppose them to 
exhaust the list, then we can classify inventions accor-
ding as their initial effects are to increase, leave un
changed, or diminish the ratio of the marginal product 
of capital to that of labour. We may call these inven-
tions "labour-saving," "neutral," and "capital-saving" 
respectively. L'Labour-savillg" inventions increase the 

, For a fullor els.borat>ion of thiB arguwOllt. aeo Wickaell. Vorluu~ 
vol. i., pp. IM·207. Also KaldOl, "A Cuo againat Toohnical Progreaa'" 
(A'coliorni.t:G, lIay, 1032). 
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:marginal product of capital more than they increase 
the marginal product of labour; "capital-saving" 
inventions increase the marginal product of labour 
more than that of capital; "neutral" inventions 
increase both in the same proportioriJ 

A labour-saving invention, according to this defin
ition, need not actually diminish the marginal product 
of labour, and consequently labour's absolute share in 
the Dividend. It may q,o so, if it is very labour-saving; 
there is nothing to prevent the ratio of marginal pro
ducts being changed to such an extent as to make the 
absolute size of olle lower than it was before. But 
equally it may not.On every case, however, a labour
saving invention will diminish the relative share of 
laboui) Exactly the same holds, mutatis mutandis, 
of a capital-saving invention.' 

It may be observed that the definition of a labour
saving mvention just given is not identical with that 
given by Professor Pigou. ' IlIe supposes the technical 
change to take place in an industry which produces no 
wage-goods-i.e. none of whose products are bought by 
labourers. !(This is, of course, a very nnreal assumption 
if we interpret labour in the very wide sense which it 
has to be given in this discussion. The Attorney
General is a labourer.) (However, taking this special 
case, he defines(! labour-saving invention as one which 
diminishes the ratio of capital to labour employed in 
the rest of industry: Now if the ratio of capital to 
labour in the rest of industry is diminished, the mar
ginal product of labour in terms of the products of the 
rest of industry (which is all that matters to labour) 
must be diminished. An extension of Professor Pigou's 
definition-and it cries out to be extended-would thus 

lOp. ciJ •• p. 632. 
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make a la.bour-saving invention on6 which diminished 
the absolute marginal product of labouil Professor 
Pigou's case then becomes a useful illustration of this 
definition, but it is too limited to serve as a definition 
itself. 

But even the extended Pig~_definition appears on 
reflection rather unsati~f!lctory for our purposes. (For if 
we were to call "labour-saving" inventions those which 
diminished the absolute ~rginal product of labour, 
and "capital-saving" inventions th~se which di
minished the marginal product of capital, there wquld 
be a wide range of neutral inventions between-quite 
possihly including the great bulk of those inventions 
in which we are actually interested.mut some of these 
"neutral" inventions would be inore favourable to 
capital than labour and some the contrary: They 
would all increase both marginal products, but some 
would increase that of capital more than that of 
labour, and some the revers!! If we have any interest 
in relative shares, we do not want to leave this dis
tinction in the dark. Thus it seems best to make the 
definitiQn hinge upon relative shares; but it must of 
course be realised that any invention which is very 
labour-saving may diminish the absolute marginal 
product of lahour; and similarly for capital. 

Although this amendment of Professor Pigou's 
definition appears desirahle, the definitions are still 
fairly close, and most of the things whiph he says about 
inventions can be perfectly well applied with the 
definition just given. In particular,'there is no reason 
to question his view that(inventions have a decided 
bias in the labour-saving direction. It is indeed diffi
cult to find clear cases of important capital-saving in
vention~~i!:eless is, of course, the standard case, but 
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,peyond that, although there can be little doubt that 
capital-saving inventions occur, they are not easily 
identified. (Obvious labour-saving inventions, on the 
other hand, are frequellfl' Not all those inventions 
popularly called labour-saving are labour-saving in the 

. strict sense, but there can be little doubt that the 
great majority are. , 

This predominance of labour-savirig inventions 
strikes one as curious. It may conceivably be the case 
that it is a mere "optical illusion"(Iabour-saving in
ventions cause more social friction than others, and 
so force themselves on the attention of the observet. 
There is probably some truth in this, but it hardly 
seems a sufficient explanation. It is also possible that 
the utilisation of fixed capital has a close relation to the 
particular kind of scientific knowledge which has been 
available for industry during the last two cent~ries: 
that it is to be connected with the special growth of 
mechanical and physical science. But this again does 
not seem very probable. For after all, wireless is the 
result of physics; and there seems no reason in the 
nature of physical enquiry why the growing com
plexity of industrial technique should not have been 
kept in check through the constant supersession of 
complcx methods by simpler methods requiring less 
capital. 

'The real reason for the predominance of labour
saving inventions is surely that which was hinted at 
in our discussion of substitution. A change in the 
relative prices of the factors of production is itself a 
spur to invention, and to invention of a particular 
kind-directed to economising the use of a factor which 
has become relatively expensive.' The general tendency 
to a more rapid increase of capital than labour which 
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has marked European history during the last few \ 
centuries has naturally provided a stimulus to labour- ! 
saving in ventioriJ 

If, therefore, we are properly to appreciate the 
place of invention in economic progress, we need to 
distinguish two sorts of inventions.CWe must put on 
one side those inventions which are the result of a 
change in the relative prices of the factors; let us call 
these "induced" inventions. The rest we may call . 
"autonoliious" inventions) We shall expect, in prac
tice, airor nearly all induced inventions to be labour
saving; but there is no reason why autonomous in
ventions should be predominantly labour-saving,) 
There is no obvious reason why autonomous inventions 
should incline, on balance, to one side more than to the 
other. In the absence of special knowledge we may 
reasonably assume a random dispersion. Then, since 
induced inventions are mainly labour-saving, both 
kinds taken together will give us a predominance of 
labour-saving inventions-precisely what we appear to 
find in practice. There is nothing therefore in observed 
fact inconsistent with the hypothesis that autonomous 
inventions are evenly distributed. But of course, this 
even distribution will, at the most, be a long-run 
affair; it is quite conceivable that scientific discovery 
may tend to produce inventions with a bias in one 
direction over quite long periods. 

In order to complete this classification, one further 
distinction must be drawn-within the field of induced 
inventions. fAn induced invention is made as the 
result of a Change in relative prices; but it may be such ( 
that its adoption depends upon the change in prices, or I 
it may not;) Capital increases, let us say, and in con
sequence a labour-saving invention is made and 
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adopted. But either this invention would have paid 
before capital increased-and would therefore have 
been adopted if it had been known-or notCH it would 
not have paid under the old circumstances, then it is 
simply a cause increasing the facility of adjustment to 
a change in circumstances-i.e. increasing the elas
ticity of substitution. The elasticity of substitution is 
greater than it would have been in the absence of such 
an invention; consequently the possibility of capital 
increasing its relative share in the Dividend is greater. 
But so long as the invention is of this type the second 
rule about absolute shares still holds; it is quite certain 
that as a result of the whole change the absolute share 
of labour will be increased.Ji 

But it is certainly quite conceivable that a change 
in relative prices will stimUlate invention to do more 
than this-to discover methods which, if they liad 
been known, would have paid even before prices 
changed.CNow induced inventions of this type (if they 
are labour-saving, a8 we may suppose generally to be 
the case) may reduce not only the relative share of 
labour, but also ita absolute share]" Such inventions as 
these are perhaps not very common, but there is little 
reason to doubt their oCcurrence; they are the only 
kind which are really dangerous to the real income of 
labour. 

The classification of invention just made is a purely 
economic classification; 'there is no reason to suppose 
that it corresponds to any kind of scientific or technical 
division. At times when scientific and technical ac
tivity is great it will probably manifest itself in a large 
crop both of autonomous and induced inventions. In 
the dark ages of science, both autonomous and induced 
inventions will be rare. Further, although the kind of 
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induced inventions just referred to (those which are 
induced by a change in prices, bilt do more than adjust 
technical methods to the new economic condi,tions) may 
occur at any stage of development, they are perhaps 
most likely to be importlffit when the accumulation of 
capital has been proceeding fo~ a long while, but many 
kinds of production have retained conservative 
methods, and have not benefited by technical progress. 

IV 
The significance of this theoretical analysis can 

perhaps best be illustrated if we examine its working 
in two extreme cases.(ln both we shall assume popu
lation constant and capital increasing; but in one 
technical progress is very lethargic, in.the other very 
rapid. ') 

In the first case,(where inventions of all kinds are 
almost wholly absent, substitution is practically con
fined to the first two lines mentioned above-the in
creased use of those commodities requiring much 
capital, and the more extensive use of known capital
istic methods. It is conceivable that in an early stage 
these may be sufficient to keep the elasticity of sub
stitution greater than unity. In that case, the relative 
share of capital will increase, even though the absolute 
share of labour inoreases simultaneously. But as 
capital continues to grow, it is certain that the more 
advantageous applications will be used up; the 
elasticity of substitution must fall, and ultimately the 
relative share of capital must fall and that of labour 
rise. 'It is impossible to say how soon this stage. will set 
in, but it must set in sooner or later. But of course this 
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(process involves a fall in the marginal product of 
'capital and therefore of the rate of interest. Event
ually the fall in interest will check saving, and the 
community whose technique does not progress will 
approach the "stationary state" of the classical 
economists. ') 

In the other case, where in~ntion is very active, 
(the elasticity of substitution will be high and will re
main high. (Thus the relative share of capital will tend 
to increase; and that of labour to faIt nut not only 
will induced inventions be active, autonomOUB in
ventions will be active too: If we are right in assuming 
that autonomous inventions have no particular ten
dency to stimulate a special demand for either factor, 
then the initial effect of autonomous inventions will be 
to increase the marginal products of both labour and 
capital in much the same proportions, and so leave the 
relatiye distribution of the Dividend unchanged) How
ever, since an enlarged absolute return is more likely to 
stimulate an increase in the supply of capital than an 
increase in the sllpply of labour, autonomOUB in
ventions may have a secondary effect in encouraging 
the accumulation of capital. But under the supposed 
conditions, an increase in the. supply of capital will 
increase capital's relative share, and thus activity in 
autonomous inventions will, indirectly, have a similar 
effect to activity in induced invention.) 

But(although for both these reasons the relative 
share of labour will diminish, neither a great activity 
in autonomous invention, nor a high elasticity of 
substitution, has any tendency to reduce the real 
income of labour. The only kind of invention which is 
likely to have this effect is that which has already been 
mentioned-that which is inspired by a change in 
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relative prices, but which would have been profitable 
to apply even before prices changed. ') 

Some inventions of this kind doubtless occur fairly 
frequently, but if they are-as is probably usual-

. merely a small part of ge~~~l inventive activity/then 
jt is most unlikely that their influence will be dominant. \ 

(For if they tend to reduce labour's marginal product, 
there are simultaneously at work other forces, derived 
from the increase of capital and the expansion of 
autonomous invention, tending to increase the mar
ginal product of labour. There can be no doubt that 
these latter forces are usually far more powerful.) 

It may be suggested, very tentatively, that a fall 
in the general level of real wages is really likely to 
occur as the result of invention only on those rare 
occasions when invention breaks into a new and exten
sive field of industry that has long been conservative 
in its methods) Such "economic revolutions" always 
cause maladjustment, and social nnrest arising from 
the maladjustment; but it may be useful to point 
out that in such times the malaise may go deeper. A 
fall in the equilibrium level of real wages is here a real 
possibility. \ 

But it is difficult to feel that this danger is a very 
pressing one· today. The generalised character of 
technical change is· a considerable safeguard against 
it~ Inventive activity usually makes itself felt quickly 
enough, so that a prolonged failure to adjust technical 
methods to new circumstances is unlikely on a large 
scale. 'Our continuous "industrial revolution" protects 
us from the discontinuous revolutions of the past. 

Thus, so far as the absolute share of labour is 
concerned, a rather different line of enquiry does not 
lead us to modify in any way the optinlism qf. Professor 

9 
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Pigou. ')It is/possible, but extremely improbable, that 
economic progress may cause a decline in the equili
brium level of real wages:' And further, it should be 
remembered, even if this unlikely event should 
materialise';' it would be temporary; enlarged profits 
would mean new saving; increased capital would raise 
the level of real wages again. . . 

But it is difficult to feel the same degree of op
timism in the matter of relative shares. {For the chance 
of an elasticity of substft1J.tion greater than unity 
stands in an altogether different order of probability. 
Increasing capital, accompanied by stagnant invention, 
may very well raise labour's relative share in the 
Dividend; but increasing capital, with active inven
tion, is very likely to do the contrary. And since the 
activity of invention is definitely favourable to the 
growth of the Dividend-and with few exceptions also 
favourable to growth in the real income of labour
it is highly probable that periods of most rapidly 
rising real wages will also be periods of a falling 
relative share to labour. It is clear that we have here 
a divergence of no small significance.' 

V 
The application of these conclusions to historical 

fact is no easy matter; and what follows must be 
largely guess-work. But it seems worth while to state 
the most probable interpretation, if only to serve as 
a basis for future discussion. According to Professor 
Bowley,' the share of property in the National Income 
of Britain just before the war was about one-third; 

• TM C/oa,.,. in/Ae iMtrilnUimo 0/'100 NaJiorJall""';'" 1880-1913. p.25. 
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and it would seem to follow from this one ascertained 
fact that there must have been periods in English 
history when the elasticity of substitution between 
labour and property was greater than unity. For it 
is practically inconceivable that a few centuries ago 
the share of property can have been anywhere near 
this figure! In the Middle Ages, capital was scarce; 
but not only was the supply small, the demand was 
undoubtedly small too, so that it cannot have made 
up to any appreciable extent for its lack of quantity 
by a high rate of remuneration. Nor is it possible that 
the smaller share of capital can have been made up 
by a larger share of land; for (if we exclude predatory 
and monopolistic gains, as we are entitled to do, for 
all the large part which they played in a pre-capitalist 
economy) we cannot escape the evident fact that land 
was far more plentiful relatively to the population than 
it is today. Thus it seems clear that the equilibrium 
relative share of property must have been much smaller 
than it was in 1913; at some stage-it must have risen 
considerably. 

On the other hand, it seems clear from Professor 
Bowley's figures that it was not rising in the period 
immediately before the war. He gives 37t per cent. as 
the proportion of the National Income going to 
property both in 1913 and in 1880, though these 
percentages require some correction for our purposes. 
Clearly income from property held Abroad ought not 
to be included; but when it is omitted, the results 
are even more striking. For the proportion of home
produced income going to property in 1880 was about 
34 per' cent.; in 1913 it was only about 31 per cent. 

a See Cannan, "The Changed Outlook in Regard to Population" (ECOft. 
Jour .. l>&cembor. 10Sl. p. 528). 
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On the whole tills period seems to be long enough for 
us to be able to neglect disturbances arising from the 
fact that it is really unjustifiable to regard the situa~ 
tion of the economic system at these dates as being 
one of equilibrium-although it would be much more' 
satisfactory if we had figures for an average of several 
years round about each date instead of figures for a 
single year. If we accept these figures, then it is clear 
that the elasticity of substitution must at this time 
have been rather less than unity. Not necessarily very 
much less; quite a small difference would be sufficient 
to give the observed restrlt. 

These facts, if they are correct, do not upset our 
theoretical conclusions; -but the theory does suggest 
a clear interpretation of them. (If capital is increasing
more rapidly than the supply of labour (and it may 
be fairly supposed that this has generally been the 
case in modern English history'), a tendency towards 
a diminished elastici~ of substitution will generally 
set in as capital grows.) This diminution may be coun
teracted by invention-it is conceivable'that it might 
he counteracted indefinitely--C:but clearly invention 
has a progressively harder task as the process goes on~ 

(Invention has generally been increasing in activity, 
but it is quite possible that this increase has failed 
to set off the fall due to the first causei But because 
it failed to do 80 in the period under consideration, 
because in this period it is probable that the elasticity 
of substitution tended to fall, we should not be over
confident that in the future it may not rise again. 
And in many ways it would be good for us if it did 

1 (This ia indeed leu oert&in than Ulual for the yean which immediately 
preceded t·he Will', in view of the utraonlinary export of capital in that 
period. and its natural consequence. a great retardation in thl' rate of in· 
....... 01 .... 1 wageo. (C/. Tawosig. 1""",,",_ "rode, cb.21.) 
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so; ifor it would probably be a mark of national 
prosperity;, 

Changes in the distribution of the Dividend since 
1914 are harder to interpret; and it seems most unlikely 
that we can hope to do so if we leave out of account the 
regulation of wages. 

VI 
l/ The theoretical conclusions of this chapter have 
considerable interest in relation to- the question of 
the causes governing inequality of incomes; but there 
are other implications of hardly less importance. 
These are in connection with the theory of money 
wagesilf we assume a monetary policy designed to 
stabilise the price. level of consumers' goods, and 
successful in that end, then, of course, nO theory of 
money wages is necessary, for money wages and real 
wagp-B are always directly proportionate.: Recent in
vestigations, however, have thrown dQulJ.t upon the 
feasibility of such _ a policy in a community ~here the 
fundamental determinants of economic wealth are in 
process of change; they suggest rather, that the price
level ought to fall with rising productivity, and rise 
with falling productivity; if it does not do so, there 
will be in the one case a boom in trade, leading to 
dangerous over-expansion, in the other case there will 
be monetary causes making for a depression) Exami_ 
nation of this contention would be out of place here; 
but if we accept it provisionally, we can draw from it 
some oonsequenoes which do seem to belong to the 
theory of wages. 

1 See Haberler. IJfJr Si,.,. arlmlermfU'tIl, p. 1128. Ha.yak. Prica a"tf 
Prod ........ p. 23. Also Rober .. on in TAe l_iooGI Gold Prot>'-. 
pp. 11-24 and '6. 
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If stabilisation of the price-level is ruled out, as 
being in normal times more or less inflationary, our 
thoughts naturally turn to other less ambitious forms 
of .stabilisationJ One of these is stabilisation of the 
"money earnings of the factors of production'" (or of 
the money value of the Social Dividend.',illf we assume 
a monetary policy of this character, the conclusions 
about relative shares reached in this <;hapter begin 
to have some practical significance.)If pop.u!lltion is 
~~reaBing.r then it is true that this monetary policy 
must lead to a fall in the level of money wages
under all circumstances; while the level of money 
wages would rise with diminishing population. But 
if population is constant and capital increasing, then 
the trend of money wages depends upon the elasticity 
of substitution. If the elasticity of substitution is less 
than unity, the average level of money wages will 
rise; but in the contrary case it will fall. And as we 
have seen, it is this latter case which is likely to be 
associated with the most rapid rise in general economic 
prosperity, in the lev~l of real wages." 

'Even if the elasticity of substitution is less than 
unity, . it is unlikely, in any community that can 
genuinely be called progressive, to be much less than 
unity. If this is ·the case, it cannot be expected that 
the average level of money wages would rise much. But 
this would mean, in a world where men are specialised 
to particular trades, and do not move easily, that fre
quent cases of reductions of money wages in particular 
trades would be una voidable. And it is useless to 
minimise the gravity of this conclusion. 

'For the raising of real wages thrOllgh falling money 
wages with prices of consumption goods falling more 
rapidly could not be a smooth and painless process. 
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The reductions in wages would almost inevitably take 
place at intervals, which would not correspond exactly 
in time with equivalent falls in prices. \ There would 
thus certainly be temj>orary reductions in real wages; 
the trend of real wages might be upward, but there 
would be sharp fluctuations about the trend. It would 
thus not be in the least surprising if the reductions 
in money wages were strongly resisted. We shall see 
at a later stage what would be the probable effects of 
this. 

There is no doubt that these unpleasant results 
could be avoided, (initially at any rate, by a more 
elastic monetary policy. \ But whether this would 
be a real cure, or whether it would only put off the 
evil day, is one of the major unsettled questions of 
economics.' It is possible that there is some third 
alternative, intermediate between stabilisation of 
prices and stabilisation of the social income, which 
would a void intense fluctuations of industry and also 
avoid a downward pressure on money wages. But 
it seems improbable that in a period of increasing pro
ductivity, all, or nearly all, money wages could be 
exempted from such pressure:~ Further consideration 
of this problem lies outside the scope of this book. 

• C/. Robertoon, "1'. ciI., p. 24. 



PART II 

THE REGULATION OF WAGES 

CHAPTER VII 

THE THEORY OF INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES 

I 
. IT IS now time for us to take a further step towards 

actuality. The equilibrium labour market, which we 
studied in the first chapters of this book, could· 
never exist; it is merely a convenient abstraction, by 
which we can isolate for thorough examination some, 
but only some, of the fundamental factors at 
work. " The rfree labour market, which we studied in 
Chapters 111.-V., is, on the other hand, a real possi
bility; markets very similar in their working to this 
have existed and do exist. Yet it is hardly possible 
for II market to exist, as we have been supposing, in 
a condition of violent change, without competition 
being displaced to some extent by combination. The 
combination may be abortive, in which case the account 
already given is reasonably complete, apart from 
some rearrangement of motives; but if it is not 
abortive (and in advanced communities it is unusual 
for it to be so altogether) we have yet some significant 
strokes to add to our picture. 

We have already seen how, in a regular trade, 
perfect plasticity of wages (immediate response of 
wages to a change in the value productivity of labour) 

136 
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is hindered, among other things, by employers' per
ception that a reduction in wage-rates is likely to 
impair efficiency by worsening their relations with their 
men.\ Even if we suppose (as it was convenient to do 
throughout that earlier discussion) that combination 
among the men is ruled out-because, let us say, no 
one has thought of it-there would still be present 
this consideration tending to slow down wage reduc
tions. ,But in practice, of course, even in a market 
where labour is still unorganised, the principal check 
of this sort on the action of employers is generally 
their fear that reductions will stimulate combined 
resistance. ' 

About the origin of such combination it is unneces
sary to say much; where it is possible for men to snatch 
gains, real or apparent, permanent or temporary, from 
the abandonment of separate individual action, it 
would be surprising if they did not sometimes attempt 
it. 'Monopolistic combination is common enough in all 
parts of the economic system; very much the same 
motives which drive business men ~o form rings ana.,' 
cartels drive their employees to form unions. The one,: 
as much as the other, is a natural prodtict of a gre
garious animal.'· 

It will perhaps have been observed, in our analysis 
of a changing competitive market, that more than one 
situation came to our notice when a stimulus to 
combination must in real life have been present. 
When a man takes on a job in a regular trade, he 
generally begins to form habits of life and expenditure 
which are really based on the half-conscious assump
rion that he will continue in that same employment 
more Of less indefinitely. He has no legal guarantee 
that this will be the case; but it is not in the least 
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surprising that he feels himself, with the flow of time, 
to have a9quired a customary right to continue in that 
employment on much the same terms. ,If, aft~r a time; 
his employer desires to reduce his wag~s, he feels, not 
only that his interests have been damaged, which is 
certainly true, but also that he has been cheated of a 
legitimate expectation::(If a considerab!e group of 
men find themselves with the same grievance, it is not 
sUrprising that they should seize any weapon which 
lies to their hand to enforce what seem to be their 
rights) And a weapon does lie ready. The same thing 
is likely to happen if, instead of reducing wages, an 
employer merely refuses a demand for an advance 
made on the ground of fairness-because wages in 
similar firms, or associated trades, are rising. We have 
seen that the competitive system naturally gives rise 
to the belief that a rise in wages in one firm ought to be 
followed by rises in similar firms; this is the mechanism 
whereby advances are transmitted from firm to firm. 
But although the competitive system engenders this be
lief, and uses it, it cannot always fulfil the promise held 
out. There are always firms which have'not shared the 
prosperity of the rest, and which will refuse demands 
made upon them. But the grievance arising from such 
a refusal seems positively to ask for united pressure; 
and since united pressure will not infrequently attain 
the end which is outside the power of separate action, 
it is extremely likely to be employed. 

Any attempt at wage-reductions, and any uneven 
, rise in wages, is therefore likely to stimulate organised 
" resistance; and since it is only in an extremely static 
economy that Buch things are not likely to be frequent, 
static conditions are probably a necessary pre-requisite 
of a perfectly free labour market: But though change 
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itself is sufficient to supply a stimulus to organisation, 
it is a long way from this to the successful formation 
of Trade Unions. For that other conditions are re
quired:a legal system n9t too unfavourable to the 
growth of voluntary corporations, and a supply of 
organising ability competent to overcome 'the very 
considerable administrative difficulties inherent in the 
establishment of associations with any degree of 
stability. " ' 

The absence of these ,latter conditions is enough 
to explain the long series of failures which marks the, 
early history of British Trade Unions; while the final 
elaboration of a technique of Union government 
explains the spread of Unionism at home and abroad 
in the later years of the nineteenth century . .9v~~e 
whole world, !Trade Unionism has generally follo~d 
upon the tracks of capitalist industry and the distur
bance of ancient habits which accompanied indus
trialism; but where, as in America, more attractive 
opportuuities long remained open to the men who 
would have been the Union organisers, the develop
ment of Unionism has been somewhat held back.' 

When once a Union has been formed, a repetition 
of t he original stimuli will not necessarily be needed to 
spur it to action. It is likely to resist wage-reductions, 
certainly, and to demand increases in line with those 
gmnted elsewhere; probably these will be the objects 
for which members' enthusiasm will be most easily 
roused; But when once it has been discovered that a 
prosperous firm can generally be induced to grant' 
advances without great difficulty, the mere sign of 
prosperity Illay prompt claims; under Socialist in
fluence a Union may take action without even this 
excuse. Trade Unionism has been found a convenient 
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weapon whereby militant Socialists can threaten the. 
overthrow of Capitalism) and it is consistent with revo
lutionary principles to demand advances even when 
it is obvious that the advances cannot be given without 
the colIapse of the firms in question-for the collapse 
of the firms (in their existing form) is in fact the end 
in view. (But such extreme doctrines have rarely 
dominated any powerful Unions for long, since the 
ordinary man is naturally reluctant to stake his liveli
hood upon so dangerous a gamble; to protect the 
customary standard of life (which may be conceived 
as a money wage or, in times of monetary disturbance, 
a real wage), to maintain fair wages, and to secure 
to the workers a share in exceptional profits, are the 
usual aims of the wage policy of Trade Unions.') 

II 
The weapon by which Trade Unions endeavour to 

secure more favourable terms for their members than 
competition would give is the·' strike: ',the concerted 
withdrawal of considerable bodies of men from em
ployment.' Even in the absence of Il.ombination an 
employer who offers less favourabte terms than others 
must expect to find difficul~ies in retaining labour; but 
when his men combine, he is faced by a more immedi
ate danger, the withdrawal of most or all of his em
ployees, not into other jobs, but into voluntary un
employment, with the object of forcing him to re
employ them at the terms they dictate. 

When a Trade Union demands an ad vance in wages, 
1 I shall uso "strike" to mean Ustoppage of work arising out of an 

indwtrial dispute". whoever lloogan it". The diBtinction between atrike 
and loak·out.-i. uaeleaa for our purpoaes. 
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or resists a reduction, it sets before the employer an 
alternative:' either he must pay higher wages than he 
would have paid on his own initiative (and this gener
ally means a prolonged reduction in profits) or on the 
other hand he must endure the direct loss which will 
probably follow from a stoppage of work) In either 
case he is less well off than he would have been if his 
men had not combined, but one alternative will gener
ally bring him less loss than the other. Jf resistance. 
appears less costly than concession, he will resist; if : 
concession seems cheaper, he will meet the Union's 
claims.! v 

We can learn a great deal about TradeUnion action, ~ 
its possibilities, and its limits, by examining the cir
cumstances which are likely to make an employer 
incline towards one alternative rather than the other. 
First of all, it is obvious that the higher is the wage 
demanded, the greater will be the cost of ooncession; 
and therefore the more likely he is to resist. On -the 
other hand, the longer he expects the threatened strike 
to last, the more likely he is to give way: Now, for the . 
pre&ent, let us leave out of account all the other things 
on which his choice will in fact depend; let us assume 
"otller things equal" and concentrate upon these two. 
We can then construct a schedule of wages and lengths 
of strike, setting opposite to each period of stoppage. 
the highest wage an employer will be willing to pay 
rather than endure a stoppage of that period .. :At this. 
wage, the expected cost of the stoppage and t~\U;lX
pected cost of conoession (accumulated at the current 
rate of interest) just balance; At any lower wage, the 
employer would prefer to give in; at any higher 
wage, he would prefer that a stoppage should take 
place. 
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This we may call an ""employer's concession. 
schedule"'; we can express it graphically by an "em
ployer's concession curve". It will leave the y-axis at 
the point Z, where OZ is the wage which the employer 
would have paid if unconstrained by Trade Union 
pressure. (It may be the same or different frQID the 
wage which he had been paying when the dispute 
arose.) The curve cannot rise higher than some fixed 
level, since evidently there is some wage beyond which 
no Trade Union can compel an- employer to gq: If 
wages are to swallow profits completely, he will prefer 
to close down his works and leave the industry.-

Now just as the expected period of stoppage will 
govern the wage an employer is prepared to pay to 
avoid a strike, so the wage offered will govern the 
length of time the men are prepared to stand out.' 
They, in their turn, are _ making a choice between 
present and future evils-"-present unemployment and 
future low wages-and thus the length of time they are 
prepared to stand out will vary according to the pros
pect of gain from doing so, Since the sacrifice involved 
in accepting a wage of 60s. a week instead of 65s. is 
greater than the sacrifice of accepting 65s. instead of 
70s., an extra period of.stoppage which might not be 
borne for the sake of the second may be borne for the 
first. In order that their wages should not be reduced 
below 65s., they are likely to put up with greater tem
porary privations than they would endure to stop the 
wage going below 70s. So in their case, too, we can 
draw up a schedule, a "resistance schedule", giving 
the length of time they would be willing to stand out 
rather than allow their remuneration to fall below the 
corresponding wage. This again can be translated into 
8 "resistance curve". 
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At its lower end, the resistance curve must cut ZZ' 
at some finite distance along it, for there must be some 
maximum time beyond which the Union cannot la§t 
out whatever be the terms offered. At its upper end, it 
will usually cut the y-axis, because, as we shall see, 
there is usually, though not always, some wage beyond 
which the Union will not desire to go, however easily, 

",:;:-.::c:::::: ___ Bmployer'a eonceuloD 
~-= eurvo 

p 
Unlml'. IUbtaace C1U"ftt 

~----------------~z' 

o ExpectfNI length 0/ stril,. 

in terms of striking time, it can be secured. Very often. 
the resistance curve will be nearly horizontal over a 
considerable part of its length, since there is some level 
of wages to which in particular the men consider them
selves entitled. In order to secure this level they will, 
stand out for a long while, but they will not be much 
concerned to raise wages above it. 

The employer's concession curve and the Union's 
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resistance curve will put (lot a point P, and the wage OA 
• corresponding to this point is the highest wage which 

skilful negotiation can extract from the employer.' If 
the Union representatives demand a wage higher than 
this, the employer will refuse it, because he concludes 
that a strike, undertaken to obtain so high a wage as 
this, will not last long enough to make it worth while 
for him to give way. A strike is the lesser evil. If the 
Uruon'demands a wage less than OA, the demand will 
be conceded without much difficulty, but the negoti
ators will have done badly for their clients. Naturally, 
Union spokesmen, more or less in the dark about how 
much the employer will concede, prefer to begin by 
setting their claims high, and only moderating them 
when they see that the first proposals have no chance of 
succeeding. " 

If the highest wage is to be secured, this is the in-
- evitable method of negotiating, but it is easy to see 
that it is a dangerous method. 'The Union leaders are 
bound to set their initial claims high, in order to avoid 
the criticism of their supporters: In order to give their 
more ambitious proposals a chance, they have to pre
tend to be unwilling to make concessions, but at the 
same time they have to be prepared to retreat to a more 
'defensible line as soon as it is clearly impossible to 
maintain the first. If they are not sufficiently obstinate 
in maintaining their first proposals, they may lose an 
opportunity of inducing the employer to accept them. 
If they do not moderate their demands in time. they 
may be forced to carry out their threat of striking, 
when more favourable terms could have been got with
out the sacrifice entailed by the strike.' 

For there is a general presumption that it will be 
possible to get more favourable terms by negotiating 
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than by striking. 'The reason why an employer is 
prepared to pay higher wages than he would otherwise 
have done, as a result of Trade U!lion pressure, is that 
it pays him to offer a certain amoun.~ of "Danegelll't to 
buy' off the loss which would follow from the strike.' 
Once a strike has begun, all he can buy off is the re
mainder of the strike; the IQ§SJncurred as a result of 
the stoppage which has already takeu place is a '!by
gone"-nothing can now be done about'it) It is the 
further resistance of the Union which he has to dread; 
but once a strike has lasted (say) two weeks, the power 
of the Union to last a further five weeks is less than its 
power to last out five weeks at the beginning of the 
stoppage~Since it is only the further length of the 
probable stoppage which matters, we may say that, aSI 
the strike proceeds, the Union's resistance curve moves 
to the left, and the highest wage that can be obtained 
by negotiation consequently falls. ' 

This is indeed subjectto the condition that "other 
things remain e.qual." It is possible that while the 
strike IS taking place, the prosE~cts of trade may alter, 
and in consequence the employer's concession curve 
lllay be shifted.)t is possible that the employer, or 
perhaps both negotiating parties, have anticipated the 
staying-power of the Union altogether wrongly. If the./ 
prospects of trade grow suddenly brighter, or the 
Union prove~ to possess undisclosed resources which 
make its power of resistance greater than had been 
expected, then it may indeed do better by striking thanl 
it could have done by negotiating. But even in this 
case'it would be well to come to a settlement as soon as 
the more favourable factors appear on the horizon. To 
fight out to the bitter end can only mean going back 
upon the employer's tertns. 

10 
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And clearly it is most unwise to count on such 
favourable factors appearing -subsequently. New un
favourable factors are just as likely to appear as new 
favourable factors, so that the odds are heavily in 
favour of negotiation being a more hopeful policy than 
striking. Although, by luck, it may sometimes happen 
that a better settlement (from the Union's point of 
view) is secured by striking than could have been 
secured without a strike, the general presumption is 
tha t a strike is a sign of failure on the part of the Union 

, officials. 
To this, indeed, there are some exceptions. 

Weapons grow rusty if unused, and a Union which 
never strikes may lose the ability to organise a formid
able strike, so that its threats become less efiective. ' 
The most able Trade Union leadership will embark on 
strikes occasionally, not so much to secure greater gains 
upon that occasion (which are not very likely to result) 
but in order to keep their weapon burnished for future 
use, and to keep employers thoroughly conscious of the 
Union's power. 

Under a system of bollective bargaining, some 
I strikes are more or less inevitable for this reason; but 
. nevertheless the majority of actual strikes are doubt
less the result of faulty negotiation.· 1£ there is a con
siderable divergence of opinion between the employer 
and the Union representatives about the length of time 
the men will hold out rather than accept a given set of 
terms, then the Union may refuse to go below a certain 
level, because its leaders believe that they can induce 
the employer to consent to it by refusing to take any
.thing less; while the employer may refuse to concede 
it, because he does not believe the Union can hold out 
long enough for concession to be worth his while. 
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Under such circumstances, a deadlock is inevitable, 
and a strike will ensue; but it arises from the diver
gence of estimates, and from no other cause. (Any 
means which enables either side to appreciate better 
the position of the other will make settlement easier; 
adequate knowledge will always make a settlement 
possible. trhe danger lies in ignorance by ene side of ~ 
the other"s dispositions, and in hasty breaking-off of 
negotiations. ) 

This analysis suggests, what has in fact been the 
general practical experience of collective bargaining ! 
in England, that the best way of reducing the proba- I 

bility oistrikes is the institution of joint meetings of! 
employers and Union leaders, using sufficient for-' 
mality to prevent hasty ruptures of negotiations, and 
meeting frequently enough for each side to gain 
some understanding of the circmtances of the 
other. It suggests Conciliation Boards and Joint: 
Councils. I 

Yet conciliation, however intelligently operated, 
cannot prevent strikes altogether. There will still be 
some strikes necessary to keep the Union .. in training", ' 
and further and more important, there remains the 
possibility of a difIerence of opinion between the Unio:q 
leaders and their rank and file:' The leaders may be 
convinced that they have got the best that could be 

J- got by any method, but they may fail to convince their 
supporters. Probably conciliation actually increases 
this evil; the closer the contact between Union officials 
and employers,Ghe more the officials become negoti
ators instead of agitators, the easier it is to persuad.e 
the ordinary member that his interests are being 
neglectedJ The flroportioll of strikes into which 
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officiala are forced against their will is certainly very 
high.1 

COI!giIiation generally wor).s best when the board
possesses an indllP~ndentchairman(who can interpret 
the demands of one side to the other, smooth over mis
understandings, and make suggestions:{His function 
is simply to facilitate the working of the board, and to 
prevent unnecessary disagreemen~ It-is altogether 
different from the funation of an a~9itrator_lthough 
in actual usage the terms conciliation and arbitration 
have become hopelessly 6o\lfused. The application of 
arbitration to industrial disputes is different, and of 
much more doubtful efficacy. It is indeed probable 
that cases arise in which excessive confidence on the 
part of the Union, or irritation on the part of the em
ployers (leading them to under-estimate the cost to 
them of a strike) may offer an opportunity for inde
pendent valuation of the strength of the rival parties, 

i so that an arbitrator could put forward proposals which 
w011l.d have a good chance of acceptance [Even when 
direct negotiations have reached a deadlock, it is 
nevertheless possible in almost every case for an 
arbitrator to. put forward terms which it would be to 
the advantage of each side to accept ahe Union be
cause it is most unlikely to get better terms by striking, 
the employers because acc~ptance would be less costli 
than a strike would beJIt may not be easy to find 
such terms, and still less to persuade the disputants 
that acceptance will really be advantageous; neverthe-

1 This poBSible 'ailure of leaders to carry their followers with them ia 
of course the foundation of Marshall's claim that "strong Unions fadlitate 
buaineseU'.(Eoonomica oj IndV8lry. 1007. p. 385). The more control over their 
followers the leaders posaess-and formal organisation with the accumulation 
of fuude givell • oonaiderable amount of control automatically-the e&8ier 

I ill it for employe" to oome to binding agreements with the Unions. and the 
le&11 i. the probability of atriket. . 
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less the authority of a respected arbitrator may well 
induce a frame of mind disposed to concession. If the 
arbitrator has succeeded in inducing a belief in his 

. genuine impartiality, it may be psychologically easier 
to yield to him than to the other party.' 

It makes very little difference to this argument 
whether the parties have pledged themselves to accept 
an arbitrator's decision before he gives it, or not; in 
either case 8. wise arbitrator will proceed upon the 
same lines . .1n either case he ought to seek for a settle
ment which it will be to the advantage of each side to 
accept; for even if a previous pledge makes it possible 
to enforce a decision "against" one parly, to do so will 
certainly have the effect of disgusting that party with 
arbitratiOII. The present dispute is only settled at the 
expense of making settlement more difficult in the I 
future by ruling out one possible method of solutiOJ1. 

Many arbitrators do indeed proceed on these lines; 
but the general fusefulness of arbitration as a method 
is diminished by the fact that an alternative line of ~ 
approach presents fatal attractions) It is difficult to 
get out of the minds of arQitrators the notion that their 
function is in some way judicial-:,-and this in its turn 
induces a legalistic approach, which has remarkable 
consequences in the field of industrial relations. ~ For 
lawyers think interIDS of rights, and so do Trade 
Unionists. \ A legally-minded arbitrator cannot fail to 
be impressed by Trade Union claims, couched in terms" 
of rights, to a customary standard, or to fair wageS:] 

1 Sir Ruport Kettle. one of the early Engliah enthusiasts for ubitratioD, 
hur.gined tha.t he had-found the law. for which he was looking in the JaWl; of 
economic... When acting .. chairman of Ii conciliation board, he nsed to 
~fer "from time to time to any ~1I-8f1ttled ecouomicJawa bearing directly 
on the question" (100 my arfid(\. '"The EArly History of IndWitnal Conom.
tion," EcollOfllico. MAoroh. lY30). Kettle'. notions about the diJIereooe be. 
tween oonclliation :aud arbitration were very vague. 
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Unless he is uncommonly perspicacious, he is likely to 
be more affected by his feeling of the justice of such 
claims, than by any apprehension of the cQnsequences 
of successful Trade Union pressure, of which, too often, 
he has only a dim idea/It cannot be too clearly recog
nised that in an arb&ator, legalism is~as; the 
arbitrator's job is to find a settlement that the disput
ants can with advantage accept, not to impose a 
solution that seems to him fair and jnst. [f he is in
fluenced by considerations of justice (based nearly 
always on very limited conceptions of where justice 
lies) he cannot expect that party, whose procedure he 
is inclined to consider unrighteons, to be very ready to 
liring disputes for his decisi0n1 

If legalism generally implies a bias in favour of the 
Union, it may perhaps be suggested on the other side 

I that class pr:.ejudice (arbitrators being rarely working
\ men) provides a countervailing bias in the other 

directionfN ow the fe~r of class prejudice is certainly 
" a reason whlch makes Trade Unions loth to submit to 
arbitratio~and in consequence it is one of thethiJigs 
which dirnmishes the usefulness of arbitration. But it 
may be doubted wh~ther the fear is justified, whether 
(for this is"the decisive test) the alleged class prejudice 
of arbitrators can ever have any significant influence 
in encouraging employers to use the method. In 
practice, ! the danger of class prejudice is such an 
obvious one that arbitrators are inevitably on their 
guard against it; no arbitrator who took his job at 
all seriously could fail to discount such a bias 
fairly thoroughly(The bias of legalism is less easily 
recognised, and so II!ore insidiou§> It supplies a good 
reason why employers should naturally be on their 
guard against arbitration; if employers have a good 
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reason, and unionists a bad reason (though one which 
inevitably weighs heavily with them) why they dislike 
arbitration, it is not surprising that the history of 
Industrial Arbitration is not very glorious) 

When arbitration, instead of being simply one of the 
methods of dealing with disputes, so that disputants 
can go to arbitration Ilr not as they choose, Is made by 
law the method which must be applied to any intract
able dispute, a difierent situation arises.(Compulsory 
arbitration (at least in its extremer forms, as·practised 
in Australia, Or over a considerable part of British 
industry during the war) has many of the character
istics of State regulation of wages through Wages 
Boardj) tJ'he sanction for the wage fixed is the power 
of the State, not the power or the Unions; but since it 
is much easier -to exercise State power against em
ployers (who are relatively few in number, and whose 
property can be confiscated) than it is to exercise it 
against Unions (fining Unions large enough sums to 
act as an effective deterrent is politically difficult, and 
strikers cannot be sent to gaol, for that would prolong 
the withdrawal of their labour),(.arbitrators on a' 
compulsory system are driven to make large con
cessions to Union claim&;t Indeed, so far as th~ im-, 
mediate objects of the Unions are concerned,com
pulsory arbitration is the best system conceivable, 
since the Unions are likely to get whatever they can 
persuade- the State, or coerce the employers, to grant 

• In her valua.ble Burvey of the work of the Induatrial Court., the principal 
Offilli8.1 orgAn of arbitrntion in Great Britain since the war. Misa M. T. Rankin 
MOWS that thi. body h&lf boon lWI much concerned with eetablishing a lyetem 
of quaai-legal principles on which wagee ougAt to be fixed. as with aettling 
!dillputel. It ia ha.rdly :surprising tha.t these principles turn out to be nothing 
else but the living wage and fair wagM. the traditional prinoip1ee of Trade 
Unioniam (Ar6tumWft. Prin.ciplu and 1M IndfUlt'W Oov,"" ~ t lee .lao 
Amulrec, IttdUltrial Arbllralion. oh. xu.) .. 
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them~whichever is the higher. But this, as we shall 
have abundant cause to see, is not the end of the 
story.' 

III 
The problem of Industrial Peace is only one, and 

not by any means necessarily the most important, of 
the economic problems raised by Trade Unionism. * Within wide limits4.he more pacific is a Union's policy, 
the greater its economic influence-in particular, its 
influence on wages-is likely to ~ Thus, in studying 
the potential influence of Unionism on wages, it is best 
to assume that we are dealing with Unions whose 
officials are highly competent, and in which there is a 
spirit of confidence between officials and members~ 
Such Unions will strike rarely, and when they do' 
strike they will quickly come to a settlement with 
the employers. We may now examine what are the 
circumstances which favour the establishment by 
such Unions of wages considerably higher than the 
wages which would have been paid if combination 
had not been present. This will give us a maximum 
value for Trade Union gains; the Unions of actual 
fact cannot generally be expected to do as well aa this. 

In our diagram (p. 143) this maximum level to 

1 The di~ regulation of wag5 by the State. in the absence 01 Trade 
Unions-through Trade Boards, or Wages Boards of whatever description
doea not concern U6 here; but not only because it falls outeide·the title of 
this chapter. The level of wagea fixed. by luch boards is & matter of public 
policY, and there is no economic reason wby they should Dot in the first place 
fix any level tbeychOO8e. Ofoourae, aomeaetaofw&ge8wQuld be 80 obviously 
ruinous to theinduatryin question that they wooldanly be fixed by a Govern· 
went or board which had altogt)the.r taken leave of ite 8enae8; but this il a 
matter of consequences. a.nd the COIlSequenoea of wage control are reserved. 
fO!' oonaideration in • future cha.pter. 
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which wages can be raised by Trade Union action, 
when executed with the greatest possible degree of 
skill, is given by OA; and it is the causes which de
termine the level of OA, or rather ZA (the extra wage 
due to combination) which we must now examine. 
This level clearly depends upon the shape and position 
of t,he two curves . 
.J About the form of the Union's resistance curve 

there is not much that has to be said. It has already 
been suggested that in many cases the resistance curve 
may be horizontal for an appreciable portion of its 
length; for example(in times of bad trade, a union may 
resist a reduction in wages with all its might, but 
suggestions for an advance, if they are made at all, are 
not meant seriously.lWhen the dispute arises originally 
out of the men's claim for an advance, a horizontal 
stretch is indeed less likely; but even in this case, some 
new level may easily invoke a special attachment
because it has been granted elsewhere, and is therefore 
considered fair, or because it has been paid at some 
earlier period, or for some similar reason. If now the 
employer's conce&sion curve cuts the resistance curve 
on the horizontal part, the union will generally succeed 
in maintaining its claim; but if it cuts it at a lower 
point, compromise will be necessary, and it is over such 
compromises that misunderstandings and strikes most 
easily arise. 

More or less sentimental considerations of this sort 
evidently have a large influence on the willingness to 
hold out for a given rate of wa\;es; il>ut the actual 

I dur~tion of resistance depends o~~bility as much as It 

. g'k'\villi!JgnesSl Strikers' ability to hold out depends, 
in its turn, p~ly_.JllLth!L§ize of the 'union's accumu
lated fu~ (the amount of strike pay it can give) • ... ' ., 
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partly oEtruLsavWgs cif the me~rs (which enable 
them to be content with a low rate of strike pay, or to 
hold out when strike ,Pay has disappeared), partly on 
the 'It_titud.!l_~())v!l.rds· th.!lstrike~arties not directly 
concerned (the willingness of shopkeepers to give 
credit, the willingness of other unions or independent 
well-wishers to give loans or donations to the unionn 
I The greater the extent of such resources, the stronger 
I the union will be; and the more likely it is to be able 
to secure a given level of wages. \ • 

How far the possible further consequences of 
raising wages are likely to influence a union in making 
claims-how far it is likely to abstain from demanding 
an advance because of a fear that in consequence of its 
being granted a proportion of its members would be
come unemployed-is not a question that we can easily 
discuss at present. Some influence of this kind there 
undoubtedly sometimes is; but experience seems to 
indicate that it is a good deal less than a superficial 

v examination of the economics of the situation would 
suggest. This is one of the things we shall have to try 
to explain. 

We may now turn to examine the employer's con
cession curve .. 'The wage an employer will pay rather 
than submit to a strike of given length will depend on 
the relative costs of concession and resistance; any
thing which raises the cost of a strike to him will raise 
the wage he is prepared to pay, anything which raises 
the cost ofyaying a given wage will lower the wage 
obtainableLOnce the duration is given, 'the most im-

, portant conditions which determine the cost of a strike 
are:'(l) the degree to which the union can make the 
strike effective in causing a stoppage of the employer'S 
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business; (2) the direct costs of the.·stoppage-the 
profits unearned and the fixed charges uncQvered ;«3) 
the indirect losses through breaking of contracts and 
disappointment of customers.JAnything which in
creases these things increases the wage which Trade 
Union action can secure(The most important factors 
which govern the cost of concession are: (1) the lengtj 
of time the settlement is expected to last; (2) the ex 
tent to which a given rise in wages will diminish profits . 
Anything which increases these will diminish the wage 
the employer is prepared to off~, 

One of the best ways of illustrating the significance 
of these factors in Trade Union strength is to adopt an 
historical method, and to follow out their working at 
different stages in the development of collective bar
gaining. This we shall endeavour to do in the next 
chapter. But before passing on to that, there are cer
tain general deductions from these .points which may 
conveniently be made here. 

Firstl1.he power of Trade Unions to raise or retain 
\ wages above the competitive level is much greater ~ 

times of good trade than it is when trade is bad} N?, 
only is the direct strength of the union likely to be 
greater-it is nearly always easier to get members when 
trade is good, for the men can afford union subscrip
tions more easily. The funds of the union are likely to 
be higher for this reason, and also, if it pays unemploy
ment benefit, because there is likely to be less drain 
from that source. But more impllrtant than either of 
these is the fact that when trade is good, the cost of a 
strike to the employer will be immensely enhanced. 
Once an employer is making large profits, and expects 
those profits to continue in the near future, he is an 
easy mark for union demands. He will nearly always 
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be prepared to make some concession in order to avoid 
a strike) On the other hand, when trade is bad,1 the 
loss imposed upon him by a strike of moderate length· 
may be very small indeed (he may have been con
sidering a temporary closing-down of his works in any 
case) so that the union will have to be abnonnally 
strong, which it is very unlikely to be, in order to be 
able to bring to bear any significant pressure at all. I) 

Next, some special attention must be paid to the 
last of the five conditions on which we found the fonn 

. of the employer's concession curve to depend (the ex
tent to which a given rise in wages will curtail profits.' 
This is perhaps the most important of all the conditions, 

. and yet it is frequently overlooked. --
< Trade Union gains, like taxes, do not necessarily 

stick where they are put, but can be passed on. '(If an 
employer pays higher wages to a particular class of, 
workmen, he does not necessarily content himself with 
allowing everything else to go on as befo~e, so that his 
pronts are reduced by exactly the amount paid in the 
higher wages.,;lhe fact that this kind of labour can 
only be engaged at a higher wage than before sets in 
motion all those adjustments which were discussed in 
an earlier part of this book (Chapter I). Since costs 
have arisen, he will, if he can, raise selling prices. But 
since any increase in selling prices will probably mean 
a contraction in output, this will only be profitable to 
a. limited extent, depending on the elasticity of demand 

1 .It is troll' that in times of bad trade the efforte of the Union may be 
1 powerfully aeconded by an independent reluotance to cut wages on tho part 
of employe1'8 (see above. p. 65). 

S For the claaaical statement of this argument. see Marshall, E(',(Jftt)mw 
o/Indtllltry (1870). p. 206. At present we are only concerned with theat!: 
further effoctfl of Trade Union $(ltion _ far Bo8 they aO'ect. the willingTle88 of 
employera to concede Trade Union olailll8. Tbey will be elaborated muoh 
more fully in Chapten IX. ao.d X. 
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for Ius product'.' Yet in so far as a reduction in output 
takes place, it may have further favourable conse
quences for him, 'to set off the direct fall in profits 
which was occasioned by the rise in wages. For his 
demand for other factors of production, other kinds of 
labour, raw materials, transport, and so on, will be 
reduced, and under favourable circumstances, the re
duced demand may mean a considerably lower cost. 
To some extent, then, a rise in the wages of a particular 
class of labour can sometimes be shifted by the em
ployers . of that labour on to the shoulders of other 
sections of the community, both those to whom they 
sell and those from whom they buy, To the extent to 
which they expect to be able to shift their losses in this 
way, their resistance to union pressure will be reduced. 

Another effect of raising the wages of a particular 
class of labour ~"J& _makeJha.t..cl~ss~ensive r~~ 
1!],ti,yeJ;y to otb"rs\ It therefore s1!Pplies an incentive to 
employers to use less ofthe llibour'mquestion and more 

. of other factors of production/ In so far as ~ch sub-

Istitutiori is possible without great loss, the eiuployers 
will give way more readily. '\ 

But though easy substitution diminishes em
ployers' resistance to wage-advances', at the sLme time 
there can be no doubt that this is a case where union 
policy is considerably influenced by apprehension of 
the consequences on employment which would be 
likely to follow from success. Although any increase 

lin wages must mean fewer jobs than would otherwise 
have been available-whether by this route of sub
stitution, or by the direct effect of higher costs in 

I, If he haa direct. eompetit.ors not 8ubject to the same Union presau",. 
then tbe extent to which he O&n p&88 Qn hisloasea is nearly negligible. Com
petition il extremely elaatic demand. 
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checking output-there can be no question that the 
effect is much more obvious along this route than along 
the other. I As we shall afterwards see, the effect 
through increased costs is usually deferred, and thus 
less. easy to recognise; but, at any rate! in an industry 
whose methods are very flexible, where technical 
change is very frequent (and it is only in such an in
dustry that the possibility of technical change will 
generally affect the issue of disputes) the workman al
ways feels his job to be insecure because of the progress 
of invention. It is not difficult for him to get some 
rudimentary idea that he is more likely to be displaced 
if he becomes more expensive; and apart from this, he 
naturally directs most of his attention to using his 
lunion to safeguard llli!. job, rather than his wage) In 
the engineering trades, which are perhaps more ex
posed than any oth~r British industry to the impact 
of technical change, the policy of the unions has been 
more anxiously concerned with putting restrictions on 
the introduction of automatic machines than with the 
control of wages; it is a very natural tendency in 
the circumstances. 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE GROWTH OF TRADE UNION POWER 

SINCE the publication of Mr. and Mrs. Webb's great 
history in 1894, much has been written on the develop
ment of the English Trade Unions. But it is the social 
and political aspects of this evolution whioh have been 
most thoroughly examined; the economic aspects 
have been much less adequately treated. The econo
mist, seeking an answer to the most fundamental 
economic problems of Union .development, can get 
little help from the historical literature, and is largely 
left to his own devices.tTo him the most important V 
question is not any of those which have been so ex
haustively studied, but rather the determination of 
the extent to which, at different periods, the Trade 
Unions have been able to affect wage~ And to this 
economic historians, with their eyes fixed on the 
qualitative rather than quantitative differences be
tween competitive and collective wage-fixing, have 
rarely attempted to give an answer. 

In order to be able to answer this question at aU, 
some theoretical apparatus of the kind developed in 
the preceding chapter is absolutely necessary. Without 
some such apparatus it is impossible even to ask the 
right questions, to get on the right road towards a 
solution qf the problem. With it we can at least hope 
to do that; and although a fully adequate answer must 
await more intensive historical research than it has 
been possible to devote to the following pages, even· a. 

109. 
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smattjll'ing of historical knowledge, rightly used, may 
at least throw some light upon the economic side of 
Trade Union history. 

When our analysis is applied to the main facts of 
that development, it becomes clear that the various 
stages through which Collective Bargaining has passed 
in this country form a natural sequence, the deficiencies 
of each stage offering an economic stimulus for the 
closer organisation of the next. We must beware of 
any hasty conclusion that the economic stimulus wall' 
the only one operating, and still more that it was the 
dominating cause of closer organisation. But there can 
be little doubt that the economic analysis does throw 
a good deal of light on the causation of the process. 

I 
Like other things, Trade Unionism began on a small 

scale-small clubs among the employees of a single 
business, or of a small group of businesses in a single 
town or village. Now it is clear that the power of such 
embryonic unions must have been very limited-for 
two reasons. !One was the presence of available sources 
of labour supply outside the combination, and the 
consequent difficulty of making a strike effective. If 
on the declaration of a strike, considerable numbers of 
men, working for the employers affected, refused to 
obey the orders of the Union, and remained at work, 
the costs laid upon the employers were reduced (in aU 
probability more than proportionately to the numbers 
of those who remained) and hardly anything could be 
won from the employers a8 the result of so mild a 
threat. Very naturally, pressure {and not always 
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peaceful pressure) ~s brought to bear upon non
unionists. ,But the law and public opinion frowned 
very severely upon the more violent methods; and 
"peacefu~ persuasion," although in the end fairly 
e:IIective, took a considerable time to reach its goat:' 

Even when organisation reached, the point of 
making strikes Jairly e:IIective in this sense-in that 
nearly all the men actually at work for the firms con
cerned would withdrnw-fl.nother danger of the same 
kind remained. When the area covered by the Union 
was small, employers could generally carry on (at 
somewhat increased cost, it is true) by importing 
labour from outside the area. It is not surprising that 
for both these reasons, the "blackleg" trouble was one 
of the dominating features -of the situation in these 
early days. It was a natural consequence of the weak
ness of organisation and th~ limitation of membership. 

Even apart from blacklcgs, it is improbable that 
at this stage the Unions could have made very appre
ciable gains, owing to the impossibility of employers 
passing on the concessions whic" might be extorted 
from them to other parties.', So long as each employer 
was faced with competition from other firms whose men 
were not unionised, or at least not organised in the 
same Union, the possibility of raising selling-prices, or 
lowering the buying-prices of other factors, was small, 
and the resistance of employers was therefore intensi
fied by the fact that the whole burden of concession 
must fall on profits. It is true that, now and again, 

1 Tbia atat.ement ft'lquiree 80me modifiCAtion wUh reapec' to those tradea 
where interlooal competition waa .till wry imperfect; since in theee 0&8e8 

• considerable rillitl in 8flUing price may have been poaaible without too 
8l'orioUB a reductioll in demand, But all time went on, the extent of these 
oppt\rhmitiM m~t have been diminiahed; and it ia very poeaible that this 
wtY one of the ftlaItOWi for t.h6 ezteoaion of the area af Tnwle UniOD. organiea .. 
lion. 

11 
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when an employer was caught with a contract which 
he must fulfil to avoid heavy loss, strikers might catch 
him lit a disadvantage, and score a temporary succesS. 
But such gains would inevitably be fleeting, since he 
could not afford to carry on for any length of time with 
costs higher than his competitors'. (As soon as oppor-, 
tunityarose, he would defy the Union, and beat it.' 

Now although this second limit was certainly one 
of the penalties of small-scale organisation, and 
although in all probability it was largely responsible 
for the weakness of early Unions, it is most unlikely 
that at this period unionists had sufficient insight into 
the motives of employers for it to have had much 
influence in stimulating the extension of their organisa
tions. (Sometimes, it is true, we do find in Trade Union 
history traces of a suspicion that the ill-success f)f 
unionism in one district is a factor limiting the POSSI
bilities of success elsewhere; but these are generally 
vague, and mostly belong to a time when the move
ment as a whole was past this initial stage': Blacklegs, 
on 'the other hand, were an obvious nuisance; the 
danger of direct undercutting by non-local labour must 
have been the main economic consideration' encourag-

, ing the extension of unionism from small districts to 
large, and even to the whole of an industry within the 
national frontier. Doubtless there were less speci
fically economic causes at work as well-feelings of 
working-class solidarity, and the fact that capable 
organisers would be easily flattered by size. And once 
it had been discovered that financial organisation, the 
accumulation of funds and the payment of benefits, 
were the easiest way to hoJd a large Union together, 
more members meant more subscriptions, and a finan
cial motive for extension gathered considerable farce. 
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II 

. This second phase of Union history appears to 
correspond, in the case of England, to the middle part 
of the nineteenth century. It was only after the repeal 
of the Combination Laws that open canvassing, without 
which it would have beep nearly impossible to form 
large Unions, became really feasible; but for a long 
while the sheer difficulty of organising large masses of 
men presented insuperable obstacles. The organisation 
of 1,000 men was a problem different in kind from the 
organisation of 100, and a new technique had to be 
invented. From 1825 to 1850 the story is therefore a 
monotonous record of failures, and it is only after 
1850 that any real success in the formation of large 
unions is achieved. 

Once this organisation had' been accomplished, 
the strength of the Unions was greatly increased. 
Although Union members were still in most cases not 
a very large proportion of the total number of men 
working in each trade, the blackleg trouble must have 
become appreciably less serious, and at the same time . 
the accumulation of funds greatly increased the Unions' 
'staying power. A local strike could be supported W 
the aid of funds raised in other districts, and so by 
careful husbandry the funds at the disposal of a local 
branch might sometimes be made so large that an 
employer could be confronted with the possibility of 
his men staying out almost i!l.definitely. In such 
circumstances it is conceivable that Union gains 
might be large; though since the burden of concession 
must still fall alm~t entirely upon profits (competition 
with other firlllS making it impossible to pass it 
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01}) the resistance of employers would generally be 
strenuous. 

Some things of cousiderable cousequence the 
Unions, in thia second phase, could, and generally 
did, achieve. It will be remembered that in our dis
cussion of the mechanism of wage-reductions in a 
free market, we found that the process is generally 
initiated by the action of some "bad" or pessimistic 
llmployers; and that these subsequently, if the condi
tious of trade remain' unfavourable, force the others 
into line. :Now if a strong Trade Union were to concen
trate its attack upon these "bad" employers, it could 
very effectively postpone reductions, since any single 
employer who desired to cut wages would find the 
whole force of the Union against him. (If the decline in 
trade was not too protraqted, thia policy might prevent 
reductions altogether.) rhe most convenient meMs 
of achieving thia end was to set in the forefront of 
Trade Union objectives the maintenance of a "common 
rule" -definite minimum wages or recognised piece
lists throughout a district, enforced by the concen
tration of Union strength upon any employer who 
sought to reduce these standards.' 

Nearly all Unions in this second period had some 
success in the establishment of standards, although 
naturally the area through which the standard could 
be enforced varied immensely. In localised industries, 
like Cotton and Coal, strongly organised and well-led 
Unions might extend standards over large and busy 
districts; while, on the other hand, in less· concentrated 
trades the standard might apply to no more than two 
or three firms in a small town. But the relation 
between the standards established in two districts 
must inevitably have been loose, even if the men 
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working in both were organised in the same National 
Union; for costs of movement had allowed large locaf 
difierences in wages to persist in the competitive 
market, and the achievement of a common standard, 
even for places twenty miles apart, usually remained 
for a long while beyond the Unions' strength. 

Thus although this is the period of the first decided 
successes of the Unions, their power was still very 
limited:" Save in exceptional cases, their membership 
was not as yet very large, and although the weight 
of their funds, was beginning to tell, the competition 
of employers in the selling markets made great suc
cesses difficult. (rhe average level of wages over a 
period of years could not be much afiected; the most 
that could usually be done was to moderate or delay 
the adjustment of wages to conditions of bad trade 
hy the enforcement of standard rates." . 

: Under these circumstances, it was natural that 
many Unions should turn to indirect ways ofreaching 
their end. One of the most important of these was the 
limitation of entry to the trade. When a trade is in 
a flourishing condition, it draws immigrants to it, and 
the presence of these immigrants retards the rise in 
wages. This in itself'the established workers may feel 
to be a grievance; but in general the source of their 
resentment is probably difierent. The good times are 
unlikely to last for ever, and when the tide turns, the 

. newcomers, although the first to be dislodged, will 
be a supply of potential blacklegs whose presenee 
will make it appreciably harder to resist reductions. 
Thus,l.in addition to its direct and immediate efiect in 
forcing up wages, the limitation of entry to men with 
certain defined qualifications strengthened the future 
position of the Union. And once organisation had 
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reached a moderate stage of effectiveness, it was a 
tolerably easy regulation to enforce) For the times 
at which it became most irksome to employers would 
be times of extremely good trade, when the Union 
found it easiest to enlist members, when funds 
were at their highest, and when the cost of a stoppage 
to employers (owing to phe high profits sacrificed) 
would be most alarming. \But though all these things 

~ made limitation of .entry an attractive method of 
control, it could never be a satisfactory alternative 
to direct regulation of wages. For one thing, it 
was far harder to make it appear respectable (a 
man ignorant of economics nearly always feels the 
regulation of prices to be more justifiable than the 
li)llitation of supply-although they come to the same 
thing); and for another, ~he use of limitation of entry, 
by itself, would have meant that wages, instead of 
being steadied through periods of good and bad trade, 
fluctuated more violently ;., ~he result of this has been 
that while Trade Unions have continued to use limita-

k tion of entry as one weapon in their armoury, it has 
generally had a secondary importance, in comparison 
with the direct control of wage-r~tes~ 

III 
! The transition to the third phase of Trade Union 

history is marked by the rise of Employers' Associ
ations.' It is far more difficult to secure information 
about these bodies than it is to get similar information 
about Trade Vnions; they are more secretive, and do 
not present the same social interest as a lure to in-

11 To be distinguished, of course, from those other aeeociationa of firma. 
formed to operate in the selling market.--oartel. and rioga. 
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vestigators, however great their eoonomic importance 
may be. But it seems unlikely that we shall get ... 
radically wrong impression if we date the most active 
period of their formation as the last" qUarter of the nine
teenth century. Local understandings of a loose kind 
had probably existed before that time; there is even 
the great authority of Adam Smith for holding that 
they were of some importance in the eighteenth 
century.' But it is not unlikely that Adam Smith's re
marks relate essentially to the pre-industrial or very 
early industrial epoch, when the reluctance of em
ployers to change ancient customary rates might well 
induce a species of combination; with the progress of 
the Industrial Revolution they became more ac
iJustomed to the idea that wages do change, and (so at 
least the evidence seems to suggest) employers' com
bination became decidedly uncommon.· 

But as the Unions grew in power, the situation in
evitably changed. Where district minima were success
fully achieved, the incentive to combination among 
employers as the only possible means of enforcing 
necessary wage-reductions became very strong. At the 
beginning of a period of bad trade, the "good" em
ployers might not have been ill·satisfied to see their 
weaker competitors restrained from cutting rates; but 
as time went on, and opinion in favour of reduction 
made headway among the employers concerned, the 
idea of combination must always have arisen. No one 
would care to expose himself single-handed to the 
attacks' of the union-and allow his competitors to 
steal trade from him while he was fighting their battles; 
but all (or nearly all) would desire to profit from the 

t lrMlIA oJ Nalio1M. bk. i.. ch. viii. 
I See Hutt, Tole ToIeo" oJ CoIleai .. Barua;n;ft(/. pp. 25-30. 
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. reduction. Sooner or later some employer must have 
taken the initiative, and asked his rivals to join him in 
threatening a lock-out; and circumstances inevitably 
arose in which sUlln an invitation would he warmly 
accepted. 

Over districts through which standards had 
been established, employers' combination inevitably 
followed; but it was only in exceptional cases that the 
unions' policy had been sufficiently successful for these 
districts to be very large. Nevertheless, once em
ployers' combination had begun, it spread fairly 
quickly; even against a union which had failed to make 
its standards uniform over wide districts, employers 
tended to associate themselves on a larger scale. For 
the standard rates were only one aspect 6'tthe piece
meal policy; even when the rates in two districts 
had not been standardised to the same level, the 
employers had still to fear separate attacks-the whole 
force of the union's funds being used as a powerful 
threat to win concessions from one small group of em
ployers after another. Combined action could force the 
union to spread its power thinly over a wide area, so 
that no individual employer had to face a very serious 
threat. The most famous example of this process is the 
Engineering Lock-out of 1897, when the Amalgamated 
Society of Engineers declared a strike in London (to 
win a reduction of hours there) and then found itself 
countered by the newly formed Engineering Employers 
Federation with the declara tion of a National Lock-out. 

This general organisation of the employers marks 
the' third phase, which reached its most perfect de
velopment (though of course there were exceptions 
and difierences between particular industries) in the 
early days of the twentieth century before the Great 
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War. Wages were negotiated between unions and 
employers in districts, large or small; it was only in 
small localised industries that such agreements usually 
covered anything like a whole trade. Central Feder
ations of employers generally existed, but for the most 
part they functioned purely as reserves; they took no 
part in the direot negotiation of wages, but simply 
prevented the unions from bringing excessive pressure 
to bear on any local group. National Agrl)ements be
tween the central organisations did indeed exist in 
several important cases; but the more we examine 
these documents, the more we are struck bv their 
paucity of content. A few particular questio~ (hours 
for example) did tend to be negotiated centrally; but 
the National Agreements consisted, mainly, of "Pro
visions for Avoiding Disputes", arrangements that in
tractable local disputes should be referred to the 
central bodies: The presence of these clauses waS 
really a symbol of the employers' dominance; the 
limit of Trade Union gains WaS no longer marked by 
what the whole force of union funds could win from a 
small group of employers, but by the point. at which 
such a group of employers could effectively summon 
the central organisation to their assistance. 

In itself, \.the organisation of ~mployers was a 
factor diminishing union strength; though historically 
this was doubtless offset to a large extent by in
creasing union membership)The rigidity of wages in 
face of bad trade was greater than under competition, 
since the marginal "bad" employers were restrained 
from making reductions; the sentiment in favour tif 
reduction had to spread some way before reduction 
could take place. But the initiative for a change still 
came from the districts; and if any district was badly 
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hit, the oiher employers in the association could not 
very well restrain it from cutting wages, for fear that 
the same trick would be played on them on a future 
occasion{Their best course was to play for a com
promise. 'similarly, the other employers would gener
ally give a certain amount of support to a group from 
whom an advance had been demanded, because one 
set of advances woUIdgive a strong precedent for 
other&r And although any employer whose men re
ceived advances late in the series would secure a tem
porary gain, no one could tell easily whether he would 
be an unfortunate early victim, or a fortunate late one. e As a result, we must still regard the infiuence of Trade 
Unionism on wages, even in the immediate pre-War 
period, as partial and limited--<Jonfined to anticipating 
a little the gains which would have accrued under 
competition in times of good trade, and delaying a 
little the losses which would have resulted in any 
circumstances from periods of depression-:-,In those 
industries where the force of trade fluctuations is not 
generally very great, this was indeed a very significant 
gain to the workers; for it meant that the temporary 
wage-reductions which would probably have occurred 
occasionally in competitive conditions were largely 
ruled out."But neither in the case of these industries, 
nor with those normally subject to greater disturbances, 
was the average level of wages, even over a short period 
of years, probably affected to any great extent. 
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IV 
But this has not been the final phase of industrial 

evolution. In one or two industries before the War, 
and in most industries soon after the War, wage-fixing 
passed beyond the phase of local initiative under I 
central supervision to that of central initiative. The, 
main cause of this change appears to have been the I 
total disorganisation of relative wage-rates in 1919-21. ' 
Under the abnormal pressure of war demand, wages 
in some industries and some localities had arisen rc
latively to others in a way which was obviously un
tenable in the altered conditions of peacetime. Yet no 
one knew where the new equilibrium would be, and no 
one imagined that it would be anything like that which 
had existed in 1914. So strange a situation, in which 
sharp and revolutionary changes in the wage structure 
had to be made, although no one really knew what 
changes were appropriate, gave a long wished for 
opportunity to those who held theories of how the wage 
structure should be planned. 'Following the example 
of the Trade Boards, and using the new machinery of 
consultation which was to hand in the Whitley 
Councils and other newly established conciliation 
bodies, several industries set to work to reshape their 
wage structure on new "rational" systems, while even 
those which found it impossible to, go so far neverthe
less introduced sweeping changes. 

(In these new systems, it was inevitable that the 
'actual rates for each locality should be negotiated 
: directly between representatives of the central unions 
and central employers' associatiozJ. There was no 
time for any other method but this, the most expe
ditious. Sometimes time was saved further by leaving 
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the pre-War local rates unchanged as base rates, and 
adding to them a nationally-negotiated bonus! But 
in either case, direct control over the effective wagec 

level was handed over to the central bodies, who be
came responsible for it. When it became necessary to 
bring about any change in wa$es, it was to these bodies 
that men naturally appealed.' 

It is true that these systems have generally pos
sessed a certain amount of elasticity-rather more than 
that possessed by Trade Board rates, for example. But 
their installation has meant that no considerable 
change in wages in the industries concerned could take 
place without positive action by one massive organis
ation or another, and without the threat of a stoppage 
throughout the industry. 

From the standpoint of the national economy this 
change has been most serious; undoubtedly it has been 
one of the main factors responsible for the scale of the 
industrial strife which has marred the history of post-

. war England. (But from the point of view of wage
: regulation, it has a different significance) For the first 

time, it has become possible for the resistance of em
ployers to union pressure to be largely influenced by 
the possibility of shifting a considerable portion of the 
burden of high wages on to the shoulders of other 
people, who are not in any direct way parties to the 
dispute" 'As long as rival employers were not subjected 
to simuhaneous pressure, the extent to which this 
could be done was very limited; once the same pressure 
was felt by all, any firm could pass on a considerable 
part of the cost of concession to its customers or to the 
providers of other factors, confident that no one could 
outbid it.l 

But although this possibility, on a considerable 
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scale, was a new and vitally important factor in the 
situation, it was not equally present in all industries. 

(The extent to which costs can be passed on to the con
sumer, for example, depends on the elasticity of de
mand for the product; and although our knowledge of 
elasticities of demand is very vague, there is no doubt 
that they do vary immensely from one commodity to 
anothert Jt is theoretically possible for men who work 
at the production of a commodity of highly inelastic 
demand to force up their wages almost indefinitely
so long as the demand continues inelastic, and so long 
as no alternative method of production, or alternative 
source of labour, is available. Their employers (if 
attacked simultaneously) have hardly any incentive 
to resist them. The more inelastic the demand is, the 
easier it will be to establish a high level of wages by 
Trade Union pressure; but with commodities of 
elastic demand, the possibility of shifting is very slight, 
and the resistanoe of employers proportionately in
creased.1 

<Even when wage-regulation proceeds on an in
dustrial scale, there are some unions which are bound 
to encounter a. highly elastic deman~ 'These are the 
unions ill industries with foreigu competitors, whose 
workmen, at least in the present stage of organisation, 
are not organised in the same unions and do not exert 
simultaneous pressure. They may be "protectable" 
industries, whose foreign rivals compete with them in 
the home market, or export industries, whose foreign 
rivals compete with them in foreign markets. But in 
either case, the elasticity of demand for the home pro
duct is likely to be very high, since it has so convenient 
a substitute in the foreign product':\ Naturally, there
fore, onoe organisation has reached our fourth phase, 
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in which some industries can effectively pass on the 
costs of high wages, a very considerable divergence is 
likely to develop between the fortunes of different 
unions. ('Sheltered" wages must rise relatively to 
"unsheltered". 1 

v· 
This change in relative wages has been very evident 

since the war; bu;t it has been much more significant 
in the second half of the decade than it was earlier. 
The new national agreements came'into force in 1920-
22; but it seems unlikely that they had any very pro
nounced effect in impeding the adjustment of wages 
to the catastrophically changed price-level of the 
latter year. Employers and men alike were quickly 
convinced that the circumstances of ,1920 were ab
normal; while the state of trade was such that the 
Unions could make little resistance to a determined 

1 It is not denied that 80me effect of this 80rt W88 probably present 
before the war; in thoae trades which transport costs. or other obstacles. 
made quaai-monopolistic. and in thoae small trades which were aided. by 
local concentration to reach my fourth phase at an early date. 80me amount 
of shifting waa possible. But there can be no question tha.t it haa become 
& phenomenon of altogether different magnitude in the last deo6de. 

There is an interesting paasage in Ma.rahall', a.ccount of Trade Un,ioniam 
(Eccmomw o/lndU8try, 1907, pp. 383-384) where he suggests that the\"brac. 
ing inBuenco of foreign oompetition." by preventing the uniona in export 
trad.ea from making great g&ina by aggreasive action. and &ggr&vating the 
108881 c~uaed. to the indilBtry by strikes, leads them to develop a conciliatory 
policy. rrboae union ofticiaJa who moat fully realise the fundamental 
8Olid&rity between empJoyera and. employed, and who oppose all demanda 
whioh would needlessly hamper production or inflict 1088 on the employers 
are those whOlMf advice is found to bear the teet of experience best; their in: 
8.uencc increaaea, and their character .preadI iU!elf over the union." Poet
war e:r;perienoo moderates this optimism; but even with respect to earlier 
history, it may be questioned whether Marshall W88 not unduly impreased by 
the very remarkable caaee of Cotton and Iron and Steel. which must surely 
have been in his mind when he wrote these words. Coal i9 also an export in· 
dWltry. and the hiatory 01 Industrial RelatioD8 there is very different. 
Personally I doubt if, in the pre.war situation, the difference between 
sheltered and unsheltered trades waa aa aigniticant. as Marsludl though&.. 
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attack on wages. By the end of 1923 wages had found 
their new level. There was already apparent at this 
date a considerable divergence between sheltered and 
unsheltered wages, but it was not much larger than 
could be explained easily enough by two causes only 
remotely connected with Trade Union action. For one 
thing, the unsheltered trades were largely war trades, 
which had been abnormally expanded for the pro
vision of munitions, and which were in consequence 
now saddled with an abnormal surplllll of labour. And 
for another, they were largely heavy trades, in which 
wages had always been particularly influenced by the 
Trade Cycle. In Shipbuilding, Engineering, and Coal
mining, wages in 1923 were relatively low by pre-war 
standards; but then 1923 was a year of trade depression. 
When trade recovered, it was reasonable to expect that 
wages in these trades would recover too, while shel
tered wages would share in the advance to a much 
more limited extent. 

These expectations were not fulfilled. In 1924 
there was indeed im appreciable recovery in trade, and 
with it the expected recovery in export trade wages. 
The coal-miners exacted that short-lived and fatal 
agreement whereby the minimum percentage was 
raised from 20 to 331. Wages in engineering and ship
building also rose. But the recovery was not confined 
to the export trades. The workers in sheltered trades 
also had not been satisfied with the wages they had 
been forced to accept in the slump. In a considerabte 
number of cases they succeeded in getting their wages 
revised. With improved trade, Trade Union strength 
was increased, and that strength was used to exact a 
rise in wages at a very early stage of recovery. 

But the recovery did not persist. In April 1925, 
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England returned to the Gold Standard, at a par of 
exchange which cannot now be denied to have been 
too high to be consistent with the then existing level 
of wages. But the downward pull on wages which 
thenceforward existed was not catastrophic like the 
slump of 1921; it was much milder, and could to a 
large extent be resisted by the Trade Unions with their 
new-found strength. Not all the Unions, indeed, could 
resist it effectively; for here the divergence in position 
between sheltered and unsheltered trades began to 
show itself in its true significance. The sheltered trades 
stood up to the pressure, for they felt it very little, or 
hardly at all. But it was very different with the export 
trades. Even with these, of course, the pressure was 
not simultaneous; particrilar influences crossed with 
the general monetary deflation. But, one after another, 
Coal, Wool, Cotton, became storm-centres. The re
sistance of the Unions was prolonged and powerful, 
though this only sometimes showed itself in a lengthy 
stoppage like the 1926 Coal Strike. More often the 
employers did not like the prospect of a strike, and 
bore their losses for a long while. 

The rigidity of wages, or successful resistance of 
wages to downward pressure, which was a dominating 
factor in Britain's economic position between 1925 and 
1931, was further reinforced by an indirect consequence 
of the national agreements. The threatened wage
changes could not take place gr-ddually and on a small 
scale; they thrust themselves into the front pages of 
the newspapers, and became events of which politicians 
had to take notice. It was impossible for Governments 
to avoid interfering in the disputes; and once they did 
interfere, they acquired a certain amount of responsi
bility for the outco~e. For obvious electoral re.asons, 
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no democratic Government cares to be associated with 
wage-reductjons j and thus the influence of the State ' 
was nearly always directed against those adjust
ments wh:ich it had made necessary by its own 
policy.' 

Further, throughout the post - war period, all, 
Governments have undoubtedly been strengthening 
fhe hands of the Unions, by the system of Unemploy
ment Insurance. If it had not been for Unemployment 
Insurance, there can be little doubt that many of the 
national agreements would long ago have broken down, 
or been rendered much '!nore flexible. It is not so much 
that the Unions, if they had had to look after their own 
unemployed, would have been financially weakened, 
and thus less able to resist wage-cuts, although this 
may be of some importance. The significance lies 
rather in that clause, which has run through all the 
multitude of Insurance Acts, decreeing that employ
ment "at a rate of wages lower, or on conditions less 
favourable, than those generally observed in that dis~ 
trict by agreement between associations ot employers 
and employees" shall not be regarded as suitable em
ployment, refusal of which disqualifies for benefit. If 
it had not been for this clause, it is impossible to be
lieve that it would have been possible to enforce agree
ments in the face of large and persistent percentages 
of unemployed in regular trades. New firms would 
have started up, absorbing the unemployed at low 
wages j many of those firms which have actually closed 
down would have remained open with "blackleg" 
labour. And in face of competition from these 

1 The eoa1 MinN! Eight Houra Aot of 1926 is not really an except on to 
thia rule. An inoreaae in hours Nemed to be the only alternative w .till 
hMVior red.uotiollB in wagea than thoae whioh oame about. The Government 
was faced. from ita own point of view. with a choice between two avila. 

U 
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sources, the national agreements must have given 
way. 

This is not a pretty alternative; but on the question 
whether the choice we have made is better the follow
ing chapters may perhaps throw some light. 



CHAPTER IX 

WAGE-REGULATION AND UNEMPLOYMENT 

I 
IT is now time to return from this historical digression 
to the general issues of thepry with which we are 
more directly ooncerned. lyVe have examined the, 
conditions which make it possible for Trade Unions 
to secure at any time the payment of wages higher than 
would have been paid in a competitive market) We 
may now assume that such wages are being paid, 
whether as the result of Trade Union pressure or 
because they have simply been imposed by the State; 
an"d we may proceed to enquire what the consequences 
of such a situation are likely to be. 
~Very simple and familiar economic reasoning 
suggests at once the main answer-fmemployment} 
fA raising of wages above the competitive level will 
contract the demand for labour, and make it impossible 
to absorb some of the men available:;~ the employ
ment of labour contracts, the marginal product of 
the men still employed will rise; when the marginal 
product has risen to a level corresponding to ~e new 
wage, the inc.rease in unemployment will stop. . 

There is nothing in the arguments put forward 
in this book to suggest that this analysis is not sub
stantially right/But it is obviously a simplified picture 
of what goes on, couched in terms which remove it 
further from reality than is nece~sary; so that it is 
hardly surprising if those engaged in industry have not 

179 
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found it easy to recognise as their own experience. 
Some further discussion even of this simple direct 
reaction seems to be desirable if we are to have clear 
ideas on the matter./ 

, ~ ~ Firat of all, we must@istinguish between the cases 
, ofa partial control.l)f waKes-in some firms or indus-

, tries only and a gen~a~!l,tr.ol of wag~ extending 
throughout a whole community'))f the control is 
lim1t!!d to particular employments, then certainly the 
demand for labour in those employments will contract 
below the level which it wonld o~herwise have reached. 
Some men who wonld have got employment there can
not now do 80 j they must go off and seek employment 
elsewhere. This may indeed cause temporary· unem
ployment, if men have to be shifted from one trade, 
or one district, to another j but it" is essentially the 
same kind" of thing as results from an ordinary change 
in the demand for labour, common enough in a per
fectly free market. tIn this case, it is not the unemploy
ment which is, economically speaking, the most signifi
cant effect of regnlation (in an extreme case, where the 
afiected firms are a linormally prosperous, and the rise 
in wages is only just sufficient to prevent them expand
ing employment or to diminish their expansion, there 

. may be no net unemployment due to the regnlation) j 
J the important effect is the"fCdistribution of labour

the fact that flOme men are prevented from securing 
employment in a trade where they wonld be better 
off than they are otherwise condemned to be. ' 

When the control of wages is general, the situation 
is difierent.df there are not suflicient uncontrolled 
industries to absorb the men who cannot get employ
ment in the controlled industries-or absorb them at 
a real wage above starvation level-th64 the unem-
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ployment wfich results is not temporary in the 
above sense.'IIt must go on, until the long-run economic 
forces which determine competitive wage-levels-in
vention, the accumulation of "cap its I, and, in an open 
community, the direction of foreign trade-produce 
such a change in the wages which would have been 
paid in the competitive market as to enable the unem
ployed to be absorbed.) That is to say, the unemPloy-\ 
ment must go on until the artificisl wages are relaxed, .t
or until competitive wages have risen to thtl artificial ' 
level. 

It will be one of the principal tasks of the next 
chapter to determine to what extent it is possible to 
hold out a hope of this taking place. But for the 
present it is worth our while to concentrate on the 
more immediate reactions, on the unemployment
manufacture which results directly from Trade Union 
action and the policy of wage-boards. We can leave 
until later the question of how far secular changes 
in economic resources may cause this unemployment 
to disappear. 

II 
1/ It should be clear from our analysis of the Marginal 

Productivity theory in Chapter I t.hat the effects on 
employment of artificially high wages' may easily be 
"slow in making their app('arance,;-"Take first the case 
of a single firm, carrying on in a condition of moderate 
prosperity, which is compelled to raise wages. Apart 
from the possible reactions of the change in wag('s 
on the efficiency of labour (on which we shall have 
something to say later) this means a reduction in 
profits) But although Borne reduction in profits is 
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inevitable, the employer will obviously do all he can 
to make it as small as 'Possible; and the ways which lie 
most directly open to him all involve a reduction in 
lis demand for labour.) 

FIISt, there will probably be some men who are 
I doing work of relatively small importance to the 

conduct of the business, and who can consequently 
be dispensed with. So long as the wages they received 
were relatively low, it was estimated that their employ
ment brought in more than they cost; but at the higher 
level of wages this is no longer the case. Secondly, there 

\ I ,may be certain lines of business where the profit on 
turnover was small; and these again, although they 
just paid at the old rate of' wages, may not pay at 
the new. If they are abandoned, that is another reason 
why 'employment should contract. (But it is probable 
that in most cases the contraction of employment 
which arises in these ways would be fairly small, so 

, I that the immediate effect on employment of a rise in 
wages may not be considerable) 

But the reason for this is that an entrepreneur, by in
vesting in fixed plant, gives hostages to fortune. So long 
as that plant is in existence, the possibility of economis
ing by changing the methods or the scale of produc
tion is small; (but as the plant comes to be renewed, 
it will be to his interest to make a radical change. 

~ Either he will reinvest his capital in some form of 
plant which uses less of the laboUr wbose wages have 
risen-if a form can be found which reduces output 
less than it reduces costs; or alternatively, instead of 
reinvesting his depreciation allowances in a new form 

I of plant for this business, he will decline to replace 
I ,his plant, and will keep his capital in the form of 

shares in other businesses, so long as these yield a 
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rugher rate of return than he ~-ouId get by reinvest-
ment in his own_ ; .. 

'Naturally this is a slow process, for some reinvest
ment in old forms will very. often be necessary in order 
to preserve the earning-power of the old equipment. 
But there will be a continual urge to such transforma
tion; and as it takes place, more and more of the high
wage labourers will be unemployed, and driven to 
seek work at l,?wer wages elsewhere. This process will 
only stop when the contraction has proceeded so far 
as to raise the rate of profit upon that capital which 
is kept in the business sufficiently to remove any 
incentive for the employer to change methods to the 
disadvantage of labour, or to withdraw capital and 
reinvest it outside. 

If, instead of considering a single firm wruch has 
been in a stationary condition, we consider an indust ~ 
or grou!? of firms, then there is another POSSl ility. 
IFor even if the group as a whole is stationary, in the 
sense that, apart from the rise in wages, its total 
output would have tended neither to expand nor 
contract, individual firms in the group may reasonably 
be supposed to be changing in scale and prosperity, in 
accordance~ perhaps, with the changing ages .and 
efficiencies of their managers. Some firms will be on 
the downgrade; and the rise in wages, by dintinishing 
their already meagre profits, will hasten their decline. 
Ordinarily! their place would have been taken by the 
establishment of new firms; but since profits are now 
abnormally low in this industry, the incentive to 
capitalists and entrepreneurs to choose it as a field for 
investment will be seriously diminished. The number 
of firms in the industry will be diminished, for more 
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will go out, and fewer" will 'come in. Thus output and 
employment will fall. 

This will be the process in a stationary industry; ~ 
((In an expanding industry. where profits were abnor~ 

mally high, the artificial raising of wages may cause, 
V not contraction, but only a retarding of expansion. 

For the reduction of the abnormal profits, caused by 
the rise in wages, diminishes the incentive to transfer 
capital to this industry; it therefore diminishes the 
incentive for the old firms to expand, or for new firms 
to enter; and the expansion of'the whole industry 
is therefore less than it would otherwise have been. 
In a contracting industry, where profits are already 

I abnormally low, high wages will aCCelerate decIin~ 
It is now easy for us to see why Trade UnionISts 

bother so little about the conn'ectjon between their 
wage-policy and unemployment: .. the unemployment \ 
caused by their policy does not all appear at once, but 
only declares itself gradually. Even if the initial I 
advance was made at a time when the state of trade I 
was neither particularly active nor particularly de- ! 

pressed, there would probably still be very little un
employment to begin with. The unemployment whienj 
is actually a result of the original advance will only I 
show itself as plant comes to be renewed, or as the 

I marginal firms die off and there is none to replace 
them.lThus to the Trade Unionist wages and unem-i 
ployment naturally appear to have little connection.' 

1/' The initial unemployment may be too small to be really 
I noticeable; and the later additions are most easily 

ascribed to quite different causes) That which comes 
from substitution is put down to "labour-saving 

I machinery"; that which comes from bankruptcy and 
I closing-down is ascribed to the inefficiency of em-
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ployeTs. That the wage· policy which has been going 
on so long and has seemed so successful has anything 
to do with present calamities seems too far-fetched 
to be considered. ') . _ 

When, as is mdeed most likely, the initial dis
crepancy between Trade Union rates and the rates of 
the competitive market arises, not at a time of normal 
trade, but in the midst of an upward or dqwnward 
swing, even the initial unemployment may easily be. 
masked. The earliest ~ages of the growth of unemploy- I J 
ment which actually results from wage-policy are I .• 

completely hidden in the unemployment which comeS I 
from a depression in trade. 

III 
~Whatever may be the case with the ordinary Trade 
Unionist, no one with an economic education is likely 
to deny what has just been established with perhaps 
unneoessary detail-Ethat a raising of wages in one 
industry will diminish the demand for labour in that 
industry. But even economists sometimes find a diffi
culty in seeing that what is admittedly true for each 
industry separately is also true for aU industries taken 
together.COnce we have universal Trade Union action, 
the ceteris paribus assumptions, with which Marshallian 
economics is acoustomed to work, break down; it is 
no longer fair, for example, to suppose that the demand 
curves for the products of the industries remain un
atIected by"the changes; and a way of looking at the 
problem which had sufficed with one industry con
sid~r"d alone, becomes unsatisfactory in the more I 
complicated case) 
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But it is not really difficult to adjust our views 
to this case~t is true that we must not look at the 

[
various industries successively; we must look at them 
simultaneously. Brit we can then prove conclusively 

, that an all-round rise in wages must cause unemploy
ment (apart, again, from reactions on the efficiency of 
labour) by supposing it does not, and then proving t~ 
continuance of such a situation to be impossible.~ 

We now suppose that the free labour market has 
entirely disappeared. It does not matter very much.i£ 
we regard all industries as unionised, and all the 
Unions forcing wages above the competitive level; or 
whether, initially, only some Unions are doing this, 
and the others are resisting the fall in their wages which 
the rise in the first trades tends to ?roduce. There is no 
serious theoretical difierence here. But for simplicity's 
sake we shall for the present assume that we are dealing 
with an isolated or closed community, and also with 
one that is stationary, having no tendency either to 
economic progress or decline. We may also assume 
that by "wages" we mean real wages. The comp"lexi
ties which are introduced in practical affairs by the 
absence of these limitations we can examine later: ' 

r Suppose now that a rise. in wages takes place and 
that initially no one is discharged. The rise in wages 
does not directly increase the spending-power (meas
ured in terms of goods available for exchange) which is 
coming forward to take off the· market the goods 
offered for sale. All that happens is a redistribution of 
that spending-power; more of it comes from wage
earners and less from the receivers of profit> This may, 
and indeed probably will, alterconside~bly the relative 

{ dem--11.Jld . for -different c.omIDodities; the demand for 
. some commodities (those which wage-earners would , 
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buy if they had a little more money) will increase, while 
the demand for those commodities which are consumed 
mainly by the capitalist and employer classes will 
diminish_\ This will affect consiaerably the relative 
profi ts of different trades-employers in some trades 
may find tneinselves better off than before, even with 
the higher wages they have to pay, but employers in 
other trades (doubtless the great majority) will be 
worse off_ The general rate of profit will diminish) 

The ~tm::b1!Ilc~_ in~heJel~ rates of profit 
earned in different trades will lead to-a -good deal of 
-shifting of industriaLacti:v:ity, those in which profits 
are now _higher. tending to expand, and the others to 
contract. But in so far as this merely reflects the r 

'changed relative demand for different products, there 
is nothing to suggest that it is likely to lead to per
manent unemployment: For, on the whole, as many 
men as are thrown out from the one class of businesses 
are likely to be absorbed in the other. (Th.e~e may ofl 
course quite well be serious temporary unemployment v" 
o~g to the difficulties of transfer.) I 

,1But the shifting of demand for products is not the " 
only reason why a transference of resources will take 
place) @ome trades use a higher proportion of labour 
to capital than others; so that while, ~ the more r 
capitalistic trades' (speaking generally, and apart from. 
the-variations iii demand for products) the burden of I 

the high wages on profits will be small, in the less ! 

capitalistio trades it will be much more considerable:,,1 
I P!"Ofits will therefore be hJgher in the first class than: 

in the_second, and 'there will thus be a· tendency for I 

I By "more capit&listic" industries. I mean those induatri811 which use a 
rolatively IMgt, proportion of capital to labour in making. unit of product; 
,imil&riy by "a more oapitaliatio method" I meaD .. method which uaea .. 
l&rpr proportion o( capital to labol1l'. 
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capital to shift-from the less capitalistic to the more 
capitalistic trades.) 

But this second tendency-unlike that which arises 
from the change in the demand for products-is not in 
the long run innocuous to the employment of labour. 
For a given amount of capital, which enabled a large 
number oflabolirers to be employed in the less capital
istic trades, will employ far fewer men in the more 
capitalistic industriess:Although employment expands 
in the latter, they cannot absorb all the labour which 
is thrown out elsewhereJ 

Now even if this kind of transference were to take 
place completely up to the point where it ceased to be 
advantageous to the capitalists-and, for all the 
reasons we have previously mentioned, this is bound 
to be a slow proc. ess-the rate of profit would still in they V 
end be lower than it would have been in a free market.\'/ 
For capital is being forced into uses less advantageous 
than those which would then have been open to it, and 
its net productivity is therefore lower. And so there 
is still an incentive to further change, And a further 
change can advantageously be made-byCmaking each 
industry more capitalistic than it was befo~ The, 
wages of labour are higher and the rate of interest' 
lower than they would have been in a free market; so 
that more capitalistic methods of production which 
would not have been profitable then become profitable 
now. But the adoption of these methods lowers still 
further the amount of labour which is required with () 
a given volume of capital; ~d so increases unemploy
ment . 

.. J But although4his change of methods, like the I 
v shifting of resources between industries, must increase 
';,.r-net unemployment, it will not increase unemployment 
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at all re~larly, nor necessarily increase it in e';'ery 
industry.lUnder modern conditions,Cihe use of more 
capitalistic methods means, to a large extent, the in
creased use of machinert}(imd since the making and 
the using of machines are now generally specialised , 
into difierent trades, the fate of these trades will be l (' 10 
different., After a certain iIl:g. maybeJlpe demand for . 
the products of the machine-making trades will begin j. tv-t' 

to exrpand=+-at least relatively to other industries; for f":" 
~ ~ . ~1~ 

it is conceivable that the reduction in employment, by 
reducing the demand for final products, may set off --
this increase. But it remains perfectly possible that 
employment in the heavy industries-those specialised 
to the production of capital goods-will be well main
tained; and, as far as the things we have hitherto taken 
into account are concerned. it is certain that there will I 

I be relatively less unemployment in the heavy trades 
, than elsewhere. " 

On the other hand[ullemployment will be concen-\ I 
trated in those trades whe, re relatively little capital is 

'employed, and among tlHi producers of.consumption 
goo~The providers of services will also suffer severe 

I unemployment, particularly if the services in question 
have been previously demanded mainly by the weal
thier classes, who may be expected to sufIer worst from 
the fall in profits. YThis will be the case particularly in 
the early phases of the process. As the various trans
ferences and substitutions which we have been des
cribing are carried through, total wages will fall owing 
to unemployment, while total profits will rise, since 
more profitable investments for capital are being dis
covered than those which were at first available. This 
will of course be beneficial to the chances of employ
ment of the olass just mentioned. )'iJfurther, the dis-
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I tr~~tra<les will contract h~avil:O cooks, tailors, 
repairers of all sorts will suiter severe unemployment, 
both on account of a direct decline in the demand for 
their services, and because their labQ;U ~ll -be sub
stituted by more mechanical methods, and by the 

, mass-production of stap<1l1rdised goods. So great will 
be the unemployment in these trades (if the original 
rise in wages has been a.t all considerable) that it is 
most unlikely that they will be able to ~aintain a level 
of wages comparable with that ~nforced .in the rest of 

\ 

industry. Their wages will therefore fall, and the 
pr~ure of unemployment will thereby be somewhat· 
relieved.' _ - -

~ 
This picture of the incidence of unemployment 

appears to follow inescapa.bly from our reasoning; but 
it is extremely surprising; For in an earlier chapter we 
have seen good cause to suppose that the situation of 
Great Britain between 1925 and 1930 was essentially 
similar to that of the c~mmUDIty whose economy we 
have just analysed; and it is well known that British 
unemployment was very difierently distributed from 
this. Indeed, the position was not 0!1ly difierent; it 
was almost diametrically opposite: Unemployment. 
was concentrated in the heay"y_industries, while the 

I 'distributive trades, which ought, on our analysis, to 
have been most severely hit, positively flourished. The 
antithesis is, however, so complete, that we need not 

1 Up to this point, my ano.lyaia of the effects of • general rise in wages is 
largely baaed. upon the ol888io atudy of Btihm-Ba.werk (M acAi od~ obmnw-, 
cAM Guetz in (/eaamJMllc ScAri/lert. vol. i. t 1180 puorticularly pp. 270/1). Wh~t. 
followa owes a. great dobt to Dr. F. A. Hayek. (See h.ia article, "Kapi talauI· 
IObrung." Wel'wirUciIa/,lid .. A reM •• July. 1932.) 
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despair, and conclude that we are on altogether wrong 
lines. So perfect "a negative can hardly be a coinci
denlle. 

\A partial explanation of this extraordinary dis
crepancy is obviously to be found in the fact that 

I Britain is not a closed community) but is extremely 
dependent on foreign "trade.'Largely owing to her 
historical position as an international lender, a con
siderable proportion of her exports are capital goods. 
!the concentration of "depression on the heavy indus
tries is partly explained, therefore, by the fact that they 
are export indUstries) Even if they had suffered rela
tively littl~_ by a contraction in home demand, they 
would still have been hit by the unprofitablene88 of 

\ export 41- competition with foreign firms not exposed 
'to the same kind of pressur~. " 

Another partial explanation, though even less 
general in its significance, (is to be found in the fact, 
I!oted in the previous chapter, that the heavy indus
tries had been expanded by the abnormal demand of 
wartime (when they were practically converted into 

" /lonsumption goods trades), and they were now du~ for, 
I a contraction owing to a natural shift in demand.-

Neither of these explanations, however, is wholly 
satisfactory. For the relative prosperity of the dis
tributive trades, and of those sheltered trades en
gaged in the manufacture of consumption goods, still 
remains quite unaccountable. Even when we allow 
for these supplementary considerations, we still cannot 
see why the distribution of unemployment should 
have been so perfectly opposite to that which we first 
deduced. A piece of the puzzle still seems to be 
missing. 

Now one important possibility was left out in our 
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previous analysis. We began then by assuming that 
the community was in a statiQnary condition, tending 
neither to economic progress nor decline. This implied 
(although the implication was notrstated) that the 
community's stock of capital remained approximately 
constant; for the accumulation of capital is one of the 
principal causes of economic progress, just as the 
destruction of ~apital is perhaps the chief cause of 
economic decay,' (By taking it for granted that the 
fundamental conditions of stationariness remained un
changed after the change in wages, we made the tacit 
assumption that the transference of capital to new uses, 
the principal way in which the economic system reacts 
to a change in wages, could take place without aHecting 
the total supply of capitaf.; This assumption must now 
be called in question. 

It is most unlikely that a stationary community, 
I in which the supply of capital was constant, would be a 

community in which there was no saving. For portions 
of the social stock of capital are continually being 
destroyed, through accidental losses, mismanagements, 
and investments that do not come up to expectation. 
In order to maintain the total capital supply un-

I changed, there must be enough new saving to make 
up for these losses. Part of that saving will take place 
within firms, reserves being built up to cover the 
various risks to which their capital is exposed; but 
since we may expect that in any given period some 
firms will suHer losses large enough to drive them into 
liquidation, sO.!!le..pI"i.y.~te saving wiII also be neces-
sary to cover these losses. • 

We can now see that it is most improbable that a 
general artificial rais~ of wages can take place with
out there being Bome eHect on the quantity of social 
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capitaLCChanges in the quantity of available capital 
will occur in four ways:' . 

1. More firms than usual will be driven into liquid
I ation and their lIIlpitallost_ 

12, Firms which are not driven into liquidation, but 

/
suffer a severe decline in profits, will have a strong 
incentive to reduce their dividends by less than the 

I decline in profits, in order to keep shareholders quiet 
in these "bad times.'" This is particula.rly likely to 

~ happen if a la.rge portion of their capital is raised by 
fixed-interest securities. 

v,3. Ca.pitalists, suffering a decline in dividends, and

l consequently a decline in income, are very likely to 
I save less-whatever is the effect of a reduction in .,. 

the rate of profit on their willingness to save. 
\4. To some extent this will be set off by an in-/ 

I creased saving by wage-earnerw . 
Now since the capitalist class, by reason of their 

being already capitalists, may fairly be assumed to 
have a more developed _ h~b~t()LS!!!i;ng than wage
earners will hav-e(it IS improbable that (3) will be com
pletely set off by (4). If this is so, there can be no doubt 

I that the total effect of the raising of wages will be to 
• diminish the total supply of capita.!. , 

Once we admit the probability of this reaction, we 
are confronted with a new situation, with whose full 
complexity we are not yet in a position to deal. But 
certain preliminary conclusions may be stated, while 

• v' 
• Tb080 firm. which autil'ipate that the be.d times will continue are 

perho.pti unlikely. 8ll.ve in extreme CUNJ, to eat into their ('.apital in t.hil 
w .. y. But .moe. in the more dl'preaaed industriea. the trouble may easily 
not 00 traced to ita 80Urc~ but may be put down merely to a decline in 
dtlma.lld. which ia not further analysed. entrepreneun are very likely to 
maintain dividenru., in muoh the same way;" they would maintain wagee 
in .. froe mlU'bt undeor apparently aimil61' tlircumBtancea. «('/. aLevt\ p.62.) 

13 

• 
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their more precise elaboration must be left over to 
Chapter X. 

In so far as the total capital ava.ilable is reduCfid, 

f 

the extension of more eapiiaJi!J1;icmethods and the 
consequent a.ctivity of the heavy industries will be 
dll.mped _doW!!j For every reduction in the supply of 
capifuTwiU tend to raise the-rate of interest higher than 
it would have been on the basis of our. previous as-

Isumptions, and[so diminish the incentive to substitute 
•. labour by machinery.' 

On the other hand, th!JJact that the capiEalist class 
as a whole has decliI!e~. to contract its consumption 
pari passu with the fall in profits, means that one very 
important stage in our argumenlr-t;the conclusion that 
the demand for consumption goods would not be 

<,stimulated on balance by the rise in wages-is no 
longer valid.Crhere will be a n..!lt increase, at any rate 

4 to begin with, ill_ the demand for consumption goods, 
because a: portion of those funds which would other
wise have been devoted to the replacement of produc
tive equipment is now spent on thew This is clearly 

\ 

a factor making for less unemployment in the consump
tion goods trades, although it. will be directly set off by 

• more unemployment in the heavy industries. 
Although we are not yet in a position to compre-

hend properly the situation which arises in these cir
cumstances, it is easy to see that our picture is now 
taking a shape much more recognisably consonant with 
the facts, with which, at an earlier stage of the dis
cussion, it clashed so violently. It is true that in post-

I In 80 fuuitme.keasubititution morediflicult, the deatructionof capital 
lia a 'aotor fa.vourable to the maintenance of employment; but on the ot.bor 

I hand. it will have obviou bad effootl on employment •• inee le88 upital 
, will be available to employ labour even on the old methodl. Which 01 ihMe 
\ tendencies will be dominant ia a. queation that we cannot adequately di8cuaa 
at present (lee below. p. 199). 
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. war England the control of wages wa.s 'proba.bly not 
imposed upon a stationary community, (for it is likely 
that some increase in the national stock of capital was' 
all the while going on. 'But this makes v~ry: little 
difference, so far as the distribution.ot JUlemployment 
is concerned. (For iea-' comn'lUnity has been increasing 
its capital by net saving at a given rate in the past, the 
same circumstances which diminished the capital of a 
stationary community would come into force to check, 
in a progressive community, the rate of increase) 'In 
the sta~i!lnary community the scaJe, of the industries 
which produced capital goods would be adjusted 
merely to the replacement of the existing stock of those 
goods; in the progressive community net additions to 
this stock would also be made; And thus, even if, in the 
latter case;the decline in the rate of increase of capital 
was not sufficient to cause an absolute reduction in thc 
supply, the heavy industries would nevertheless ex
perience a decline in the demand for their products 
below the level which they had expected, except in so 
far as this was set off by the substitution of machinery 
for labour and the use of more mechanical methods in 
the other trades. Similarly, the reduction of net sa. ving 
would operate as a relative increase in the demand for 
consumption goods, leading to relative activity in 
those trades which most directly minister to the wants 
of the consumer. '., 

It must not be supposed, however, that the ten
dency in this direction, which has been so striking a 
characteristic of post-war England, is solely due to the 
pauses already mentioned. 'It has been pointed out in 
the preceding chapter tha1G-rtificial rates of wages, re-

, BuIting in long-continued and extensive unemploy
I ment, can only persist if some means are taken by 
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which the unemployed are kept alive at a standard 
of living with which they are not too actively dis-

. satisfied.) This could be done simply by a levy on 
wages, on the lines of the old Trade Union unemploy
ment benefifJ In that case, what has been said so far 
remains perfectly valid; for the fact that a portion of 
the high wages are handed over to the unemployed 
more or less as a present makes no significant differ
ence to economic structure.(!>f course the advantages 
gained from wage-control, even by those who remain 
in employment, are heavily diminished:'> {f on the other 
hand, as has been the case in the practical instance, 
the unemployed are sustained by funds raised through 
loans and by taxation (the employers' ()ontribution to 
the insurance fund being a tax that raises, in the most 
direct manner possible, the cost of labour), then the 
eilects which, we have been describing are considerably 
intensifie!Ij'The supply of capital to ind!lBtry is still 
further reduced, the depression in the heavy industries 
is intensified, and the demand for consumption goods 
is maintained with even less reduction than before, or 
possibly even increased. We have certainly no longer 
any difficulty in accounting for the distribution of lin
employment. ) 

This completes our survey of the direct reactions 
on employment of the maintenance of artificially
high wages. But it does not by any means exhaust 
the questions which have to be answered if we are 
to have a satisfactory understanding of this causal 
process. It shows how a community may get into a 
certain rather disagreeable position, a position which 
obviously has a good deal of relevance to much recent 
history (in England and elsewhere); but it does not 
show what are the prospects of getting out of that 
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position-or, generally, where the process leads. We 
frequently find that writers who successfully diagnose 
the presence of high-wage unemployment, conclude 
that the only prospect of a cure is an improvement in 
productivity. It is the conditions under which such a 
cure is possible that we must now examine.1 

In Chapter VI. we have already been concerned 
with the working of those fundamental causes of 
economic progress from which alone an improvement 
in productivity can be sought. The analysis of 
Chapter VI. thus begins to have a distinct relevance 
to our present discussions. With the slight change in 
method, in which we are thus involved, it seems con
venient to begin another chapter. 

I The solution will be given only in general ternu.,.and it moat Dot he 
understood tha.t the .. uthor would willh to apply it without qualification to 
the historicAl instance which haa been uled for illuat1'at.ion in the above 
a.rgument. A fullaurvpy of the caUIN and proapecte of unemployment in 
modem Britain would involvelt,he &zamination of many mattera which fall 
outside the scope of the present study. But it may be alaimed that our 
a.ual~i8 throwa light on lome aapecta of the! problem. 



· CHAPTER X 

FURTHER CONSEQUENCES OF WAGE-REGULATION 

How far can we expect the process of contraction 
described in the last chapter to lead to the establish
ment of a new equilibrium 1 This is the first question 
which we must endeavour to solve with the aid of our 
analysis of Distribution and Economic Progress, '(It 
is true that we are now concerned with a process 
of decline, rather than one of progress; but, within 
limits, our earlier analysis was equally applicable to 
either case,) 

I 
We may begin with the case considered in the 

central portion of the last chapter: that which arises 
when/, in a stationary closed community, the general 
level of real wages is ,raised, . and maintained, at a 
height inconsistent with normal employment.3ve 
saw then that (provided there is no wastage o()apital 
in the process) capital will be transferred to the morel 
capitalistic industries and to more capitalistic pr9cesses 
within the same industries; and that this must go on\ 
so long as there is any possibility of increasing profits 
by such transformations,~ We can now see that ~ final 
position must be reached which is precisely the Bame 
as that(which would have occUI'lidjf there had been 
a direct reduction in the number of labourers available, 
and a consequent rise in their marginal product on 
account of the increased capital per head available for 

IDS 
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them.) (Naturally their average productivity rises as \ I 
well on account of the increased capital, per head • 
employed; while a further apparently favourable effect 
on prgductivity arises because the men excluded' 
are likely to be on the average less efficient in them-l t.. 
selves than the men who remain in employment. 
But neither of these things conflicts in the least with 
the fact that the ~tal social product is reducej.) 

The final position thus reached is one of equilib
rium, if the existence of the unemployed is left out of 
account. 

II 
:Other'things being equal, 'an increase in the supply 

of capital will raise the real wages at which a given\ 
number of labourers can be employed; similarly it 1 
will raise the nunlber who can be employed at a given 
level of real wages: On the other hand,. a reduction in 
the supply of capital will reduce the nuinber whose 
employment at a given wage· level is consistent with 
equilibrium. Thus, if capital is destroyed, through I. \ 
firms becoming bankrupt, and replacement funds and , 
cirrl '" ca ital being paid out in dividends and ot-Q.. 
reinvested, that IS a powerfu force making for the 
jncrease of unemploymeul;))But this does not merely 
mean that the number of men who can be employed is 
lower in the final equilibrium; it means that that equi- , 
librium itseU is harder to reach.~r it is the contraction 
of industry itself which puts bU8IDesses into a condition 
in which they are tempted to consume their capital; 

\ but the great<lr the dl'stmction of capital, the more 
lindustry must ('.olltract; and this in its turn encourages 
further capital cOllSumption, which can only be 
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avoided if a drastic cut is made in either dividends or 
wages1 ~f once the tendency to cut into capital can) 

I be removed, equilibrium is attainable; but there is 
clearly a possibility that this may not be the casel 
The contraction may prove cumulative.] 

-i' '=-There are three reasons why the equilibrating 
tendencies, which usually prevent the ell'ects of an 
economic change continuing indefinitely in one parti
cular dir!)Ction, may possibly be absent here. First, the 

fconsumption of capital within particular fuiiiB may 
easily ingp,ce a considerable amount of capital-wastage 
outside~(Those firms which are driven into bankruptcy 
cease to demand machines and other kinds of plant 
from the makers; the firms which dissipate their capital 
are compelled at the best to renew their equipment less 
frequently. The demand for the products of the con
structional industries thus falls off heavily.) Some 

I cOlDlteraction to this-but most improbably a suffi
cient counteraction--4nay be found in the increased 
demand for constructional goods from those firms 
which keep their capital intact, but "rationalise"
that is to say, invest their capital in more capitalistic 
or roundabout forms in order to reduce costs by saving 
labour7However,<m so far as there is a falling-oll' in 
the demand for these goods, their makers find them
selves in difficulties; they have to cut dividends, or eat 
into their capital, and it is probable that in many cases 
even those firms which survive will choose the latter 
alternative. And this reduces the funds which will 

<be available for capital purposes in the further stages 
of the adjustment, and consequently makes it neces
sary for the contraction to proceed further) 

1 We now reach • point where the theory of Wages abut. 10 cloeely on 
ma.tten which properly belong to the theory of ('''pitaJ, that it becomea 
diffio-u.lt to deecribe accurately the p~ UDder con.aideration Without 
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- . 
1. Secondly, it is improbable that any community\ 
could get into the position just described ,unless it 
possessed an extensive system of unemployment 
relief, since otherwise the high wages could not be 
maintained in the face of mounting unemploymen~;J. 

rAnd unemployment ~elief ~ itself a factor making for 
the wastage of capltat~ smce, when once the total 
amount of benefit paid out passes a certain figure, it 
becomes hardly possible for it to be met solely by a 
contraction of the expenditure on consumption of 
wage-earners or capitalists-the only innocuous source 
from which it can be paid. If it is met from the taxa
tion of industry, it raises the costs of industry; if it 

I is met by loans, it diminishes the supply of capital 
available for industry; if it is met from personal taxa
tion, it is likely to diminish saving. Since the burden 
of unemployment relief, and consequently the rate 
of destruction of capital from this cause,'is likely 
to increase with every increase in unemployment, the 
seriousness of this factor can hardly be exaggerated. 
If a high level of unemployment benefit is maintained, 
the cessation of contraction becomes nearly impossible. 

~ ~ (Thirdly. the process of decline is greatly aggravated 
f by the series of disappointed expectations which must 

almost inevitably mark its course. 1 f it were possible for 
business men to foresee that at some given level of 
.. - ... _-------------- .... _--
an incursion into eapita.l theory whioh would drive WI very 1&1' afield. In 
pi\rticula.r. it ill diffioult to be precise. when describ~ a prooesa of change 
whioh invulvoa ... one of its m08t important fe&tUl'ell. ·,t.ho accumulation or 
dooumlliation of oapita.t, without making Wle of the Bobm-:&'werkian ter~ 
milloiollY. which introdUOO8 into tbese matte ... & precision similar to that 
8t'CUred in other parte of eoonomioa by the U8e of mathema.tiOl. The full 
IK'Iriou.!In6U of the comidol'6tion& here adduced in the test only becom61 
readily appM'fInt when we think in torma of the Utim" ... tructure" of pro
duction. ") 

)1'or a muoh more eswuaiva elaboration of the argument in the ~xt. see 
Hayek, Gp. ciI. Tho wholo of this eeotion is be.aod. on Dr. Hayek's work_ 
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employment there would be no further incentive to 
contraction, and if they could get some idea of the 
structure of industry appropriate .to that situation, 
then they might be able to move to that situation 
without more than the anticipated 1088. But, in fact, 
there can be little doubt that they would not be pessi
mistic enough) In the first place they would nurse 
stubborn hopes of a retum by some magic means to 
the earlier days of prosperity, and they would keep 
their workmen employedi and their dividends intact
regardless of the fact that the reduction in the com
munity's supply of capital inevitably involved in this 
robbing of reserves must cause an immediate decline 
in employment elsewhere, and a much more serious 
future decline in employment owing to the reduced 
productivity of industry in general which must follow 
when equipment wears out which has now become 
irreplaceable. To some extent, employment may well 
be maintained in the present at the expense of greater 
un~mployment in the future;, 

(At a later stage in the p'rocess of contraction, the 
Bame kind of faulty anticipation would lead to consider
able quantitieS of capital being invested in only ap

I parently profitable enterprises-cinemas in shortly 
to be derelict mining villages, for instance. In the 
state of employment and consumers' demand at the 
time of their construction, these might pay hand
somely; but a little later, when the disease had gone 
further, they would prove to be worthless. Thus more 
capital would be lost . 

• Another important aspect of the process, in which 
faulty anticipation may very well aggravate the 
wastage of capital, is the following: The constrnctional 
trades.,will, at the beginning of the deCline, possess 
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large quantities of fixed plant. It soon becomes clear 
that under the n~.Jl.9n,ditions it will not pay to re
place this plant; but it remains pr~f!~.b1e~tooperate 
it so ,long as it gives any net proceeda at all. Con
sequently these trades will n'Oi; ~ntrac~Jlroduction 
in p.roportion to the fall in demand for their products; 
but will continue to produce at a level of prices which 
is profitable in the short period, thQygh it will not be 
pr(jf!tIj,blemtheJong .period.IThis temporary relative 
cheapness of the products of the constructional trades 
gives an incentive to the producers of other goods 
to use more capitalistic methods, in apparently much 
the SlIme way as would have occurred if there had been 
no 1088 of capital.\At first, therefore, "rationaJisation" 
proceeds apace; but as time goes on the fixed plant 
iinlie-constructional industries wears out, the _supply 
of equipmen~ contracts; and the "rationalised" pro
cesses beCome unprofitable. A great movement of 
apparently fruitful activity has run to waste, and the 
other industries have to adjust themselves as best they 
can to less __ capitalistic, I~BB.J>!oductive, and probably 
more primitive methods. 

III 
This last aspect of the process of decline has par

ticular relevance when we are considering one of the 
possible ways out-through improvements and inven
tions~1n normal circumstances, inventions are on the 
whole'much more likely to raise the marginal produc
tivity of labour than to lower it; and even in the condi
tions we have just been considering, there can be little 
question that, apart from the transfer unemployment 
which it inevitably causes, invention is on balance II 
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force makh.g for the reducti~n of unemployment .. !,But 
it must be observed that the temporary cheapneaa of 
the products of constructional trades has a definite 
tepdency to encourage the making of "induced" 
labour-saving inventions, which are the kind least 
likely to diminish unemployment) :A great deal of ac
tivity is likely to go in this direction; and not only is 
this a factor making only to a very limited degree for 
a reduction of unemployment in the short run (such 
effect as it has may easily be cancelled out by transfer 
unemployment), but it is only too likely that these\ 
inventions will prove unprofitable in the long run, when 
the fixed plant of the constructional trades wears out, 
so that this activity too largely runs to waste.) 

For this reason it seems that .very little comfort 
can be derived from that Dew! IJ(1; macltiM. who' some
times appears to still the consciences of people who 
perceive that high wages cause unemployment, and 
yet cannot abandon their hankering after a forward 
wage-policy: the stimulus given by lIigh wages to the 
efficiency of entrepreneurs. Cerlainly Trade Union 
preaaure will force entrepreneurs to look about them, 
to reorganise and to introduce "up to-date" methods. 
But at the best these activities can only slightly raise 
the marginal productivity of labour, and so only 
slightly weaken the effectiveness of the forces tending 
to unemployment. For reorganisation is bound to 
have a bias in favour of labour-saving changes; its 
efIect on the marginal productivity of capital is bound 
to be much more favourable t~n its effect on the 
marginal productivity of labour. 

In so far as the reorganisation is simply "rationali
sation" of the kind we have discusaed~the substitu-

1 See above, p. 12,'), 
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tion of labour by machinery now only temporarily 
cheap-then its long-period effects are still less favour
able'>, It is almost certain to involve wastage of capital, 
and so does-nothing to impede.the-process of contrac
tion, but rather the reverse_ 

Nevert.heless, these considerations do not outweigh 
:' the fundamental fact that increases in t;chnical know

ledge or in the activity of entrepreneurs do generally, 
have favourable effects on the rea.l income of labour~ .

{Even in the midst of a process of contraction, these 
elements of economic progress can· still exercise a 
beneficial effect. Just as they will generally raise the 
marginal productivity of labour (and consequently 
real wages) in a period of normal employment, so, even 
when employment is declining, they can do something 
to arrest the decline_ But they work under difficulties; 
and their effect is less beneficent than it would be if 
wages were lower.', 

IV 
In this discussion of invention: we are already 

moving, away from the hypothesis with which we 
began---l:that the initial rise in wages takes place in a 
stationary economy; It is now time for us to examine 
the effect of a similar rise in wages {p a community 
which is advancing in wealth by t~ accumulation of 
capital-a rather more cheerful case, and one which is 
more directly relevant to the recent history of England, 
at least up to the beginning of the World Depression . 
. (If, under such circumstances, the transformation 

of production, which must still follow from the rise in 
wages, can take place without loss of capital, then the 
trouble is purely temporary:> There will still be unem-
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ployment at first, but as accumulation proceeds, the 
marginal product of labour will rise, and (provided 
there is no further rise in real wages) abnormal unem
ployment will gradually disappear. ) 

(But it is much more probable that there will be a 
loss of capital in the transformation. (Now if the rate 
at which capital is thus dissipated is less than the rate 
of saving. then there will simply be a reduction in net 
accumulation. and therefore a slowing-up of the re
cuperative process. It will take longer for unem
ployment to disappear. but (again if wages are not 
raised further) the abnormal unemployment will dis
ap~ar in the end. even if it is a distant end . 

. But if the rate of consumption of capital should 
come to exceed the rate of saving, then the same 
process of decline must set in which we have found to 
occur if wages are raised in a station;"ry community. 
And since capital is likely to be consumed more rapidly 
the greater the initial rise in wages, it seems clear that 
while a small raising of wages will only Cause what is. 
on a long view. temporary unemployment, there must 
be some point beyond which the situation will be 
irretrievable. except at the expense of a drastic cutting 
of wages. dividends. unemployment benefits, or (most 
probably) 'all three, which must be more drastic the 
longer the process of decline is allowed to go on. Thus 
in a progressive community there is some degree of 
high-wage unemployment which is relatively innocu
ous. considered as to its eJIects on the general econo
mic system; but a rise in unemployment beyond a 
certain critical point is infinitely more dangerous, 
since it puts in peril the seeds of progress themselves, 
and seriously diminishes the prospect of future auto
matic diminution of unemployment. or, indeed, of 
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avoiding an economic decline, which can only be 
checked by heavy sacrifice.') 

(This will be the situation if we start with a com
munity where capital is increasing, but population is 
stationary, or increasing less rapidly than capital If 
population is increasing more rapidly than capital, 
then the elements of declining wealth are already 
present, and what has been said hitherto applies with 
increased force. If population is diminishing, that to 
some extent eases the position, since declining popula
tion is a factor making for a rise in the marginal pro- . 
ductivity of the available labour, and consequently 
diminishing the amount of unemployment caused by 
a given imposed level of wages.') 

V 
We pass on next to consider variations in the indi

vidual supply of labour:-a. source from which ~lvation 
has not infrequently been sought. The position here is 
a little more cQmplicated. If we a.ssume the demand fQ~_ 
labour in general to be elastic, ',then it follows that an 
mcrease in the supply of labour per head (the imposed 
rates being time-rates) must diminish labour-costs and 
then raise the demand for labour more than propor
tionately, so that the number of men employed in
creases. But if the imposed wages are piece-rates, this 
Is less certain. For although an increase in the supply 
of labour per head will d~inish costs somewhat (owing 

1 It i. probably t.rue. htnveftr,(th.t • diminishing population would be 
aooompe.nied by greator t.ra.nafer unemployment, owing to the .mallel' 
proportion of the poopulauoD who would be entering indUitry (the moat 
adaptable eeotion) i.D. an,. livon p81'iod. See Robbina. "Note on the Advent 
of. Statiunary Population," Eccmomica, April. 1029. pp. 76-'17. 

I See .. bove. p. 132. t.D.d below. I" 24.11. 
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to the better utilisation of plant) it will not diminish 
them in proportion to the increased supply of labour 
per head'5Consequently, unless the demand for labour 
is very elastic mdeed, it will "not increase in proportion 
to the increased supply. Employment will thus prob
ably diminish. 

, In our discussion of Individual Supply of Labour 
in Chapter V., we saw {that a rise in wages might 
generally be expected to have some favourable reaction ' 
on ability to work, and although in some circumstances 
this would be oEset by unfavourable reactions on 
willingness to work, this is not necessarily the case: 
We may now proceed to enquire how far these reactions ' 
are likely to playa part in determining the net effects 
of an artificial rise in wages. It"has often been main
tained that the raising of wages (by Trade Boards, for 
example) has no -deleterious effect on employment, 
because the high wages are matched by a rise in 
efficiency.')How far is this possible~ 

First of all, there is the fact that although increased 
efficiency reduces labour-costs, it simultaneously in
creases the supply of labour per head. Thus a mere fall 
in labour-costs in this way is unlikely to increase con
siderably the number of men employed, unless the 
demand for labour is very elastic, and unless the in
crease in efficiency is large. Whatever is the elasticity 
of demand, an increase in efficiency in the same pro
portion as the initial rise in wages does no more than 
prevent labour-costs from rising as a result of the rise 
in wages'; so that, other things being equal, only the 
same quantity of labour would be demanded. and 
since this is being provided by fewer men, there must 
be a considerable amount of unemployment. If un-

I AuumiDg time-rates; on piece-rate. it would not even do this. 
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employment is~o be prevented altogether by a rise in 
efficiency, then efficiency must rise more than pro
portionately to the rise in wages; though the necessary 
increase in efficiency is less, the more elastic is the de-
mand for labour. 1 ) . 

Now there are several reasons why sO...,g!'e~t an in
crease as this iI! the individual supply of labour seems 
Ilighly im--Erobable savem exceptional cases, (It is only 
among the worst-paid classes of labourers that we shall 
expect the higher wages to result in a marked increase 
in ability to work, while among them it is perhaps most 
likely to be counteracted by a decrease in willingness, 
due to the diminished pressure of poverty." With 
other grades there are also tendencies working in both 
directions.)To some extent, the appearance of un
employment mig)1t be expected to_make people work 
harder, since, from their own private point of view, 

, the harder they work, the less likely they are them
selves to lose their jobs. But this is just the kind of in
centive which is most likely to be countered by social 
pressure working the other way.") 

It is also important to observe that the favourable 
effects on efficiency must show themselves fairly 
rapidly if they are to come to anything. Ai!. we have 
seen, there is nearly always likely to be an initial 

I If time-wage. e.re raiaed by 8. fraction a of theil' original level, and the 
indiV'idUl~l supply of la.bour ooll8eQuently inoreaaea by a. fraction 6; then if 
the increaaed officienoy is to prevent unemployment, 6 must be not leas 

• 
than (1 + 0).,:1.-1; that ia, approxima.tely. 'IJ ~ 1 . a. (". the elasticity of 

demand. i. 888umed greater than 1.) tf demand iii melaetio, then of coulle 
lRCre&8t'd. output will diminish employment. : 

• We &n"I told. on the ODe hand. 'that the artificial raising of wagea stimu· 
le.tea the officit'Doy of labouri and. on the other hand. tha.t the low wagea 
in unrogulated tradea le&d peoplo to u8poil the mlU'ket" by working excel
!lively ha.rd.. I eoe DO reuotl why both ahould not be tnJ&-in diifMf'lnt 
CiI"tlUDlBt.&nON; but it ahould be observed that eaoh argument we&kena the 
forro. 01' at leaat the generality. of the other;> 
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,C phase in which the e:fl'ect of t,he high wages on employ
ment will not be considerable. If, during this phase, 
the individual supply of labour expands, well and good. 
The unemployment will he diminished. But once un
employment has appeared to any appreciahle degree, 
it is itself a factor diminishing efficiency. In the case of 
relatively casu!LI trades, where the unemployment is 
shared out among the main body of workmen, un
employment will diminisb efficiency all round. In 
relatively regular trades, it will diminish the efficiency 
only of those men who su:fl'er from it directly. But this 
means that the cost of employing these men at the 
imposed level of wages is raised; and so the increased 
demand for labour, which may proceed from the in
creased efficiency of the men who stay in employment, 
is largely off set by the decline in the quality of t~e 
labour available for satisfying the increase in demand} 

Although there can be !i!!!~!L~~s:tion' that the de
mand for labour in general is elastic-when time is 
allowed for re-organisation-there is equally little 
doubt that we must allow for the possibility of inelastic 
demand in particular trades) In a trade where the 
demand for Iapour is inelastic" increased individual 
supply of labour as the result of higher wages would 
only increase unemployment. iRestriction of output 
would have a more favourable effect; and its occur
rence is not ,altogether improbable. But although re
striCtion of output would diminish unemployment in 
that trade, it would increase unemployment or lower 
wages outside. For the high wages must be passed on 
in the end, either in higher prices to the consumer, or 
in lower prices for the producers of raw materials or 
capital equipment, or in both. The second alternative 
will lead to a pressure on wages in the trades immedi-
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ately affected; the first must force the consumers 
(since by hypothesis they are not economising on the 
products of the trades where wages have risen) to' 
economise on something else. This must lead to a 
decline in demand there, and a consequent tendency to 
falling wages or unemployment:! 

Looking at the commlmity a~_~. whole, nt is only 
from increased efficiimcy that we can look for a moder
ating effect on unemployment. But although it is 
evident that there may be some tendency in that 
direction, it seems unlikely that it will very consider
ably modify our previous conclusions. ~ 

VI 
The wages which throughout this discussion have 

been s!!pposed fixed' are r~il.!!g!lll-that is to say, 
(money wages corrected for movements in the price
level of consumption goods. Thus if wages were uni· 
versally fixed in terms of cost-of.living scales, the pre· 
ceding analysis could be applied with only minor adap
tations, due to the imperfections which any actual 

1 To what extent the ana.lyaia of this section i. really applicable to the 
oaae with reference to whioh argument. of th., 80rt under oonsideration have 
most frequently been brought forward-"S~" Bond the Early Trade 
BQBtdI-it il impoaaible to eay. p~ n.9!...v~\U)b. Moat oi the 
recorded. facta about that episode MIl be explMried in much simpler terma. 
without reactions through the individual IUPply of labour having muoh to do 
with it. After a. survey of lome of the more readily aooeuible literature on 
the .ubject. I see little in the facta adduced. which can posaibly be regarded 
.. inoowtiatent witb the general ana.lyais put forward here--t.bougb of oourae 
muOO in the interpretation which ill generaJ1y given of them (see, for e%ample, 
Sells, TIte &;twA 1'm.tU Board Sym"., paaaim). The poole of sweated labour 
which disfigured England at the beginning of the century have now been 
aucoeed.l\d by poole of unemployed; the fact that the latter are not in the 
llUDe placea t\I!J the former will surprise no one who baa understood the analysis 
of Chapter IX. 

But it ia much to be doaired that lOme oritically minded persOo. would 
eUIllin8 tbit; Sweatins apillode properly. 
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cost-of-living scale must almost inevitably possess. 
But if it is money wages which are fixed-and this is 
practically the most important case-then evidently 
monetary disturbances may affect the situation. 1£ 
the price-level rises from monetary causes. and money 
wages do not rise too, then the seriousness of the situ
ation is considerably lessened, and the prospect of re
ducing unemployment, or at the worst retarding its 
increase, is considerably improved. The reverse holds 
if the price-level falls. ) 

These conclusions are sim.Jlle enough; but it is im
probable that they exhauSt the complications intro
duced by the monetary factor. In nearly every think
able monetary system, the kind of process we have 
been examining would itself have reactions on the 
monetary machine; and these would have further 
repercussions on the "real" process. But perhaps the 
writer will be excused if he decides that, for the present, 
these repercussions lie outside the Theory of Wages. 
If economic science was fortunate enough to possess 
generally accepted principles on the broad subject 
which underlies this problem--..:.the effect of monetary 
policy on the structure of production-then we could 
apply these principles to our particular problem, and 
round off our discussion more completely than it is now 
possible to do. However. the relation of Prices and 
Production is to-day perhaps the most hotly con
tested issue in all economic theory: There is thus no 
via media; either we must avoid the subject or plunge 
into it at considerable length. And here it is obviously 
necessary to take the first alternative. 
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vn 
A little more may be said about the relation of the 

foregoing discussion to another branch of economic 
enquiry-the theory_of Jn~rnationaL Trade. So far 
we ha ve( assumed the fixing of wages to take place 
within a closed community; and to that extent our 
discussion has been seriously removed from reality_ 
For the only closed community which possesses any 
economic imp0rlanpe nowadays is the world.; (while 
wage-fixing has llearl:y always been limited by national 
boundaries., The prospects of international wage
fixing through international Trade Unionism (or 
through the International Labour Office) are dim; but 
it is to them that our previous analysis applies most' 
exactly. 

Nevertheless, the case we have examined is a case 
of very great general importance, since it is the case 
where the consequences of wage-fixing throughout a 
community are likely to be least serious.l The prospects 
of wage-fixing within national boundaries are decidedly 
worse. For the situation which then arises is closely 
parallel to that which would emerge in the case where 

\ wages were fixed at a high level, not throughout an 
industry, but in some particular firms only. Clearly 
these firms would suffer much more seriously than they 
would suffer if the same wage-level was imposed 
throughout the industry. Their contraction would be 
much more severe. " 

: If a high level of wages -is imposed in one country 
only, the burden of these high wages falls first, and 
most catastrophically, upon the export industries, and 
upon those industries which compete with imports. 
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Both of these 8!1ff~J' extremely fro1!lc foreign. competi~ 
(tion and are !orced to a violent contraction. This 

leads to an unfavourable movement of the balance of 
trade) A smaller portion of the country's production 
goes a broad, owing j;o the difficulty of competing witb 
"low-paid foreign labour". fA larger portion of expendi
ture goes on impgrts, since foreign firms can charge 
prices in the home market with which domestic pro
ducers cannot compete. The balance of imports and 
exports must therefore move in an adverse direc
tion .. , 

Nor can anything be hoped from the non-merchan
dise items to correct this> If we begin with our first 
case of Chapter IX., in whic} there is(no wastage of 
capital\ then it is clear that the rate of profit on in
vestment within the high wage country must be re
duced, and this must affect the international How of 
capital. If the country has been an international 
borrower, it will be able to borrow less; if it has been 
an exporter of capital, capital will How abroad in in
creasing quantities. The ba.lance of payments will thus 
be in even worse plight than the balance of trade; 

The second case, where there is wastage of capital, 
is once again a little more complicated. Capital con
sl1Il1ption is itself a factor tending to raise the marginal 
productivity of capital and therefore the rate of inter
est. To some extent wastage of capital is thus likely to 
counteract the previous tendency. More capital will 
be invested within the country, not of course in the de
pressed constructional trades, but in the trades making 
consumption goods.!' 

However, such investment must necessarily be ab
normally t.isky,"smee -a.-further continuation of the 
same process which rendered it profita.ble may easily 
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ma.ke it unprofitable agairi.'Thus although increased 
investment of this kind may very well offer temporary 
assistance in the task of maintaining international 
equilibrium, a time will probably come when there is a 
run of losses, and it will hardly be surprising if invest
ors then begin to fight shy _ • 

This is one way in which wastage ofcap~talislikely 
'to I~d in the end to a serious worsening of a country's 

I e~~nge position; but there are other ways as well. 
It may reasonably be supposed that"during the period 
under consideration, foreign countries are investing 
capital productively, and this normal economic pro
gress will steadily lower their relative costs of produc
tion. But although investment is taking place at home, 
that investment does no more than offset capital 
losses; the increase in the productivity of home in
dustry, with a few probably temporary exceptions, 
is negligible. Thus while costs are falling abroad, 
domestic costs are not generally falling. Consequently 
the pressure of foreign competition continually 
grows. ) 

Taking all these things together, we can hardly 
doubt that, Iflt any rate at some stage of the process of 
contraction, a very serious pressure on the exchanges 
must arise; r'rhe banks can only resist this pressure by 

, a rise in interest rates and consequent deflation. This, 
indeed, only adds to the difficulties of industry; but it 
is precisely the way in which the sheltered industries 
are forced to take their full share of the medicine. In 
an open economy, the effect of artificially high wages 

1 &to s.bove. p. 202. 
'I It. i8 irupoasible Dot to suspect that in Ute reoent history of Germany 

\1'0 have. ca.se OlO8Oly ooiTe8ponding t.o this. C/. Brosoiani.Turroni. La 
l'ic.l'Id. del hUlrO? '«duro. pp. 1507 JJ. 
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is inevitably more drastic than in a closed economy; 
and this is the way it takes place.' . 

This analysis has of course assumed an international 
currency standard-whether gold or another. And 
we should like to go on to enquire how far these diffi
culties would be removed if national currencies were 
independent. But this question-of obviously im
mense practical importance-cannot be considered 
here. For it involves once again those difficulties which, 
a few pages back, we decided to a void. (If it is real 
wages that are fixed, then clearly no managed currency 
will save the situation. It can only be a solution if we 
are supposing fixity of money wages; and it can only 
then be a complete solution if we believe in the 
sovereign virtues of credit expansion. 

1 Of coune, there is the other alternative-tho one which ~IWI U8uaUy 
resulted in practice-the collapse of the international 8tandard~ But even 
this is not neceuaril;y. the end gf the atory, 



CHAPTER XI 

HOURS AN. CONDITIONS 

THE only subject which now remains for us to discuss 
is one that need give us very little trouble. All the 
principles, on which an exanilnation of the effects of 
regulation in the field of hours and conditions must be 
based, have already been· investigated in other con
nections. There is no need for us to go over yet again 
ground which is by now sufficiently well trodden. We 
may confine ourselves to making directly the necessary 
deductions, without discussing them in detail.' 

I 
{The initial situation which iscreatea' by Tiade 

Union demands for reduced \l.ours does not generally 
differ in any material respect from that which ariseS 
from a demand for increaseq, wageS4 (It is true that if 
the working day has previously been fixed at a length 
which is greater than the "output optimum ",' the 
Union will not usually need to exert any considerable 
pressure in order tq bring about a· reduction. For the 
main reason why it has not paiq the employer to reduce 
hours on his own initiative, is his unwillingness to bear 
the temporary costs of the period which must elapse 
while efficiency is being worked up; the threat of a 

1 For a ~nel'&l .t.udy of tho ~conomi08 of houl'I.regu1a.tion. see Robbins, 
"Hours of La.bour" (Bcoa. Jow., March. 1929) . 

• Soo abo.., p. 105. . 
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strike will consequently be very e:fIective. For he can 
now no longer avoid immediate costs if he refuses the 
reduction of hours; the strike costs will probably last 
a much shorter time than the costs of working up 
efficiency, but per unit of time they will be proportion
ately much heavier; so that he has little advantage in 
the short run to gain from resistsnce~ On the other 
hand, in the more distsnt future, Ii reduction of hours 
will improve efficiency; and there is now nothing con
siderable to set against this. 'A very moderate degree 
of rationality on the part of employers will thus lead 
them to reduce hours to the output optimum as soon 
as Trade Unionism has to be reckoned with at all 
seriously. 

II 
I 

... But once the output optimum is passed (and it is 
this situation with which we shall concern ourselves 

. in the remainder of this . discussion), reductions in the 
working day, with unchanged weekly wages, involve 
permanent increases in costs; and they will thus be 
resisted by employers in much the same way, and to 
much the same extent, as demandS for advances in 
wages: The whole situation becomes closely parallel 
with that we have examined previously when dealing 
with wages. As we shall see, reductions in hours in a 
single firm, or throughout a closed community, stand 
on exactly the same footing as wage-advances; it is 
only in the intermediate cases of single industries, or 
(less probably) single nations, that there may be some 
difference.'· 

Take first the single firm;: A reduction of hours 
below the output optimum, while weekly wages are 
unchanged, leaves the firm in a position where its 
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total labour cost remains the same, but its total out
put is diminished. So long as the firm is no monopolist, 
the reduction in output can have no considerable effect 
on selling prices, aJ?d gross receipts consequently fall. 
Since labour costs are unchanged, and gross receipts 
reduced, profits must be diminished. There will thus 
set in the same process-withdrawal of capital, and 
contraction of emplo~ent-which we have described 
on earlier occasions. ' 

4J the reduction in hours is accompanied by a 
reduction in weekly wages, then of course the tendency 
to contraction is less serious:) (But even a reduction in 

,wages proportional to the reduction in ~utput will not 
" Becessarily remove all incentive to contraction. For 

although the share of each unit of output going to 
capital is no longer diminished, the total return to 
capital is still reduced, more or less in proportion to 
the :t;eduction in output, and there is thus still an in
centive for capital to be withdrawn~ 

Take next a whole industry.tHere again there is a 
, contraction in output,but here we can no longer neg

lect the effect of the reduced output on the price of the 
product-and the similar effect of reduced demand for 
raw materials on their prices. Of course, if by "in
dustry" we mean simply those firms producing a 
particular type of goods within a national frontier, 
they may still be exposed to foreign competition in one 
or other of these markets. But if they are not exposed 
to competition in these markets, the etIect of reduced 
output on prices may be considerable. If the demand 
for the product is inelastic, the reduced output Vlay 
aotually increase the total gross receipts of the in-. 
dustry-measured in money, or in command over the 
products of other industries-so that, even if weekly 
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wages are unchanged, net profits, will actually expand, 
and there will be a tendency for employment in this 
industry to increase, instead of diminishing. The same 
thing may happen even if the elasticity of demand for 
the product is slightly greater than unity, if the pro
ducers of the raw materials are "squeezable" -that is to 
say, if a falling off in demand leads to a considerable 
fall in price, and consequently to a very considerable 
fall in the total amount which has to be paid for the 
raw materials. Nevertheless, this is only a special case; 
if the demand for the product is elastic, and the supply 
of the raw materials is elastic, then very much the 
same kind of thing must happen with an industry as 
with a single firm.' ' 

Further, we must remember that while it is some
times (possible for a particular industry to reduce hours 
without causing unemployment among those who are 
"attached" to it, it only does so by shifting its burden 
on to the backs of other people. Consumers are 
directly damaged by the reduced supply of the product; 

(the raw material producing industries find the demand 
for their products contracted, so that capital in them 
becomes less productive, and the wages of their 
labourers have to be reduced, if the withdrawal of 
capital is not to lead to unemployment. If consumers 
have an inelastic demand for the product of the first 
industry, so that they actually spend more money on 
the smaller supply than they did on the larger (and 
this is of course the case most favourable to the main
tenance of employment in that industry), then these 
consumers have less money to spend upon other 
commodities, so that other industries are faced with a 
reduced demand, which must finally lead to unemploy
ment or reduced wages. A reduction in output must be 
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at the expense of somebody; even in those cases where 
the men working in the industry concerned are able 
to avoid bearing the burden, they only do so by shift
ing it on to other people.~ 

Obviously such shifting cannot come to the rescue 
when we pass from the case of reduced hours in one 
Industry to the case of .reduced . hours throughout. a 
whole closed community. (It is still possible that some 
particUlar industries-those producing the most neces
sary commodities-will be able to maintain employ
ment, in spite of the reduction in hours; but even these 
will generally be affected by reduced demand for their 
products owing to unemployment elsewhere. Further, 
it must be remembered that the contraction of pro
duction will generally send up prices, so that constant 
money wages will mean reduced real wages.) 

Thus in this connection the distinctiol!.. between 
r~at and money wages becomes 9nce again of out
sta!lding importance. First of all,(let us examine the 
case of a general reduction of hours below the output 
optimum, and unchanged real wages per week. Then 
the gross production of the community will be di
minished, while in the first place the absolute share of 
labour remains unchanged. The share of capital is 
therefore diminished, and the net product (per unit). 

1 It i. e:r.tremely unlikely that theae people will only be the wealthy. 
Fl1f thi. to be poaaible, it is neoeaaary that the consumers of the produot 
Ihould aU be WMlthy. and it is alao practioally neoesaa.ry that the elaaticity 
of their demand. for the product mould equ&1 unity. For if the elasticity ia 
greater than unity. lIOme people will be unemployed in the trade where 
houri have been reduced. (except in 80 flU' .. the 008t can be pU8hed off on 

- to raw material Wad •• diminiahing the dem&nd for b~bour there); if the e)8.I
ticity i.. 1.,.. thaw unity. the OOnaUlDel'II' demand for other producta will f.U, 
and thia willieasl to a f.1I in the demand for labour in other tradea producing 
Jinilhed. goodII. \Even if tbe elasticity ia unity. tbere ia atill. danger of unem
ployment. in lobo raw matC'lria.1 tradea. though tbie (the one oonoeivablo caae 
in which populu au~ntit.ion il just.ifi6d.) could be prevented if they .lso 
l'OOuood their houtll.) 
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of capital falls. "Capital is now cheap relatively to 
labour, and the same process of "rationalisation" -the 
same going over to more capitalistic and mechanical 
methods-will Bet in as we have observed in the case 
of artificially raised wages. The whole further process 
will work exactly as in that case. Capital iIi its new 
forms will need less labour, and unemployment will 
enljlle."; 

(The effect of reduced hours with constant money 
wages depends on monetary policy:.I£ the price-level 
of consumption goods is kept constant, then real wages 
are being kept constant, and the same results will 
follow as in the former case. II, on the other hand, 
we assume (as in Chapter VI.) a monetary policy which 
preserves a conBtan~ money value of the social income 
--=iilia/consequently raisea the prices of consumption 
goods-then real wages are being reduced, and the 
effect on employment is less certain .. The central 
analysis of Chapter VI. becomes applicable: The 
supply of labour is being reduced relatively to the 
supply of capital,· and the effect on the equilibrium 
level of money wages depends on the elasticity of sub
stitution. If the elas~icity of substitution is greater 

• Apart from the pouibility of capital oonsuml-'tiOD, as in the last two 
oha.~n. 

Ii( AJ1y reduotion in weekly ~agea will of course do something to offset 
this tendency to unemployment) In a olosed community. a reduction in 
weekly wages proportional to the reduced hours is almoat oertain to offset 
it Rltogetherj(For this cue can be looked. a.t 88 a recJ.tion of the lupply of 
labour Wlits. "ith the wage per unit unohanged. Althougb in the resulting 
transformation there may well be lome 10Rl of capital; yet 80 loog ... tbe 
1081 ill not great we abA.llhavu a.ituation in which there is aD incl'8ged. hpply 
of oapital per uDit 01 labour, and therefore. tendency to &- rise in tho mar. 
8inal product of a unit of labour. The demand for labour will therefore 
increaae, 

\, But 'of course thi8 only holda for a closed community. and it cannot be 
predioted with any certainty for a fMI in weet1y wagea less than proportional 
to the reduction in houra.-\ 

S Aga.in Bpart from capital consumption. 
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than unity. equilibrium money wages will fall, and 
therefore a fixed minimum level of money wages will 
mean unemployment. In the reverse case, equilibrium 
money wages will actually tend to rise, although of 
course not to such a point as will prevent a fall in real 
wages.) 

Naturally. this onl,! holds for the ge!lerl!:ll~vel. and 
assumes mobilitfOTTabour between ~ujlll!i.Ql)s. But 

(altliougllit is not direc£If applicable to the case where 
such mobility is absent, it gives us a clue to the situ
ation which will then arise. Almost certainly there will~' 
be unemployment in some occupations; though it is . 
very probable that in others there will be a rise in the 
demand for labour. If this increased demand cannot be 
satisfied by movement towards these occupations, 
money wages in them will rise; in extreme cases they 
may even rise to such an extent as to prevent a fall in 
real wages in some industries. But this only happens 
because these trades are shifting their burden off on to 
others, in some of which there will be a rise in money 
wages leBS than the rise in prices,while in the rest there 
will be a definite fall in the demand for labourers, so 
that, with constant money wages. there is unemploy
ment. In different circumstances, the proportions of 
the population falling into each of these three classes 
will be different; but in no circumstances is the pro
portion of those who get a rise in real wages likely to be 
large. They only secure this rise in real wages by pre
venting entry into their occupation~ if the unemployed 
and the men who have retained employment in less 
fortunate trades were allowed to enter the high-wage 
occupations, real wages there must fall to a level lower 
fhan that which they would have reached if there had 
been at the beginning no restriction of output. In so 
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far as higher real wages may be secured in certain 
trades, it is only at the expense of lower real wages or 
unemployment in other occupations) . 

It I 
A very similar analysis to that of the preceding 

section is applicable to the proposal of which a good 
deal has been heard in recent years-the.Jnternational 
Regulation of Hours.}But before passing on to the 
problems raised by that proposal, it will be well to 
examine a simpler casEl of hours-regulation, which has 
international aspects: the case of a general reduction 
of hours in one cOJllltry-a country engaged in inter
national trade: 

There is a good deal of similarity between the situa
tion created by' a reduotion of hours in one couutry 
only, and that created by a reduction of hours in one 
industry only-as considered above. It is conceivable 
that the world d~and for one country's exports might 
be inelastic; and in that case reduced output, leading 
to reduced exports, would turn the terms of trade 
violently in that country's favour. The reduced 
exports .wouldbring in a larger quantity of imports, 
and the country's international trade position would 
therefore be improved; but it would still be uncertain 
whether the level of real wages withip the country 
would be raised by its restriction of production. For 
hours in industries ptoducing for home consumption 
would be reduced simultaneously; these industries 
would yield a smaller product, which might or might 
not be balanced by the increase in imports) 

In any case,; inelastic demand for a country's 
tlXports in general is very much less likely thall inelas-
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tic demand for the product of a particular industry . 
. Nearly all countries have a. number of difierent exports, 
most of which compete to some extent with the pro
ducts of other countries. If its competitors do not 
restrict prOduction simulta.neously, restriction on the 
part of one country can hardly be expected to ra.ise 
prices sufficiently for it to be a. very paying policy. It 
is just conceivable toot the loss imposed by a genera.l 
restriction of production in one country could be 
shifted entirely on to the shoulders of the foreigner; 
but if there a.ctually are any countries which could 
do }his, it is not easy to find them.) 

( If the reduction in hours takes place in a.Il countries 
simultaneously, then the prospect of some particula.r 
countries ga.ining from it is ra.ther improved. For if its 
competitors reduce output simulta.neously with itself, 
the prices of its exports a.re much more likely to rise 
considera.bly. It is true that its imports will simul
ta.neously rise in price, but they need not necessa.rily 
rise to the sa.me extent. For if its exports a.re la.rgely 
necessities, the demand for which is not greatly reduced 
under the new circumsta.nces; a.nd its imports are les8 
urgently wanted goods, for which other people's 
demand fulls oil very rapidly Ilrith the reduction in 
supply; then the wea.lth of this pa.rticula.r country 
may be quite definitely increased, since the reduced 
home production is made up by a la.rge movement of 
the terms of trade in its favour. But this means simply 
that the sa.crifice which must be laid upon someone by 
the reduction of output has been wholly borne by other 
countries. , 

Although this possibility is not without significance 
in a general view of the prospects of International 
Regulation of Hours, it is not suggested here tha.t it 

16 
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has much to do with the actual proposals which have , 
been under discussion at Geneva in recent years) 
For one thing( the most obvious cases of "necessary" 
exports, where a reduction of output might increase 
the wealth of the exporting country, are to be found 
in staple agricultural products; and an effective regula
tion of hours in agriculture has never been seriously 
regarded as feasible. But for another thing (and this is 
more. important) the concrete proposals were chie:fly 
for a reduction of industrial working hours in all 
countries to a level which had already been attained-
or practically attained-in some of the most advanced 
industrial nations. The restriction of output in these 
advanced countries wouid therefore have been re
latively small; and they might have expected a con
siderable advantage from the much larger reduction of 
output in other countries competing with them. The 
prices of their exports would rise, without (in all 
probability) a serious contraction in volume; in so 
far as their imports were derived from agricultural 
countries where the regulation of hours was imprac
ticable, there would be no tendency to a rise inthe price 
of their imports; and this situation could hardly have 
failed to be decidedly to their advantage. In the 
relatively hackward countries, however, the restriction 
of hours must have led to a serious fall in real wages. 
Since wages there were already relatively low, it is 
most improbable that the fall in wages would be con
sidered to be compensated by increased leisure. Thus 
it is hardly surprising that the proposal for Inter
national,Regulation of Hours has not met with better 
success.1 J 

II It J8 a&lumed. in the aboVe argument tbat all oountriea WOfC(' the OOQ

""Dtion equally. U the richer countries euiorce it. and the poorer oonntrietl 
do Dot. tben it may conceivably be to tbe advantage of the poorer coontriea. ': 
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IV 
In addition to the direct fixation 9LminilllJllll WAges'

and maximum hours of labour, collective agreements 
between-employerS-ana Trade Unions usually contain 
some provisions which are best classified as being 
concerned with "other conditions of labour". These_ 
provisions are extremely various; but they are capable 
of a rough economic classification. First, there are 
~hose which guarantee privileges of various kinds to the 
workmen: privileges which make work more pleasant, 
but which must as a general rule raise the costs of the 
employer-in the most general sense of diminishing 
the net advantage which he draws from his occupation 
or investment of capital. For, in general, if these 
privileges did not raise costs in this sense, it would not 
be necessary to bring pressure on the employer in order 
to induce him to grant them. The economic effect of 
the introduction of such privileges is essentially 
similar to the economic effect of a rise in wages-un
less wages are reduced to compensate. But their 
quantitative importance is probably small. I 

Another class of provisions is designed~o' prevent 
the employment of men on particular kinds of work 
which may be specially disagreeable to them') This 
may be done by actual prohibiti!>n, or, more probably, 
by specially hig]u>i~ce.:rates§r !!ugh work. Economic 
effects here are a little more complicated. In so far as 
these provisions ~ctually prevent the performance of 
the kind of work in question, they act as a reduction in 
the individual supply of labour, and consequently have 
similar efiects to a reduction in hours.)!f, as is more 
probable, some of the work is still performed at higher 

\ 
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costs, then their effect is intermediate between the 
effect of reduced hours and the effect of higher wages. 

t'They reduce the individual supply oUabour to some 
extent, and, at the same time, they raise wages per 
head to some extent. But the importance of such cases 
is not very great, and the reader may be left to deduce 
their working from what has gone before) 

A much m~x:.e_ ~ol.'tant class of provisions is nEt 
directly c<!ncerned with improving the terms upon 
which the employed man performs his !abour . .'Their 
aim is rather to safeguard his job. ).A.pprenticeship 
regulations limit entry to the trade; demarcation rules 
prevent particular kinds of work being transferred 
from one class of workman to another class whose 
wages are lower; rules about "the manning of ma
chines" discourage the introduction of mechanical 
methods. In a, community where wages are relatively 
plastic, the principal effect of such rules is to safe
guard the privileged position of the better paid trades; 
they impede the movement of labour which would 
otherwise be continually at work to undermine these 
privileges, and at the same time, by preventing the 
employment of labour in the places where its produc
tivity is highest, they lower the average level of real 
wages. In a community where wages in general are held 
rigid above the competitive level, demarcation rules 
must, on balance, increase unemployment; for a given 
quantity of capital will employ more men of the lower
wage class than of the higher-wage class. 'The dis
couragement of mechanical methods, on the other 
hand, may do something to prevent the substitution 
of capital for labour, and so far assist to maintain em
ployment. But it is hard to believe that much can be 
expected from this. The ways of substitution are often 
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ob~!lure; it can hardly be prevented altogether without 
briDging the effective management of industry to a 
standstilU And C;ven if it could be prevented, un
employment would still be created by the movement 
of capital between industries, and (in an open com
munity) by the export of capital. The less the pos
sibility of substitution, the greater the possibility of 
evading high wages in other ways.) 

V 
In the last analysis, ubJ;bis difficulty-4he 

final impossibility of preventing evasion+.that Trade 
Unions and Wage Boards, like almost all systems of 
economic regulatio;;ince the dawn of history, are de~ ~ 
feated. Capitalist ent(lrprise is the child of evasion· ~ 
and 6n the long road from ancient sm)lgg\er to modern ., 
industrialist, the entrepreneur has learned more tricks ~ 
than are easily reckoned wit~ In this field as in others, C4':' 

(regulation is not possible at (II nntil the more obviou~ 
and speedy methods of evasion have been stopped: ' 
Tra~~Unions must be able topreventblacklegging, 
Wage Boards must be able to see that their decisioJ!s 
are not evaded by connivance between employers and 
employed. But although the stoppage of these most 
direct means of escape secures to the regulating 
authority a tem..E0!..~®CtlBS, SO that it enjoys a short 
and happy perIod~ofsel#-gratulation, it appears later 
that tne task' is not finished. The entrepreneur falls 
back on his second line <.>.f.slef\l.nce ( the changing of 
methods to the -aavantage of capital and the dis
advantage of labour. On this line it is still possible for 
Tmrle Unions to make some impression, for they can 
oppose, more or less effectively, the introduction of 
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automatic machines. (It is much more difficult for 
public authorities, such as Wage Boards, to take 
effective action here; for they can hardly oppose 
changes which seem obviously directed to increasing 
productivity-even if it is only productivity per head 
of tne men still employed; And Trsde Union action 
against this line of evasion is much more liable to public 
d_isapproval than are its earlier efforts at regulation.) 

Even if this line of defence can be blocked-and 
this is a very large assumption indeed-lthe defences 
of the entrepreneur are not yet at an end: He can 
withdraw his capitalfrom the 4td~-and how is a 
Trade Union to prevent that1 Or he can consume his 
capital in maintaining his own consumption-and how 
is that to be preyented ~.' 

When the fundamental problem of regulation is 
stated in this way, we seem almost driven-to the con
clusion that the only way out is a supersession of the 
entrepreneur by some kind of Socialism.· But-to pre
vent misunderstanding-the writer must be allowed to 
expre~ his personal belief that this, too, is a deh,lsion. 
For, r excepting in a completely static community, 
where the fundamental determinants of economic 
activity are always fixed and constant-and such a 
community is a pure theoretical figment-adjust
ments of economic life to changes in natural environ
ment and human ability must continuously be made. 
And for theSe adjustments some institution with the 
same function as the entrepreneur must always be 
necessary. It is certainly conceivable that this func
tion might be carried out by some authority which paid 
more attention to justice and less to efficiency than the 
entrepreneur does; but this must involve a sacrifice 
in efficiency, and consequently a sacrifice-probably a 
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large sacrifice-of social wealth. The adjustments 
made by the entrepreneur in his escape from labour 
regulation are precisely the same kind of adjustments 
as he makes in order to minimise the effects of natural 
scarcity-bad harvests or the working out of mines. 
In his actions the two are inextricably bound up to
gether; and a system in which the first adjustment was 
prevented would be seriously. handicapped in its 
endeavours to make the other.l' 

Our study of the working of the labour market 
under industrial capitalism results in making clear a 
dilemma. (Free competition is liable to prove intoler
able, not because it fails to raise the real income of 
labour-decidedly it does not so fail-but because it. 
raises expectations of security which it cannot fulfiL 
It must be remembered, however'( that it is not the 
insecurity which is the product of industrialism; it is 
the expectation of security. In more primitive socie
ties changes in natural environment and in his' own 
hwnan equipment react directly upon the economic 
well-being of the individual. He experiences changes 
from prosperity to misery far more violent than those 
to which nearly all members of a capitalist community 
are Bubject, but their origin is obvious, and he is under 
no temptation to blame them upon any other origin 
than that from which they actually come. With the 
division of labour there proceeds a concentration of 
risk-bearing on to a small class; by receiving a fixed 
contractual payment for their services other people 
acquire a degree of security which would have been 
impossible at an earlier stage of development. But the 

J. For a.n exa.mination of the working of .. aoci&list economy, whioh 11 
highly releva.b.t to this ma.tter, &eO Misoa. Die Geme',,""rNc~1, eap. 
pp.2018· 
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capacity of any man to bear risks is limited, and there
fore the insulation of the wage-earner can never be 
complete. Yet he easily comes to think it complete; 
and then, when realities jar against him, he feels him
self to have been abused.~ 

So he endeavours to protect himself, through Trade 
Unionism and the democratic' State. But our examina
tion of the effects of regulation has shown that this pro
tection can rarely be adequate. Carried through to the 
end, it can only result in a great destruction of economic 
wealth. But of course in fact it is not carried through 
to the end. Sooner or later, in one form or another, a 
c_rack ,-llllIlles; if it comes soon, there is not much 
damage done; but if it comes late, the illusion is 
shattered most disastrously. 

The Theory of Wages, as elaborated in this book, 
has not proved a cheerful ~ubject; but perhaps that 
may be accounted to it for realism. If there had been 
a panacea for labour troubles, men might have been 
expected to show more signs of discovering it. Just 
as the problem of individual economy arises from the 
limitation of resources, so do the economic problems of 
society arise from the hard necessity of cutting a coat 
according to the cloth. 

1 C/. Cl&y. UIrreaponsihility m Eoonomio Life." Political Quarterly. 
Janu...-y.ID31. 
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THE principal object of this appendix is the construction of 
a mathematical proof of the conclusions about absolute -and 
relative shares in the Social Dividend put forward in 
Chapter VI; but eince the chief value of such a mathematical 
proof must lie in the disclosure of the exact &B8umptions and 
the precise limitation. under which the propositions are true, 
it is convenient to begin with a consideration of oertain problems 
whose connection with these proposi,tions may appear at first 

sight a little remote. PtJ"'l.~ ~ ~-'" 
0/ (i.) THE CO-ORDINATION OF THE LA WB OF DIBTRmUTloN 

Ever eince the early days of the lI\arginal p~ductivity theory 
in the eighteeJ>.nineties, the mathematical application of the 
theory has been greatly hampered by the difficulty which W&8 

raised by P. H. Wicksteed, in his e8S1\Y, "The Co-ordination 
of the Laws of Distribution" (1894). ~If each factor is paid 
according to ita marginal product, is the total product ex
hausted, or is there a surplus or deficit1~1 Clearly{Jt is most 
oonsonant with the conditions of eqUilibrium that each factor 
should. be remunerated according to its marginal product, 
including the factor which "employs" the others, and takes 
the surplus for ita share. But will there be enough residue 
to pay the employing factor ita marginal produot1 j 

The solution which Wicksteed himself offered to his own 
problem is unsatisfactory, &8, indeed, he admitted on subse
quent occasions.' But it is not true, &8 most English and 
American economists seem still to imagine, that the problem 
remained unsolved. Within a few months of the publication of 

1 Corll,** StlfWh!I oJ Political Eronomy. p. 373. Tht" argument in the te.zt 
of th8 Conamon StmMJ, while pp'rfectly 'V&lid, dON not meet the mathematieal 
dlftilJult.y. &"t' also Robbins. "The Economio Worb of Philip Wicks~" 
(ECQ'LOmi~. November, 1930). 
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Wicksteed's Essay, Loon Walras put forward a solution which 
is altogether free from the objections to which Wicksteed's own 

. 8olution is liable.' But, unfortunately, Walras expreased him· 
self in so crabbed and obscure a manner that it is doubtful if 
he conveyed his point to anyone who did not po ..... some 
further aSBistance. Anyone who knows the answer can see that 
Walras has got it; but anyone who does not must find it almost 
impossible to get it from Walras. 

A perfectly intelligible solution did, however, appear a few 
years later in the Vor/esungen of Knut Wic~.· With Wick
sell's aid it is not difficult to clear up this matter; after which 
we shall be in a position'to proceed with our principal enquiry. 

~' 

',.The first thing on which we have to be clear, if we want to 
see our way towards a solution of this question, is that we are 
concerned solely with the internal coherence of the !X!IIditions -
of economic _equilibri~'Otir pr';hle-;" is pUiely~ne of the 
conditionS of equilibrium, and therefore it is extremely unwise 
to complicate our discU88ions with the consideration of pheno
mena which ouly arise in the, real world because the economic 
system is not in equilibrium; and among these fall the greater 
part of the activities of enterprise and management. If we 
persist in thinking of the factor which receives the residue as 
the "entrepreneur", we shall get into endless difficulties; but 
fortunately, without any serious departure from reality, we can 
think of our typical firm as 'a Joint Stock Company, and 
8UpPOse the residue to fall to the capitalist as capitalist, 
management (so far as management is required) being hired 
like labour of other grades. Or, alternatively, we can follow 
Wicksell's example, and suppose the landlord or the labourer 
to take the residue, hiring other factol'8. 

Once we adopt this .... umption, the most ordinary non-1 
mathematical analysis shows that every factor must get ite 
marginal product. For every him!. factor must get its marginal 

I ".Not(l8ur 180 I'Ofutation do 10. Thoorie anglaisedu fcrma~ de M. Wick· 
steed," This was republished M an appendix to tbe third edition of Walraa' 
EldfMn.l8 (1896). 'IWa omitted. in 8ubsequent editiona. 

I Vol. 1.. pp. 186-101. 
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product, since otherwise the demand for it would expand or 
contract; and every ""hired factor (which is "acting as entre
preneur") must get its marginal product, since if it got leBS, its 
owners would prefer to hire it out; and if it got more, some· 
would he transferred from the hired to the unhired cl&ee. 

This is a perfectly satisfactory line of argument, and it is 
evidently reasoning of this kind which has generally persuaded 
non-mathematical economists (for example, J. B. Clark and 
his followers) that the "adding-up" di.fficulty i8&derti8io~ And 
we sha.ll see tha.t they are right. 

The trouble is that the ~lternative mathematical line of 
approach did not appear to lead to the same conclusion . 

../ Let Z= the amount of product, and a, b, o . •.• the quanti
ties of factors required to make that product z. In order that 
the marginal productivity law should be fuJfiJ\ed, the share of 

the product which goes to the £8.ctor a must be a ~,and simi-

"" larly for the· other factorY.' If the product is to be exactly 
divided among the factors, leaving no residue, positive or 
negative, then 

JZ JZ 
z=a - + 6 -6- + .... 

Ja • . . -
Wirksteed's explanation was based u\j; the well-known 
;;;atbem~t~rproposition; due to E~ler. °!i!-i(ziS a homo
geneous function of the first degree in a, 6, 0 • • • so that it 
can be written 

af(~,;' . ... ) 
this relation 

JZ JZ 
z=a.;a + b .iii + .... 

will always he satisfied. 
It was this that drew the scathing remark of ]':<!gewor~: 

"There is a magnificence in this genera1isation which recalls the 
youth of philosophy ."J ustice is a perfect cube, said the ancient I 
sage; and rational conduct is a homogeneouB fundio!!., adds 
the modern savant.'" - . 

• to Tbeory of Distribution," in Paptn, vol. i., p. 31. 
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But when it is expressed in economic language, the Wick
steed-Euler proposition appears much less ridiculous than it 
Beems to nave appeared to Edgeworth. It means simply that 
there will be no residue, positive or negative, if the commodity 
in question is produced under conditions of "constant retnrns" 
-using that ill-treated expression in yet anoth~ unfamiliar, 
but nevertheless highly convenient, sense. The production 
function will have the reqnieite form if .. proportional increase 
in aU the quantities of factors employed will increase the 
quantity of product in the same proportion in which the 
factors were increased; that is to say, if,the amounts of factors 
reqnired per unit of product (the "coefficients of production") 
are independent of the amount of prodnct. 

Put in this way, the condition appears much less startling; 
yet it is doubtful if it can be considered to be generally satis-

. fied. So long as all the factors are increased in the same pro
portion, the general condition of diminishing return8--the dis
proportionate increase of some factors-is .absent. But the 
condition of increasing returns--economies ot <q>eeialisation 
and co-operation due to siz~ma y be present. It does seem 
p09Bible that "increasing retnrns" (used here in a special sense, 
but one that has many of the implications of the ordinary 
meaning) may_ OOJPe in tn umet the masgin,! productivity' 
theory, as they are inclined ~ upset, uuleSB we are very care luI, 

p • -;-0_---. . -".-. - .--..--
so many econoDllc generalisatIOns. 

We may now turn to the solution of WaIras and Wicksell. 
We are concerned here solely with one p;;n ·of the general 

equilibrium system, the conditions that a particular firm should 
be in eqnilibrium~e assume perfect competition, both in the 
market where the firm sells its products, and in the market 
where it buys its factors. Thus, so far as the action of this par
ticular firm is concerned, we can aSBurne all the prices with 
which it deals to be given; for the influence of its individual 
action on prices, whether of product or of factors, will be negli-

• gible. In order that the firm should be in eqnilibrium, two con
<!itions have to be satisfied: ~ihe unit cost of production of 
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its product must be a minimum;i~ that unit cost must equal 
, the selling price of the product. The first condition must be 

fulfilled, since otherwise the owners of that mctor which is 
"acting as entrepreneur" could increase their profits by a 

v' change in methods. The second condition must be fulfilled", 
since otherwise the owners of that mctor would be receiving 
a return either higher or lower than was being earned by / 
simi1ar aervices elsewhere in the market, and someone would 
therefore have an incentive to act difierently. In order ~to 
m~.imise its ?lsts of production, the firm can vary indefinitely 
the quantities of factors which it Ul!es, and therefore, of course, 

v 
the quantity of product it turns out. The l'~uction function 
(the relation hetween the quantities of mctors and the quantity • 
of. product) is naturally given by technical considerations.'../ 
The.coefficients of production do not ouly have to be chosen so 
that the unit cost of production for a given output is a mini· 
mnm; the out.put has also to be chosen so that the unit cost of 
production is a minimum. 

We have then 

z=! (a, b, c .••• ) (production function). 

Total cost of production = ape + bp. + . . . . 
where P., P. are the prices of the factors. 

Cost of production per unit=n.=! (ap. +bp. + .... )--(1) 
z 

n.=p .. i .•. cost of production=selling price. 

In order that n. should be a minimum 

Now 

.m • .m. 11 0 --;at JIJ' •••. must a = . 

m. ~(1 l -=-1- (ap.+bp.+ ••. . ), 
fIG JQZ . 

• I Once we grant the uniYeaAli.yof Inbatitution. &8 we haft teen CIUlM 
to do, .... NIIUU of tho dlecU&llionll of Chapter I .. the existence of a produc
tion IWl\ltion folloW'll D8C8U6ri1y. 
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1 1 J(1; 

= ,.P.- .,.;;.;.=. 
= l (p.-n. :). 

Then, since »r. = 0, P. = n. J(1; = P. n, and aimilarly for 
J(J Ja Ja 

the other factors. 
This is the marginal productivity law, and by substituting 

in (1) we have 
n dX z=a-+b-b+··· . 
Ja J 

, proved independently of anr. 8S8'W'Pllon about "constant 
returns " 

The ~~i;w.tion which lies ... hind this proof lies in the 
essential hypothesis that each finn is producing at that scale.,j 

- of output which makes ita unit cost a minimum. If, as before, 
we assume that the prices of the factors are constant, and if we 
assume further that the proportions in which the factors are 
employed remain unchanged as output varies, we can con· 
strtrot a (very specialised) cost curve for the finn, giving the 
cost per unit of producing various outputs. Wicksteed thought 
he had proved that it was a necessary condition for the truth 
of the marginal productivity theory that this curve should be 
a horizontal straight line. Walras and Wicksell showed that it 
was ouly necessary that the curve should have a minimum' 
point, and that in equilibrium output must be at that poiDt. 

Now it is clear that in the neighbourhood of the minimorn 
point, where the tangent to the curve must be horizontsl, the 
curve will approximate very closely to the straight line.' It 
is not surprising that, at this point, Wicksteed's condition 
should be satisfied, Where Wicksteed went wrong was in his 
888umption that he could argue from the shape of the curve 
at one particular point to the general shape of the curve. 

Wicksteed's difficulty can therefore be overcome by sub. 
stituting for his untenable condition of "constant returns" the~ 
condition of "minimum cost" which appears, on the surface 
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at l .... t. more in keeping with the fundamental .... umptiolL'5 on 
which it is reasonable to base an equilibrium theory. But. as 
Mr. Sraffa has pointed out. i the condition of minimum cost is 
not Without ite difficulties. We are excluded from the .... ump-
tion of diminishing returns in the usual sense; but if we .... ume 
no tendency to diminishing retul'lllr-that a simultaneous in
crease in all the factors in the &Bme proportion will never 
increase the product le88 than proportionately-th"n.either 
competitive equilibrium is impossible (which will be the case if 
increasing returns go on indefinitely) 0." ,alternatively th~dis-

";;ribution output among the different firms in an industry will 
be altogether indeterminate.{if increasing returns give way to 
constant returns). Neither of th."e conclusions ill welcome; but 
if we are to avoid them. we are driven to &88ume that "tech
nical diseconomies" will, after a. certain point, induce djmjnjsh .. 

ing returns. There can be little question that in fact there is 
generally a limit to the extent to which any firm can grow under 
given conditions. independently of the limitation of the market_ 
But a doubt must remain how far the limitations which we do 
find in experience have not been .... umed away on the level of 
abstraction on which we are now working. , 

Further consideration of this point would lead us too far 
into the more arid regions of higher general theory; its relevance 
to the theory of distribution is remote. 

(ii.) INCREABING RETURNS 

.' The marginal product which measures the actual return 
which a factor of production must get in a state of equilibrium. 
is the addition which is made to the product of a firm when 
a small unit is added to the supply of the factor ava.ilable to 
that firm. when the organisation of the firm is adjusted to the 
new supply (so that it is used in the most economical way). but 

[
when the rest of the organisation of industry. including the 

- general system of prices. remains unchanged. Now there is ~ 

I "The Law. of RoturD.l under Competitive Conditciona" (ECOIt . .lour., 
19261_ 
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reason why this increment should be the 8alIle as the increment 
of production which would accrue if the additIonal unit were 
made available to the whole of industry, and the whole organi. 
sation of industry, including the general price-system, were 
adjusted to the new supply) 

If a\l the firms were operating in accordanC<! with Wick· 
steed's law, under conditions of "constant cost"; and if we 
leave out of account the fact that the a\location of the increase 
in resources to one firm only would mean lin uneconomic dis· 
tributioll of production; then there can be no question that 
these two "marginal proQ.ucte" would be equal. But in fact an 
increase in the supply of one factor genera\ly involves a com· 
plicated redistribntion of production between firms and 
between industries, and in consequence of these changes it is 
quite likely that the marginal product of .. factor in the second 
sense will be greater than the marginal product in the first 
sense. The division of labour progresses as the supply of the 
factors increases, and the advantages of tbe division of labour 
are gained al much, or more, throngh an increase in specialisa
tion between firms and between industries, as through an 
increase in the size of firms., 

Thus we have to distinguish between(the "private" marginal 
product, which does, in equilibrium, equaiothe wage of labour; 
and the "social" marginaI product, which results from an 
increase in the supply of labour, when we suppose that increase 
to have worked out its fnll effect. And in general it is safe to 
assume that the latter will exceed the former) 

This divergence has"Swkward consequences for the applica
tion of the general marginal productivity theory. ~If we can 
assume "const&nt;"tUriiB"· and a consequent equality of 

'''social'' and "private" marginal products, it is possible to 
~I deduce certain not uninteresting results about the effect of 

increases in the factors on the distribution of the product. But 
in so far as we have to a\low for increasing returns, the .. reo 

I OJ. Allyn Young. OIJnoreuing Returns and Economic PNgres8" (EW1II. 
J"....., 1928), Sho .... "Varying Coo,," and Margin&! Net Prodoeta" (E"",. 
J01lr.,lij28j. 
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1 
suits are surrounded by a margin of doubt. Yet it does not 

~ seem probable tbat the divergence would be very great] 
Nevertheless, the reader is asked to bear in mind that fte 

exact conclusions of the following pages depend for their ~t 

r.
a~iditY upo~ the assumption of "COnstMt retJJr~B" ~n the 

Wlckstsed·WlCksell sense; and tthus upon the IdentIty of' 
~ (private" and "social" marginal uroducta,l 

(iii.) THE ELASTICITY OF DERIVED DEMAND 

In examining the effects on Distribution of cbanges in the 
supply of the factors of production, it is convenient to begin 
with tbe special case of a cbange in the supply of a factor which 
is specialised to some particular purpoee, and can only be used 
in one industry. The problem which is then raised within that 
industry is then simply a probl~1!l of the elasticity. of derived 
d~mand-the problem which was studied by Marshall in his 
well· known example of plasterers' wage.( Marsball gave fOUI 
rules for the things on which the elasticity of derived demand 
depends; land in their discussions of this matter, economist! 
have generally been content to URe Marshall's rules, without 
making them the subject of any further investigation. ,Thes. 
rules are an excellent example of the convenience of the elasti. 
city conoept, in enabling essentially mathematical notions to 
be used in formally non.mathematical arguments. Bnt such 
procedure, although convenient, is dangerous; it will enable 
us to proceed more securely, if, instead of merely aooepting 
Marshall's conclusions, we examine their mathematical founda· 
tiona 

M .. rshall himself no doubt derived his rules from mathe· 
matics; Note XV. in the mathema~ical appendix to the Frin-

I Of the two rul81 about absolute and relative sh&J'8S in the Dividend 
put. forward in Chapter VI. a.nd to whose oonsideration this discuuion is 
wtimately leading. it seems extremely improbable that tht' rule about 
.be.olute shafl'r8 (loilid po8l!ibJy be affected by inoreasing returns. The rule 
about relative aha.l"e!!I. on tho other hand, &imollt oerto.inly must be a.fJected 
to some f'xt6llt, althougb it is Wl1ilrely that the difT~ronoe would be very 
serious unless it oou..ld be IIhown that a.n increatle in one pnrt,icnlar faoOOr 
would be much more likely to oall forth a strong developm(\Dt of..tl'OIe ten. 
dOlloiea muing for inol't'lUillg returus tha.n IlQ increase in the otbe~ 

16 
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ciple8 is enough to .... ure us of that. But he does not there give 
the full mathematical derivation {he confines himself to a \ 
simplified case, that in which the Proportions of factors em- . 
ployed (the "coefficients of production") remain constsnt~ 
A more extended enquiry, he assures U8, would lead to "sub-
8tantially'the same results." But we may as well see for our
selves. 

The four rules (in Professor Pigou'8 more convenient 
formulation) are: 

L "The demand for anything is likely to be more elastic, 
the more readily substitutes for that thing can be obtained." 

II. "The demand for anything is likely to be less elastic, 
the less important is the part played by the cost of that thing 

'v in the total cost of some other thing, in the production of which 
it is employed." 

III. "The demand for anything is likely to be more elastic, 
the more elastic ia the supply of co-operant agents of pro
duction." 

IV. "The demand for anything is likely to be more elastic, 
the more elastic is the demand for any further thing which it 
contributes to produce.'" .-We may now proceed to our mathematical enquiry. 

A product is being made by the co-operation of two factors, 
a and b, which are remunerated according to the value of their 
marginal products. Let x be the quantity of product (x is 
thus a fwiction of a and b), p. its price; p. and P. the prices of 
the factors a and brespectively. tfjJ is the elasticity of 
demand for the product, and e the elasticity of 8upply of b, 
how is A, the elasticity of demand for 4, determined ! 

We have P. = P. ~,P. = p. ~ (marginal products). 

Also 

I .H&rehall, Prirtdplu, hk. v, ' ch. vi.; Pignu. ECQIWfItuof Jrel/cve, bk. iv .. 
t"h. v. 
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Since t.he total expenditure of the firm equals total receipts, 

p"x = p.a + p.b. 

This can also be written 

Z = a"'; + b "Z • 
• a .b 

Since we are 8.SSuming "constant returns" we can treat this 
last equation as an identity, and differentiate it partially with 
respect to b, 

Further, the total differential of z, 

dx=JZda+""'-db .a .b 

. . . . (1). 

.'. p.dx = P.da + p,db . . . . . (2). 

Since the condition of equality of receipts and expenditure 
must still be satisfied after we have made our small change in a, 

p,dx + xdp. = P.da + ~ + p.db + bdp •• 
"--- 1. I 

But from (2) this becomes 
. / 

rr.dp. = adp. + bdp,. 

And by the elasticity formulle, 

p ftc Pada p.db 
-,,- = A· --,;- . . . . . . (3). 

Now the change in b, which results from the change in a a. 
independent variable, 

be be ( .") =db=-dp.=·-d P'-b' • P. P. J 

By expansion and application of (I), this becomes 

db=bel_p.d",+ J~ (da-"db)l. 
P. I ""I P. JaJb b I 
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Now write a = PaP, and • .rx 
P. x JaJb 

" = p,a and simplify • 
p.x' 

Then p,d:c =l'!;da _pih (1 + IC) (4) 
r, a 1-1C ea· . .. . 

Eliminating d:c, 00, db between (2), (3) and (4), we get 

A-a " e+a 
r,-A =f -IC .• +~ 

.1 = aIr, + e) + lCe('L - a) 
r, + e - K(r, - a) • 

This gives us a value for the elasticity of demand for a, in 
terms of fj, e, K, and a.1 

These are in fact the four Marshallian variables. ", e, r, 
correspond to the rules (II), (III), and (IV) quoted above. a is 
a suitable measure for (I); it is the "elasticity of substitution". 

Its principal component, :b' gives the rate of change of the 

marginal product of one factor for a change in the other factor. 

If ~ is infinite, a = 0, and there is no substitution possible at 

all; the coefficients of production are strictly proportional. If 

-~ = 0, a is infinite, the factors are perfectly rival or their 

use is indifferent. If we had a third factor, or· more, then Z 
might- bc negative, and the factors would be rival in the more 
ordinary sense of the term; an increase in one would diminish 
the marginal product of the other. But with ouly two factors, 
and under the assumption that there can be no "diminishing 
returns" to ,ill the factors together, this is impoesible . 

• ·x 
But although ..ii.i6 is thus to some extent a test of the 

amount of substitution poesible, it is not a suitable measure of 

I When 0=0. tbi. reduces to Mal'9haJl's formula (Pnnciplu. Mathe
matical Appendix. Nnte XV.). 
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the "elasticity of substitution". For its magnitude depends on 
the units in which.:, a, and b are measured. Just as we have to _ 

multiply d
ik 

by 1! ~ order to get the elasticity of demand, 80 
p .: 

• tJIX 
we must multiply .a.ib by a further factor in order to get the 

, 
elasticity of substitution. p~ ~ is a suitable multiplier. But I 

p..p. 
have taken the reciprocal of this expression, in order to have 
a measure increasing with the facility of substitution. 

nn 

Since --p..pt- =.a ~ , a could also have beeD written 
'J tJZ iZ 

p. '" JaJb .: .a.b 
in this latter form. 

So far we have ouly shown that the elasticity of derived 
demand depends upon Marshall's four variables. We have still 
to examine how it moves with the four variables~.e., to test 
the rules. 

Ta.king the formula for '" and differentiating it partially 
by pach in turn of the four variables on which it depends, we 
get: 

J" (1)- = (1 - Ie) X a square. 
Ja 

J" (2) = (1) - a) (1) + e) (e + 0") X a square . 
." 

J" (3) = IC (1 - IC) X a square. 
Je 

J" (4) -- = Ie X a square. 
J1) 

The first, third, and fourth of these expressions are always 
positive. The first, third, and fourth rules are univeraally true. 
But the second rule is not universally true. Even if we concern 
ourselves only with oases where. is positive (1) and a must be 
positive) the second rule is ouly true 80 long as1)>a;-80 long 
as the elasticity of demand for the final produot is greater thaD 
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the elasticity of substitution./Of C01ll"8e, in the usual caae8 
taken for illustration of this rule, the condition for its validity 
is fulfilled. It is supposed that the demand for the product i. 
fairly elastic, while substitution is difficult. But if technical 
change ~ easy, while the product has an inelastic demand, the 
rule works the other way. For example, a factor may find it 
easier to benefit itself by a reetriction in supply if it plays a 
large part in the process of production than if it plays a small 
part. It is "imporl<lrll to be .. nimportant' only when 1M C<m8"1Lmer 
can B!lb8titute more easily !1wtn the tmlTepreneuT~ Further even 
if'1>a, but if the difference is small, the importance of this 
second rule will be negligible. 

(iv.) THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE NATIONAL DrvrnEND 

The last part of our enquiry-the application of these re
sults to the wider problem discussed in Chapter VI.-now 
presents little difficulty. We are now concerned no longer with 
the money demand for a factor of production engaged in the 
making of a particular product, but with the real demand for 
a general group of factors of the traditional kind "labour" or 
"capital"j To this we can still apply our formula, but in .. con
siderably simplified form. Since the total produot of a closed 
community does not need to be sold outside that community, 
we can write p. = 1, and '1 = infinity .. The elasticity of de
mand for one of these groups of factors is therefore given by 
the following formula, derived from the formula of the last 
section: 

A=U+Ke 
1 - K • 

From this formula' the second and third of the rules given 
above in Chapter VI. can be directly derived. 

1 It may be intel'Ulting to iUtl8trate the significance of this formula by 
an arithmetical example. If we suppose 0'=1, the el&!lticity of supply of 
the factors to be zero, and the dividend to be divided betwet'n labour and 
capital in the proportiona of 76 per cent. to 26 per cent., tben the elaaticity 
of demand for labour (measured in terms of I't"AI goods) will be 4; and the 
eluticity of demand for capita-IIi. 
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fa (bp,) = J!.(\ + e) 

a;" (a~") = K(<1 ;~. 
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The rules are therefore valid 80 long as A is positive; that is 
to say, in practically every conceivable case. (It was shown 
above on p. 98, footnote, that e may always be taken to be 
greater than - 1). 

It only remains for us now to make a few remarks on the 
reason which led Dr. Dalton 1 ,to arrive at a conclusion 80 

different from that which is evidently.to be derived from the 
last of the above formnllll. Dr. Dalton coustructed a formula 
giving a test for the contlitions under which an increase in a 
would increase ita relative share. In our notation, his formula 

is A> 11-;--. It is e~dent that this formula is correct, 80 long 
-/C 

as e can be neglected. He then proceeded to apply to this 
formula estimates for the elasticities of demand for labour and 
capital-<l8timates derived from Marshall's rnles, but not from 
any formula. He thus naturally overlooked the precise way in 
which A increases with /c. The larger /C is, the higher is the 
obstacle that has to be jumped before a mctor can increase ita 
l'€lativc share; but since the jumper increases in strength at 
exactly the same rate, the obstacle is irrelevant. The condition 
fur incre8sed relative sh&l'€ depends on <1, and on <1 alone • 

• See .bo.., p. 119. 
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no guarantee that those men whose efficiency he has 
improved will stay with him\ The terms he is offering 
to his employees are better than those offered by his 
rivals; at least, they are better to a man in ordinary 
circumstances/~But a man's relative valuation of in
come and leis1lre may change; and if he is faced with 
misfortnne (for example, an illness in his family) it 
often does change. Although under normal circum
stances he may prefer the shorter hours to a rise in 
wages, he may not always prefer them. If he is in 
difficulties the temptation to go elsewhere, to work 
longer hours, but to offer his improved efficiency as a 
claim to higher wages than are generally being paid; 
may be irresistible. The first employer must then re
place him with another man, whose efficiency has to be 
worked up; and instead of reaping his expected profits, 
he is faced with another period of IOS8. 

In spite of all these difficulties, it must not be 
assumed that a purely competitive system is powerless 
to reduce the hours of labour, so as to give the labourer 
some of the fruits of industrial progress in the form of 
increased leisure. Even the darkest days of the In
dustrial Revolution had their Robert Owen; and there 
Can be little doubt that since that time the number.of 
employers who are highly competent and adventurous 
and at the same time sympathetic· to the needs of 
labour, has been on the increase. They can be relied 
upon to do something to mitigate excessive hours; an. 
their success must induce others to follow their ex
ample. However, the struggle is not an easy one. It 
does seem probable that there are occasions when 
interference to reduce hours may secure to large 
numbers of workmen an increase in leisure at the cost 
of a fall in wages; which, nevertheless, seems to most 


